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Abstract 
The goal of a fault-diagnosis system is to obtain an accurate diagnosis at a low cost. In order to 
reach this goal, many techniques have been used, e.g. qualitative methods and multiple-models. 
This research investigates a novel strategy for improving the balance accuracy versus cost of 
consistency-based fault-diagnosis systems. 
This new strategy is organised around the notion of entities. These are physical entities. such as 
water pressure or temperature. The functioning of a physical system can involve numerous entities. 
Because these entities influence each other's behaviour, multiple-fault situations can occur, where 
several entities are affected by a fault. These situations are called complex multiple-fault situations. 
The existing fault-diagnosis systems do not perform satisfactorily on complex multiple-fault 
situations. This is because the set of entities they investigate is fixed from the start of the diagnostic 
process. As a consequence, depending on the entities included in this set, existing systems either 
perform an inaccurate diagnosis, or reach an accurate diagnosis at an unnecessarily high cost. This 
thesis presents a fault-diagnosis strategy called MVDS (standing for Multiple Variable Diagnosis 
Strategy) designed specifically for performing the efficient diagnosis of complex multiple-fault 
situations. The underlying principle of MVDS is that it is not possible to know from the start of the 
diagnostic process which entities are affected. Thus, a diagnostic process with MVDS is 
undertaken with the investigation of an initial set of entities, and this set of investigated entities is 
continuously updated along the process, as intermediate results are obtained. 
In order to illustrate clearly the functioning of MVDS, a fault-scenario using a small example from 
the air-conditioning domain is diagnosed and the process studied. The investigation of the 
performance of MVDS on more complex physical systems is undertaken on a larger case-study 
using a hot-water and heating system. In MVDS, it is possible to disable the adaptability of the set 
of investigated entities, so that it can be run with a fixed set. By doing so, the performance of the 
strategy in MVDS can be compared to the performance of traditional approaches which use a fixed 
set of investigated entities. 
The study-case shows that MVDS reaches more accurate results than traditional approaches, and 
that this accumcy is obtained at a low cost, since unnecessary measurements of entities are avoided. 
Furthermore, the strategy produces a complete trace of the process that is close to common-sense 
reasoning. It is also a co-operative strategy where the operator can intervene. 
Summary of the main research contributions: 
- The issue of diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations is specifically addressed for the first 
time. The problem caused by this diagnosis task is dcfined, and a stmtcgy is constructed in ordcr to 
diagnose efficiently the complex multiple-fault situations. The strategy is implemented in MVDS 
and tested on an example and a case-study. 
- Risk characteristics have been described. They allow to evaluate how prone to complex muItiple-
fault situations is a physical system. 
- Hot-water and heating systems are offered as a new domain of research for consistency-based 
fault-diagnosis systems. 
- The inclusion of co-operation into the fault-diagnosis process is a novel approach. Its potential 
advantages have been identified. 
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Chapter 1 
Artificial intelligence and fault-diagnosis systems 
1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1 Presentation of the research 
The research described in this thesis is concerned with the fault-diagnosis of physical systems. 
Diagnosing a system in order to repair is an important task in many industries and domestic 
applications. When large and complex systems are of concern, computerised fault-diagnosis systems 
are used to perform the diagnosis. The result must be reliable and obtained in an economical manner. 
The more complex the faulty situation faced is, the more difficult it is to fulfil these two criteria. 
Typically, physical systems' behaviour involve several entities, e.g. the water pressure, temperature, 
flow, content of air, hardness, in a water-distribution system. When several components are failing, 
and when several entities are affected, then the situation is called a complex multiple-fault situation. 
This research addresses the diagnosis of these specific situations, by setting-up a strategy, namely the 
Multiple-Variable Diagnosis Strategy (MVDS). 
MVDS uses models of the correct behaviour within a consistency-based approach. In order to tackle 
the diagnosis of complex multiple-fault situations, MVDS exploits causal knowledge about the 
system's behaviour for guiding the management of multiple representations. 
Diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations is an important issue because these situations can happen 
in industrial and domestic environments, and that there is not any satisfactory diagnosis strategy for 
them. As opposed to other strategies where inaccurate results are obtained or where unnecessary 
computation and measurements are undertaken, MVDS reaches accurate results while keeping the 
workload to a minimum. 
A case-study has been developed in the domain of hot water and heating systems. It allows to run the 
PROLOG implementation of MVDS and evaluate its qualities and drawbacks. It demonstrates the 
strategy's ability to diagnose complex multiple-fault situations, and reveals a potential for co-operative 
problem solving. 
The rest of Chapter 1 introduces the concepts linked to this research and situate this research in 
relation with these concepts. A detailed plan of this thesis is available in section 1.2, and a summary of 
the research aims and contributions is given in section 1.7. 
1.1.2 Artificial intelligence 
The field of artificial intelligence has been defined by Marvin Minsky as: 
"The field of research concerned with making machines do things that people consider to require 
intelligence" [Minsky, 1987]. 
For many branches of artificial intelligence, this has been managed by conceiving computer systems 
which, to some extent, imitate human reasoning. This is the case for the domain of fault-diagnosis 
where major classes of systems use common-sense reasoning or qualitative reasoning. 
The idea behind this work relates to the observation that human problem-solvers ignore pieces of 
knowledge that they believe are not of any use at the current state of the problem-solving process. This 
belief can be revisited at any stage of the process, so that so far ignored pieces of knowledge can then 
be used or kept unused until the end of the task. In all cases, unnecessary investigations about 
irrelevant pieces of knowledge are avoided. 
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This dynamic management of the available knowledge has rarely been studied and integrated in 
existing fault-diagnosis systems, at least not in a sufficient manner. Investigating a more satisfactory 
dynamic management of the available knowledge is the issue addressed in this work. 
1.1.3 Faults and fault-diagnosis in physical systems 
A physical system is a system which is not a computer system or a computer program. Fault-diagnosis 
of physical systems is a branch of Artificial Intelligence that is currently the subject of intensive 
research. The motivations behind this interest are fairly obvious, and stem from the need to diagnose a 
faulty system in order to repair it. Domains where computerised fault-diagnosis systems have been 
applied include the car industry [Price et al., 1996; Struss et aI., 1996], the helicopter industry [Jammu 
et aI., 1998], telecommunication networks [Roze, 1997], off-shore plants [Dressier et al., 1993], the 
medical domain [Shortliffe, 1976; Miller et aI., 1982; Reggia et al., 1984; Downing, 1991], and 
electro-mechanical [Milne et al., 1996]. 
A widely accepted definition ofa fault, encompassing most of the other definitions, is: 
HA component is falllty if its correct behavior is inconsistent with the observations" [de Kleer & 
Williams, 1989]. This definition assumes that the component is observed individually, so that its 
current behaviour can be determined regardless of the behaviour of other components. 
In other words, one is faced with a diagnostic problem as soon as the observations made on a physical 
system conflict with the way the system is meant to behave [Reiter, 1987]. 
The entire domain of research referred to as fault-diagnosis includes the task of fault-detection, which 
is the process of stating whether or not a system is faulty. Whereas the task of fault-diagnosis consists 
of determining "why a correctly deSigned system is not functioning as it was intended" [de Kleer et 
al., 1992]. Therefore, it is assumed that the system is known to be faulty, i.e. that the fault-detection 
task is over. This task of fault-detection is thus not covered in this work. 
Fault-diagnosis then includes two sub-tasks: fault-isolation and fault-identification [Coghill et al., 
1997]. Fault-isolation is the process of locating the faulty parts in the system. An example is to find 
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that the faulty part causing a car break-down is the carburettor. On the other hand, fault-identification 
is the process of identifying the nature of the faults, i. e. in what way the faulty components are failing. 
An example of fault-identification is to find that a blockage in a conduit is preventing any petrol to 
pass through, in a car's carburettor. Fault-isolation can be performed with no fault-identification, as in 
the example of stating that the carburettor is responsible. Fault-identification, however, can only be 
performed either at the same time as, or after, the fault-isolation, as in the previous example where 
finding the blockage cannot be found independently from its location in the carburettor. 
In this work, the main function of the algorithm is fault-isolation, but the identification of the faults is 
immediately deduced from the fault-isolation results. Therefore, the system is a fault-diagnosis 
system, and not only a fault-isolation system. 
1.1.4 Qualitative reasoning 
Qualitative reasoning is reasoning about qualitative physics or naive physics. This area of artificial 
intelligence was born in the mid-seventies with de Kleer's work on the NEWTON system, which 
performed qualitative simulations called Envisionments [de Kleer & Brown, 1984]. These were 
diagrams formed of sequences of states which the system may go through. Each sequence represented 
a possible behaviour of the physical system. It is still a highly active research field in artificial 
intelligence, and qualitative reasoning is used for solving numerous real-world problems [Lee & 
Ormsby, 1992; Trave-Massuyes and Milne, 1995]. In the sanle way that humans do not reason mainly 
by doing calculations on precise numbers, computer progranls can use qualitative reasoning, and in 
this way perform tasks which could not be done with traditional numerical techniques. Indeed, these 
precise calculations can blur the important features of reasoning, e.g. distinguishing between 
behaviours in simulations [Parsons, 1993]. Avoiding this blur is the first aim of qualitative reasoning. 
Another aim of qualitative reasoning is to create processes that can be easily understood by human 
operators. Indeed, qualitative reasoning allows output information to be formatted in a user-friendly 
manner without a complex interpretation process. This straightforward understanding of the output 
favours human-system co-operation and human verification. 
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The objects involved in qualitative reasoning are, for example, orders of magnitude [Raiman, 1991 J or 
signs of numbers [de Kleer & Brown, 1984J. Manipulations on these objects are performed using 
specific algebras, for example interval algebras [Parsons, 1993J for order of magnitude manipulations. 
Fault-diagnosis is an appropriate field of application for qualitative reasoning. First of all, human 
diagnosis experts do not perform numerical simulations of the system's be ha viour. Rather, they try to 
gain a qualitative insight into the system's functioning by staying away from the numerical level of 
detail which prevents clear behavioural distinctions, indicating thereby the adequacy of qualitative 
reasoning for this task. Second, allowing co-operation and human-verification through an 
understandable common-sense process is also an important issue for fault-diagnosis, as their presence 
increases the trust of the human operator towards the results. This trust is necessary so that important 
decisions can be made on the basis of the diagnosis results. For these two reasons, this research uses 
qualitative reasoning in the fulfilment of the fault-diagnosis task. 
1.2 Guide to the reader 
In sections 1.3 and 1.4 of this chapter, it is shown that physical systems can develop complex multiple-
fault situations, of which diagnosis have not been specifically addressed. The use of multiple 
representations for this task is suggested, in conjunction with the use of causal knowledge. A strategy 
for diagnosing these complex multiple-fault situations using mUltiple representations and causal 
knowledge has been implemented during this research work. This strategy is called MVDS, standing 
for Multiple Variable Diagnosis Strategy, and is introduced in section 1.5. In section 1.6, a water -
distribution system is identified as a relevant physical system to apply MVDS on and evaluate the 
strategy's diagnostic performance. Finally, a listing of the aims of this research, and of the 
contributions it makes, can be found in section 1.7. 
The underlying issues in model-based diagnosis, qualitative reasoning, multiple-fault situations, and 
causal information presented in the rest of this chapter form the basis of this research and are analysed 
in more detail in chapter 2. Existing diagnosis systems where dynamic management of multiple 
representations are used and where causal knowledge is utilised are described and studied. 
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In chapter 3, the domain of water distribution systems is explored and demonstrated to qualify for 
taking advantage from being diagnosed with MVDS. This is because it is shown to be subject to a 
class of multiple-fault situations referred to as complex multiple-fault situations. How an appropriate 
management of the set of the system's entities can address this problem is then studied. This 
investigation of the domain of application and of the requirements for the diagnosis of complex 
multiple-fault situations results in the explanation for MVDS' design. 
The algorithm of MVDS is described in depth in chapter 4. The justifications for all intended features 
of MVDS are explained, together with the expected advantages and disadvantages. 
In chapter 5, an instance of a water distribution system is described and taken as a case-study. Two 
fault-scenarios are constructed. They are diagnosed by using MVDS and some classic fault-diagnosis 
strategies, with three different sets of measurements. The result of each of the diagnostic processes is 
described, including an instance of MVDS' output to the operator. 
The conclusions from these diagnostic tasks undertaken by MVDS are drawn in chapter 6. The 
successes and downfalls of these applications are analysed. In particular, the computational costs and 
the measurement costs associated with the different processes are compared. 
The first part of chapter 7 summarises the work presented in this thesis. The contributions of the 
author to the field are listed and explained. In the second part, directions for further work are 
identified. Some of them are directly related to enhancing MVDS or improving management of the 
physical system's representation, and some are concerned with more general fault-diagnosis issues, 
which have been identified along this research. 
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1.3 Modelling and simulation for the diagnosis of physical systems 
1.3.1 Model-based fault-diagnosis 
Fault-diagnosis methods fall into two categories. One contains the rule-based methods, which use 
knowledge of faults, e.g. MYCIN [Shortliffe, 1976], INTERNIST [Miller et af., 1982], and SYSTEM 
D [Reggia et al., 1984]. The other contains the model-based methods, which use models of 
behaviours, e.g. SOPHIE [Brown et al., 1982], DART [Genesereth, 1984], Davis' system [Davis, 
1984], GDE [de Kleer & Williams, 1987], and DIAGNOSE [Re iter, 1987]. 
The rule-based methods have severe disadvantages, concerned with their explanation capabilities, the 
knowledge acquisition phase and their poor general diagnostic performance. These disadvantages, 
described in more detail in section 2.2.1, are the reasons why this research uses a model-based fault-
diagnosis method. 
When dealing with a model-based approach, the model of the system's correct behaviour which is 
used for the task is a major issue. Simulation of the model of the physical system provides its expected 
(or correct) behaviour, i.e. the behaviour that onc would normally expect from the system. The 
observed behaviour is, on the other hand, the one currently noticed or measured. As explained in 
section 1.1.2, in a faulty physical system, the correct behaviour and the observed behaviour are 
inconsistent, and notification of this discrepancy is the fault-detection task. However, simulations of 
the expected behaviour of the physical system are also used for the fault-diagnosis task. Therefore, 
model-based fault-diagnosis is tightly linked with the modelling and simulating of the physical system. 
Indeed, comparisons between the expected and observed behaviours constitute the basis of the model-
based fault-diagnosis task [Davis, 1983]. 
In the diagnostic process, the models are used for simulations. The type of model used and the nature 
of simulation performed drastically influence the result of the diagnostic process. Since it is tightly 
connected to the two sub-tasks of modelling and simulation, a successful fault-diagnosis depends on 
an appropriate fulfilment of these two sub-tasks. 
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Modelling and simulation of physical systems are non-trivial tasks. The two next sections describe two 
difficulties generally encountered about modelling and simulation, namely the diversity of valid 
models and the task-oriented aspect of simulation. The section 1.3.4 investigates then two other 
difficulties, concerned specifically with complex physical systems, namely their complexity, of 
course, and the incompleteness of the knowledge available. A solution to these difficulties is proposed 
in section 1.3.5. 
1.3.2 Diversity of valid models 
The first difficulty is that the number of models for a physical system is infinite. They may be more or 
less precise, more or less focused on certain features of the physical system. Still they are valid models 
for the same physical system, as they would be consistent with observations of the correct behaviour 
of the physical system. Given this fact, the modelling task consists of providing a valid and 
appropriate model, but there remains the question: What are the criteria that should be used, in order to 
assess if a model is appropriate or not ? The definition of these criteria relies on two pieces of 
information: 
- What is the intended use of the model? The answer reveals the features of the physical 
system's behaviour that should be represented in the model, and also the level of detail [Dormoy & 
Raiman, 1988]. 
- What is the knowledge available for building the model? This knowledge is also called the 
"input information". 
A model which takes into account all of the physical system's features could be seen as the perfectly 
appropriate model. However, building this model requires the input information to be complete. 
Unfortunately, this information can never be complete, as argued in section 1.3.4. This issue of what is 
required and what is provided is another important motivation for developing qualitative reasoning. 
This is due to the fact that building numerical models require an amount of knowledge which is often 
not available. 
It has been seen that an appropriate model of the physical system must be selected for the fault-
diagnosis task at hand. An efficient selection can be obtained through the use of multiple 
representations. This issue is discussed in section 1.3.5. 
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1.3.3 Simulating physical systems 
Once a model of the physical system is built, the simulation task consists of identifying the expected 
behaviour of the physical system. It uses a model of the physical system and a set of input values. A 
simulation can be performed at different levels of detail. For example it might reveal only the 
important changes in the behaviour, or it might show any possibly minor variations. A simulation can 
also be focused on different features of the physical system. For instance, in an electrical circuit, it can 
be decided to simulate the values of the current intensity, and decide not to deal with the temperature 
ofthe components. 
A simulation's output can take various forms. For example, a numerical output consists of a list of 
figures as the description of the behaviour, and can only be read by the simulation program designer. 
An example of a more readable result consists of text that an engineer, who has not taken part in 
building the simulation engine, can understand. This latter output format can be achieved by 
qualitative simulations, like de Kleer's Envisionments mentioned earlier [de Kleer, 1971]. Other 
possible formats are hybrid ones, between purely numerical and purely text formats. 
As in the case of the definition of a model, the definition of a simulation engine is vague. Once again, 
a simulation engine cannot be designed without any given requirements. A simulation engine is task-
oriented, and its construction interacts highly with the model that is available for the physical system 
and with the intended use of the simulations. This fact suggests the use of multiple models, as a 
manner to ensure that the simulations obtained out of the models always meet the current needs. 
1.3.4 Complexity of the physical systems and incomplete knowledge 
When dealing with physical systems, the terms 'variables' or 'parameters' are used in the literature 
with sometimes different meanings. This is why these terms are avoided in this dissertation as far as 
possible. Instead, the terms 'entities' and 'quantities' are used, with respect to the following examples: 
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Terminology: 
An entity in a physical system is a physical phenomenon with no precision of location, 
e.g. the temperature of the water in a central-heating system. 
A quantity is a couple (entity, location), e.g. the temperature of the water in the boiler in a 
central-heating system. 
The two main characteristics of physical systems are now described. The first characteristic is the 
complexity of physical systems, since they are made of a large number of parts, interacting with each 
other using complicated paths of interaction. As a consequence, constructing a perfect model having 
exactly the same behaviour as the physical system is impossible to achieve. Therefore, building and 
using highly complex models of physical systems is a difficult task where perfection is unachievable. 
Thus, it is argued there is no reason for using unnecessarily complex models. 
The second characteristic of physical systems is the difficulty in taking measurements. They are 
sometimes impossible to make and often expensive to obtain. There are various reasons for this. 
Firstly, the physical location of the point where a measurement is required can be difficult to reach in a 
large or highly complex physical system, for example for measurements in a hydraulic pipe behind a 
factory's wall. Secondly, measuring some quantities can be prevented by theoretical reasons, as for 
example the intensity of an electrical current, where plugging in a measuring device would modify the 
intensity to be measured. Thirdly, the measuring device might be complex and expensive to use, e.g. 
sensitive pressure or temperature sensors. Finally, it must be mentioned that a deficient machine might 
still be in use, and that the installation and use of the measuring device could mean stopping the use of 
this machine. This interruption means not only loss of money once again, but also social problems e.g. 
temporary unemployment. These are four reasons why typically only a limited set of measurements 
can be run on a physical system. 
This limitation has two consequences. Firstly, highly complex models should be avoided, since many 
of the input values required for undertaking simulations cannot be measured. Therefore, a fault-
diagnosis system should be able to reason with simple models. Secondly, a fault-diagnosis system 
should be able to reach a satisfactory result while keeping the number of measurements required as 
small as possible. These two consequences can actually be gathered in onc, since the more complex 
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the models are, the larger the set of measurements required for their simulations is. Therefore, fault-
diagnosis systems should "use models as simple as possible and as sophisticated as necessary" 
[Struss, 1992]. However, because physical systems can be highly complex, there lies a contradiction 
which motivates research into the issue of finding the simplest adequate model for a task to be 
performed on a physical system. One way of addressing this issue is by using multiple representations, 
or multiple models, as presented in the next section. 
1.3.5 Multiple representations 
In response to the difficulties described in sections 1.3.2 to 1.3.4, a fault-diagnosis system can use 
several models, or representations of the physiCal system at hand [Davis, 1982; Davis 1983; Struss, 
1991], gathered in a set of models. 
The fault-diagnosis task is started with a given model and some defined events can induce a change to 
the use of another model. In that way, no assumption needs to be made about the level of completeness 
or accuracy required for the fulfilment of the task. This is because this required level is to be identified 
during the process. The simpler model is typically used at the start of the task, and more complex 
models come into use when necessary, with respect to some criteria which are task-dependent. 
The models in the set of models can, in theory, differ from each other by what components and 
variables they include and by the representation used for them. However, in practice, they typically 
differ in the latter manner, e.g. abstractions, simplifications, or approximations of each other [Struss, 
1992; Dressier et ai., 1993]. It is argued that this is a restriction, because it should be examined which 
objects and variables need to be included in the model. This should be undertaken because it has been 
stated that these objects and variables are numerous, and therefore this is an obstacle to the required 
simplicity of the models used. For example, a common plumbing system includes multiple 
components, e.g. pipes, taps, vessels, heating devices and filters, and involves multiple entities, e.g. 
flow, pressure, temperature, content of air in the water, the content of rust in the water, the content of 
limescale in the water and the content of bacteria in the water. These different entities do not always 
need to be in the system's representation for every task, but should be included when evidence of their 
importance is gathered. 
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1.4 Multiple-fault situations and causality 
It is commonly recognised that multiple-fault situations, i.e. situations where several faults are present, 
are less likely to occur than single-fault ones. Some fault-diagnosis systems even consider as 
impossible the occurrence of a multiple-fault situation: this is called the single-fault assumption 
(S.F.A.) [Genesereth, 1984]. A typical example is given in [Davis, 1983] where a diagnostic process is 
said to fail when "no single component is capable of explaining all the data". The basic reason for 
working under this single-fault assumption is that it is unlikely that two or more components would 
independently break down at the same time. 
However components influence each other, and an important consequence of this influence is that the 
faulty behaviour of a component can induce another component's malfunction. In this case, because 
one fault causes another fault, and possibly resulting in a chain reaction, the breakdowns have not 
occurred at the same time, but eventually several components would be faulty together. 
Obviously, this issue involves the factor of time. How many components are faulty at the moment of 
the diagnostic process? In order to stay with the assumption of a steady behaviour, it must be assumed 
that the time length of the diagnostic process is negligible compared to the time spans of evolution of 
the system's state. Hence, no further component breaks down while the diagnostic process takes place. 
Consider the time factor in more detail: 
- if the diagnostic process always starts immediately after the initial breakdown occurs, then 
the assumption of the low likelihood of multiple faults is valid. This would be the case for successfully 
monitored systems, where a fault is detected as soon as it occurs and no other fault has the time to 
appear before repairs or compensatory actions are successful. 
- in the usual case (non-monitored systems), the diagnostic process would start only when a 
fault is visible from the ex1:ernal world. That is to say when it concerns a functional and/or exogenous 
variable. If this breakdown is the result of a chain reaction, the diagnosis task faces a multiple-fault 
situation. 
The occurrence of multiple-fault situations is therefore relatcd to the intcractions happening within the 
physical system. The paths followed by these interactions are usually called the paths of interaction or 
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causal paths [Davis, 1982; Davis, 1983]. In all cases, these paths are useful for improving the 
simulation of the system, but they can be even more important in the case ofa multiple-fault situation. 
Indeed, because these interactions are directly responsible for the existence of several causally-linked 
faults, any knowledge about these paths is useful for the diagnosis strategy itself, and not only for the 
simulations. Knowledge of these paths is part of the kind of knowledge referred to as causal 
knowledge. 
Diagnosing multiple-faults has been addressed in the literature, either because the possibility of these 
chains of faults was recognised [Trave-Massuyes & Milne, 1996], or just for the sake of addressing 
every possible situation, even highly improbable ones [de Kleer & Williams, 1987]. However, the next 
section shows that multiple-fault situations in physical systems can be intricate but no strategy has 
been established in order to perform an efficient fault-diagnosis for them. 
1.5 The Multiple Variable Diagnosis Strategy (MVDS) 
Multiple-fault situations have been shown in section 1.4 to be relevant problems for non-monitored 
physical systems. Furthermore, the causal paths supporting the interactions between components 
which can lead to multiple-fault situations are not constrained to stay within one single entity. For 
example, consider again the example of a plumbing system, the water limescale content is causally 
linked to the water air content, as water hardness tends to lead to high amounts of gas being formed. 
The direct consequence is that multiple-fault situations are likely to affect several entities. 
Definition (Complex multiple-fault situation) 
A situation where several faults are present, and where these faults involve several entities, is 
called a complex multiple-fault situation. 
This definition is important because the diagnosis of complex multiple-fault situations is the central 
subject of this work. This has not been specifically addressed before. For this purpose, a diagnosis 
strategy, namely the Multiple-Variable Diagnosis Strategy (MVDS). is designed. The justifications for 
the various features that MVDS has been given are explained in detail in chapter 2, and the design 
itself of MVDS is described in chapter 3. Below is a brief presentation of MVDS. 
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MVDS is a strategy for the use of multiple representations for the diagnosis of complex multiple-fault 
situation. The strategy is a consistency-based method, following de Klcer and Brown's algorithm from 
GDE [de Kleer & Brown, 1987]. For the sake of remaining as close as possible to common-sense 
reasoning, it does not use Reiter's formalism [Reiter, 1987] described in section 2.2.3.2. 
MVDS aims at providing an economical yet precise diagnosis of these situations. For this purpose, it 
makes use of causal knowledge as a guide for the efficient management of the multiple representations 
for the physical system. This causal knowledge is knowledge of the paths of influences between 
quantities or between entities, and can be empirical knowledge as well as deep-knowledge. The 
change of system's representation can intervene several times along an ongoing diagnostic process. 
These changes are called dynamic revisions, because the change performed depends on the current 
intermediate results obtained. However, the process does not start again from the beginning after a 
dynamic revision. Instead, the reasoning continues by using predictions made before and after the 
representation's change. Through this adaptation of the system's representation to the current state of 
the diagnostic process, it is aimed to use "models as simple as possible and as sophisticated as 
necessary" [Struss, 1992] 
1.6 A domain of application: water-distribution systems 
Domestic water-distribution systems are the systems which start at the main water inlet pipe of houses, 
and distribute water to one or several tanks, all the taps and appliances, e.g. washing machine and 
dish-washer. An instance of these domestic water systems is used in this work for applying MVDS for 
the following reasons. 
First, these systems match several criteria which make them subject to multiple-fault situations: 
_ they are usually not monitored, 
_ they require some regular maintenance, 
_ the knowledge about some of the components involved is not complete, 
_ the conditions of use of some components are variables and uncontrolled. 
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Second, these systems involves many different entities, including the water flow, the water pressure, 
the water temperature, the water air content, the water rust content, the water limescale content and the 
water's bacterial content. Therefore, the multiple-fault situations developed are likely to be complex 
ones. 
Third, the cost of making measurements on these water systems is high. Measuring any entity at any 
other point than at the end of the tap often means breaking open floors or ceilings and consuming 
many hours of labour. Avoiding investigation and thus measurement of some entities is therefore a 
valuable decrease in the diagnosis expense. 
Finally, domestic water distribution systems are becoming more sophisticated, including water 
softeners and filters, pressure and flow controllers and dual water heating devices (gas or electrical 
combined with solar heating). The unavoidable consequence of this increased sophistication is a larger 
scope for faults, and the price of such complex systems requires appropriate diagnosis strategies for 
consumer satisfaction. 
The reasons mentioned above therefore identify the domain of water distribution systems as suitable 
and relevant for the investigation of the performance of MVDS. 
1. 7 Aims and contributions of this research 
1.7.1 Objectives 
The high dependency of the diagnosis performance on the use of appropriate models and simulations 
is fundamental to this research. It results in the possibility of enhancing the efficiency of the diagnostic 
process through a more efficient use of the available modelling knowledge about the system. 
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Managing to enhance the efficiency of a system by improving its use of the available knowledge but 
keeping the core diagnostic reasoning as simple as possible helps to keep the whole process 
understandable by human-experts. Also the simple process is more likely to be able to produce useful 
explanations on how a certain result has been reached. This provides the diagnosis system with a 
valuable advantage for being applied in industrial circumstances. 
The purpose of this research is to investigate how the different entities of a physical system should be 
managed in order to optimise their use towards a correct and efficient fault-diagnosis of complex 
multiple-fault situations. This concern of efficiently managing the entities is a novel research subject. 
The set of models for the entities to be managed is assumed to be given. Also the diagnosis of complex 
multiple-fault situations, defined in section 1.4, has not been addressed specifically before. Setting-up 
a strategy for managing a system's entities in order to diagnose efficiently complex multiple-fault 
situations is an important issue. This is because applying computerised fault-diagnosis systems to 
industrial problems means dealing with large and complex physical systems where the occurrence of 
these complex multiple-fault situations can be frequent, and where a reliable and economical diagnosis 
is required. 
This research builds on the work on the use of multiple-representations by Davis and Struss, and on 
the use of a causal graph by Trave-Massuyes and Milne, and elaborates a strategy for the use of 
multiple representations and causal graph in the task of diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations. 
The investigation for building this strategy MVDS is conducted through several steps: 
_ the specificity of diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations is studied, 
_ the important features which should be included in an efficient management of multiple 
representations are identified, 
_ MVDS is designed with respect to the two previous points, 
- MVDS is implemented, 
_ a case-study is designed for the testing of MVDS, 
_ MVDS is used to diagnose several faulty situations on the case-study, including complex multiple-
fault situations, 
_ the diagnostic processes performed by MVDS are examined and evaluated, 
_ conclusions are drawn about MVDS' advantages and weaknesses. 
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Along these steps, problems are met and solutions are formulated. 
- Vague terms need to be avoided or defined precisely, thus the definitions for entities, quantities, 
complex multiple-fault situations, and dynamic revision. 
- A case-study needs to be simple enough to illustrate clearly MVDS' algorithm, but complex enough 
to prove the efficiency of the strategy. As a consequence, two case-studies are used. A first one, 
simple, illustrates clearly how MVDS works, and a second one, more complex, proves its efficiency 
on non-trivial problems. 
Eventually, it is aimed at evaluating the progress offered by MVDS for the task of diagnosing complex 
multiple-fault situations. 
1.7.2 Summary of the research contributions 
_ Formal definitions of the terms 'entity' and 'quantity' are proposed, in the context of modelling and 
simulation of physical systems. 
_ Formal definitions of a 'complex multiple-fault situations' and of a 'diagnosis session' are proposed, 
in the context of the fault-diagnosis of physical systems. 
_ Risk criteria have been described. They allow to evaluate how prone to complex multiple-fault 
situations is a physical system. 
_ The issue of diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations has not been specifically addressed before. 
_ Containing models of the different entities is a new structure for the set of models. 
_ Using causal knowledge for guiding the management of the set of models is a novel approach. 
_ The criteria used for this management have not been used before. 
_ Hot-water and heating systems is a new domain of application for consistency-based fault-diagnosis 
systems. 






This chapter explores the fundamental issues related to this research and the related work. 
In section 2.2, the task of fault-diagnosis itself is explored in depth. The task is defined and the various 
classes of fault-diagnosis systems are described. The advantages and disadvantages of each class are 
explained in detail. One of them, a sub-class of the model-based systems, contains consistency-based 
systems. The research concentrates on studying this latter sub-class of systems. The landmark papers 
on consistency-based systems and the various approaches are described in detail, together with their 
respective drawbacks. 
In section 2.3, the issue of qualitative reasoning is examined. The motivations for using this kind of 
reasoning rather than more classic reasoning methods are explained. The various fonnalisms which 
have been set up for performing qualitative reasoning are then reviewed, analysed and compared. 
The use of multiple representations and causal knowledge is investigated in section 2.4. The landmark 
works of Randall Davis and Peter Struss are described, and their weaknesses are identified. 
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2.2 Fault-diagnosis systems: the different classes 
The task of fault diagnosis has been defined by David Poole as "the problem of trying to find what is 
wrong with some system, based on knowledge about the design/structure of the system, possible 
malfunctions that can occur in the system and observations (symptoms, evidence) made of the 
behaviour of the system" [Poole, 1989]. 
From this definition, it must be noticed that: 
- the expected results of the task are not always fixed, as demonstrated by the use of the vague terms of 
"what is wrong", 
- the type of knowledge used to accomplish the task is a major issue. 
The definition of the task varies from one researcher to another, but the above two features are 
typically always present, and they are not completely independent. Consider the possible variations of 
the results. For example, one diagnosis can be the statement "Pipe number 2 is leaking" [Reggia et al., 
1984], and in another system, a diagnosis can be the assignment of a state, c.g. out of {normal, faulty}, 
to every component of the system [Re iter, 1987]. This difference is highly related to the nature of 
knowledge used in the reasoning. Thus the second feature of the definition, i.e. the nature of the 
available knowledge, is stressed again. It is actually the main factor to distinguish between classes of 
fault-diagnosis systems. 
Figure 2.1 below represents the partition of fault-diagnosis systems into different classes. The partition 
of model-based systems into its two sub-classes is a discontinuous line because there are systems 
using hybrid consistency-based and abductive approaches [Console & Torasso, 1990; Struss & 
Dressier, 1989]. 
r 
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Figure 2.1 - Classes of fault-diagnosis systems 
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The two main classes of fault-diagnosis systems are rule-based systems and model-based systems. 
They are also called heuristic systems and deep-knowledge systems. These two classes are examined 
below, compared, and some major systems from each class are described. 
2.2.1 Heuristic systems or rule-based systems 
These fault-diagnosis systems use heuristic knowledge about the physical system, i.e. knowledge 
which has been acquired from past experience about the physical system's faults and associated 
symptoms. These heuristics are also called "rules of thumb". The diagnostic process reasons about 
analogies between the cases contained in the knowledge base and the symptoms noticed on the 
physical system to be diagnosed. 
The diagnostic expert systems developed in the 70's are mainly heuristic systems. The knowledge 
representation formalisms they use vary from the simple production rules [Davis and King, 1977) to 
the more complexframe formalism [Minsky, 1975], and thus they differ in their inference strategies. 
The most influential expert systems constructed include the medical diagnostic expert systems 
MYCIN [Shortliffe, 1976], INTERNIST [Miller et al., 1982], and SYSTEM D [Reggia et al., 1984]. 
These systems have proven good diagnostic performance and speed, but only in limited domains 
[Davis, 1987; Coiera, 1992], and from the late 70's to early 80's severe limitations were shown 
[Torasso & Console, 1989]. 
The major drawback with heuristic systems is their inability to produce meaningful explanations as to 
how the problem was solved. They can only display the path of reasoning performed on the 
knowledge base, containing possible faults and their associated symptoms. This kind of explanation is 
insufficient in most cases. Consider the example where a car breaks down on a hot day and will not 
start again, and suppose that the driver manages to get his/her car started again by pouring cold water 
on the oil-pump, and that the reason he/she has done this diagnosis is because he/she already found 
himself in the same situation and solved it by pouring cold water on the oil-pump. He/she has used a 
heuristic rule, which is that if the car stops running on a hot day, then some water should be poured 
over the oil-pump. This explanation of the diagnosis, i. e. the statement of this rule, cannot be of any 
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use. What would be expected in this situation is an explanation of the mechanical reasons why pouring 
cold water on the oil-pump helps the engine to restart. However, producing such an explanation 
requires knowledge of a different nature than heuristic. The knowledge required is called deep-
knowledge, and is knowledge about the structure and behaviour of the engine. 
This inability to produce useful explanations is a major disadvantage of heuristic systems. In the case 
of a tutoring system, the production of deep and precise explanations is essential. In a more general 
frame, users need an appropriate explanation for the diagnosis system results in order to trust this 
advice and take decisions on the basis of it. It is considered that explanation is a primary task in 
problem-solving, rather than just an add-on facility [Wick, 1994]. As a consequence, a diagnosis 
system which cannot produce an appropriate explanation of its performance is highly limited in its use. 
A second major problem with heuristic systems is a limitation in their diagnostic performance 
[Torasso & Console, 1989]. Indeed, they are efficient in diagnosing typical or simple situations, but 
are challenged in diagnosing unusual cases. This problem is caused by the fact that the knowledge 
about the possible faults is typically incomplete [Dague et al., 1987], i. e. the set of rules does not 
cover all the possible fault cases. This is because heuristic knowledge captures the experience 
encountered to date in diagnosing the physical system [Davis, 1988], which is unlikely to include 
every possible fault. In order to diagnose the faulty situations which are not close enough to cases met 
in previous experiences, it is noticed again that knowledge about structure and behaviour of the 
physical system is needed. 
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Finally, the last important drawback is concerned with the purity of knowledge. In heuristic systems, 
the domain knowledge is mixed with control knowledge in order to increase control on the process. 
For example, the association between one symptom and a disease might be given more likelihood than 
it actually has, because the disease is very serious and no chance must be left to ignore the possibility. 
The impurity of the domain knowledge in heuristic systems makes the task of modifying and 
maintaining the knowledge base difficult. A diagnosis system is thus designed to be used on one 
particular application, and the re-usability of the system is diminished [Dague et aI., 1987]. It is 
important also to notice that, to some extent, a heuristic system is subjective, because the knowledge 
used is derived from the experience of a human expert. If the system was using knowledge about the 
structure and behaviour of the physical system, it would be more objective, i.e. the soundness and 
correctness of the domain knowledge could be more easily checked and validated by a number of 
experts. 
These three important disadvantages of heuristic systems are major drawbacks to their performance. 
They are independent from the diagnosis system itself, because they are inherent in the use of heuristic 
knowledge. Thus all rule-based systems have these disadvantages. Since the late 70's and early 80's, 
these severe limitations of heuristic systems were noticed, and systems using a different kind of 
knowledge began to be built. They use knowledge about the structure and behaviour of the physical 
system, called deep-knowledge. 
2.2.2 Systems using deep knowledge, or model-based systems 
Model-based systems perform the diagnosis task usmg deep knowledge [Davis et al., 1982; 
Genesereth, 1984}. It can be defined in a common-sense manner as a description of how the system is 
made and how it functions. The first important paper which founded this model-based paradigm dates 
back to 1982 [Davis et aI., 1982), in which Davis investigates the use of structural and behavioural 
descriptions for diagnosing digital electronics. This paper is addressed in detail in section 2.4.1. 
The structure of a physical system is the description of its components and how they are linked. In 
every fault-diagnosis system, the respective notations used for describing the structure vary. 
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Regarding the behavioural description, the available knowledge influences what behavioural 
description will be given, and thus what diagnostic method will be used. In extreme cases, only some 
knowledge about the normal behaviour of the components is available, or there is also extensive 
knowledge about the possible faulty behaviour [Price, 1996; Price and Taylor, 1997). In the first case, 
the method typically used follows consistency-based approach, and in the second case, abductive 
diagnosis is performed. 
Within a consistency-based approach, a diagnosis is the smallest set of components so that the 
assumption that all these components are faulty and all the other ones are behaving correctly is 
consistent with the system description and the observations [Reiter, 1987). 
On the other hand, an abductive diagnosis is a minimal set of abnormality assumptions which covers, 
i.e. implies, the observations [Console & Torasso, 1990; Paul, 1993]. 
The two approaches have been proven to be powerful [Poole, 1989], and the nature of the knowledge 
available is a guide towards what method is appropriate. 
The disadvantage of consistency-based systems over abductive systems is their low discrimination 
ability, i.e. several possible diagnoses are typically suggested, with no possibility to discriminate 
between them. This is linked to the combinatorial nature of the algorithm, of which complexity can 
explode rapidly [de Klcer, 1991). On the other hand, "abductive definitions provide good results when 
one can assume that the model of the system to be diagnosed is complete" [Console & Torasso, 1990). 
Since it has been shown in section 2.2.1 that the knowledge of the possible faults in physical systems 
is typically incomplete [Davis, 1988], a consistency-based approach is adopted in this research for the 
construction of MVDS. Furthermore, by using only models of the correct behaviour, diagnosis of 
completely unknown systems or new systems is still possible. These are the reasons why this work 
concentrates on a consistency-based approach, since the discrimination and combinatorial explosion 
problems mentioned above can be helped by using the appropriate model for the physical system, as 
explained in section 3. 
Sometimes, the use of fault models is incorporated into consistency-based methods [Struss & DressIer, 
1989; de Kleer & Williams, 1989], as a way of increasing the diagnosis performance, but this subject 
is outside the scope of this research. 
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2.2.3 Consistency-based fault diagnosis 
The previous section explained why a consistency-based approach is adopted for MVDS, and the 
definition of a consistency-based diagnosis was given. Following this approach, the diagnostic task is 
performed through checking for inconsistency between observed behaviour and expected behaviour 
obtained through the physical system's description. The process starts by assuming the normality of all 
the components, and then these assumptions are changed when they result in an inconsistency with the 
observations. Eventually, a diagnosis is a set of components such that if it is assumed that they are 
faulty, no more discrepancy remains between the predictions and the observations made. This 
approach is sometimes called the violated-expectation approach. 
The violated-expectation approach has been used in the early systems such as SOPHIE [Brown et al., 
1982], DART [Genesereth, 1984], DEDALE [Dague et al., 1987], and Davis' system [Davis, 1984]. 
However, the first major contributions to a general and formalised theory of consistency-based 
systems are GDE, by lohan de Kleer and Brian Williams [de Klecr & WilIiams, 1987], and 
DIAGNOSE, by Raymond Reiter [Reiter, 1987]. The objects and notations used in the method 
described in [de Kleer & Williams, 1987] have set the standards, and thus the description of GDE 
given below provides an explanation of a typical consistency-based approach. 
2.2.3.1 General Diagnosis System (GO E), by lohan de Kleer 
The article where GDE is described [de Kleer & Williams, 1987] has the following title: "Diagnosing 
Multiple Faults". The main advantage claimed in this article for GDE is to be able to cope with 
multiple faults. However, GDE's contribution to the field goes further. It consists of a general (domain 
independent) diagnosis strategy using qualitative reasoning in a simple common-sense algorithm. 
The algorithm is organised around three important concepts, which are now adopted as common 
terminology and are largely used by the research community. These three concepts are: 
Symptoms: A symptom is a contradiction between some predictions and some observations or test 
results. The discovery of a symptom is the starting point of a diagnosis task. 
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Conflicts: A conflict set is a set of assumptions about the correct behaviour of components out of 
which at least one is wrong. 
Candidates: A candidate is a set of assumptions about the correct behaviour of components which, if 
they were all wrong, would explain all the symptoms observed. 
The algorithm is composed of three main parts, nanlely: 
- the test generation, 
- the conflict recognition, 
- and the candidate generation. 
The basic strategy is: 
_ First, to find the symptoms raised from the knowledge currently available, that is to say from the 
command values (inputs for example) and the measurements made until then. The conflict sets related 
to each ofthese symptoms are then constructed by the conflict recognition module. 
_ Secondly, the set of the current candidates, that is to say explaining the current set of symptoms, is 
constructed by the candidate generation module. 
_ Thirdly, the test generation module gencrates a new test to be run, which will provide new current 
knowledge about the physical system. Following the iterative nature of fault-diagnosis, the process 
starts again from the first step, with a new run of conflict recognition. Indeed a new test result allows 
further inferences, and thereby should probably raise new contradictions, i.e. ncw symptoms, and thus 
new conflicts. Each modification in the set of the conflict sets leads to the second step where the 
candidate set is refined. 
The existence of a test generation engine is an advantage. However, the tcst theory uses the individual 
probabilities of break-down for the components. It thereby uses shallow knowledge, as these 
probabilities are derived from recorded past experiences. 
Dealing with multiple-faults has raised problems. The conflict sets and the candidates which could be 
constructed are too numerous. De Kleer has dealt with this complexity by working with minimal sets: 
a conflict set is said to be minimal if it strictly includes no conflict set, and a candidate is said to be 
minimal if it strictly includes no candidate set. Only minimal conflicts and minimal candidates are 
constructed, thus avoiding redundant pieces of information. 
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The qualities of GDE are numerous, beside the soundness of the performed diagnoses. The formalism 
is present though it is kept light, i.e. the workings are easily understandable, and meet the aim of 
common-sense reasoning. As its name General Diagnostic Engine claims, the system is able to cope 
with a large set of diagnostic problems, including multiple faults. The representation of the candidates 
and conflict sets has been kept manageable by the use of minimal sets. However, a major weakness in 
GDE is the absence of a framework for dealing with multiple representations, as there is in MVDS. 
Indeed, the physical system's model used in GDE is fixed for the whole process, and predictions 
obtained through this model are the basis of the process. In some applications, for example analogue 
circuits, an appropriate model for making predictions throughout the whole diagnostic process is not 
available [Dague et al., 1987]. In this case, a fault-diagnosis system must be able to manage a library 
of models so that the appropriate model at the current stage of the task at hand is picked and used. The 
need for, and use of, multiple models is justified and investigated in detail in section 2.4. 
GDE has therefore provided the fault-diagnosis community with a sound qualitative reasoning 
algorithm for consistency-based diagnosis, but the need for the ability to deal with multiple models has 
motivated more work, as did the need to increase the theoretical fomlalism behind the method. The 
fault-diagnosis MVDS uses GDE's algorithm for candidate generation, but manages multiple-
representations. Below is described the system created by Raymond Reiter, which addresses the issue 
of providing GDE with a stronger formal frame. 
2.2.3.2 System DIAGNOSE, by Raymond Reiter 
Although the ideas are the same as in de Kleer's GDE, the formalism used for DIAGNOSE is 
intentionally stronger than in GDE [Reiter, 1981]. Indeed the spirit of this work is to complete de 
Kleer's work by constructing a more rigorous formal frame. The concept of conflict sets is still 
present, but there is no more explicit symptom or candidate. A diagnosis is constructed straight from 
the collection of conflict sets, through the use of abstract and mathematical tree structures. Therefore, 
the structure of the system consists of two modules: the main one constructs the tree structures from 
the conflict sets, and uses the second module that computes a conflict set when required. 
The collection of conflict sets is not explicitly constructed: a conflict set satisfying some constraints is 
constructed, if it exists, only when required during the computation of a tree structure. The description 
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of the physical system consists of the models of the components (explicitly their models when they are 
NORMAL) and the connections between them, using logic sentences. 
It is argued that this strict formal frame carries stiffness and pulls the reasoning away from a common-
sense spirit. For example, by involving the construction and use of trees, the method has lost clarity, 
and stepped back towards the complexity of numerical methods. 
Most of the time tree structures are used for their efficiency as a database structure. However, the 
database used by de K1eer has the advantage of being easily completed after a new measurement is 
done, thereby fitting the iterative nature of the task. As the tree-formalism introduced by Reiter does 
not provide a simple and efficient way to construct a new tree from an old one after one further 
measurement is made, adopting this formalism has increased the computational load. 
The advantage of using DIAGNOSE's formal frame lies in sound definitions of the objects and sub-
processes involved in the whole diagnostic process. Therefore it is easier to modify the algorithm to 
reach some required feature while keeping control on the effects of the modification. 
However, when the diagnostic performance is required to be clearly understood by the human user, for 
the sake of human-computer co-operation or for the sake of an interactive learning system, the 
disadvantage of stepping away from common-sense reasoning is unacceptable. The system constructed 
in this work is required to stay close to common-sense reasoning, so that it can be studied clearly and 
so that human-computer co-operation is possible, as explained in section 1.2.3. Thus MVDS does not 
use the tree structures from DIAGNOSE. Instead, it uses GDE's algorithm for diagnostic reasoning. 
2.3 Qualitative reasoning (Q.R.) 
2.3.1 The motivation 
Firstly, as explained in sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, the notion of a good model or of a good simulation 
depends on the available input information. Indeed, the same model cannot be reached from a large 
amount of knowledge or from only a few properties about a physical system. Secondly, the 
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appropriateness of models and simulations depends as well on their intended use. For example, if the 
model is to be used for a rough simulation, i.e. to distinguish between radically different behaviours of 
the physical system, then a very detailed model is useless and even detrimental for the clarity of the 
simulation. 
For these two reasons, being able to reason with incomplete knowledge about the physical system is 
important. Qualitative reasoning is able to do so [Forbus, 1988], and thus is used in MVDS. 
This advantage and further ones for using qualitative reasoning about physical systems are developed 
in this section. 
Complexity of the physical systems and speed versus level of details 
The complexity of physical systems was shown, in section 1.2.4, to be prohibitive for the idea of a 
perfect model. An imperfect model must then be used for performing valid fauIt-diagnosis. 
In a lot of real-world situations, humans are capable of predicting in a satisfactory way the behaviour 
of a system. But the kind of reasoning used in this process is not the same as the one that classical 
physics would tend to use. A human brain does not reason with equations, nor with numerical 
simulations, nor again with a large amount of unnecessary detail. This reasoning, called common-
sense reasoning, just deals with qualitative relations and entities, as opposed to the quantitative ones 
used in classical physics. This qualitative reasoning is the sort of reasoning performed by human 
diagnosticians, whose efficiency is known. The primary limits of the efficiency of human 
diagnosticians are their inability to deal with large or complex systems, and to offer fast diagnostic 
performances. These limits justify the need of computerised fault-diagnosis systems like MVDS. 
Coming back to the level of detail issue, unnecessary detail can have a negative effect on the current 
task. First, because all the detail about a physical system is at various levels of importance, the 
irrelevant detail taken into account in a model will not reveal any interesting features about the 
behaviour predicted. Secondly, it will make the simulation task slower, sometimes more difficult or 
even impossible to be achieved [Forbus, 1984; Dague et al., 1987]. As a consequence, unnecessary 
details should be ignored to keep the process as simple as possible. 
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Real-world systems and incomplete knowledge 
The second characteristic of physical systems is the fact that a lot of measurements cannot be made. 
For example, it is not possible to measure currents in an analogue circuit, resulting in the lack of an 
important piece of information. As a consequence, the knowledge available about a physical system is 
typically incomplete: there is often a lack of exact values for parameters or input variables. This is a 
problem for the quantitative methods, as undertaking a numerical simulation requires a value for every 
parameter and every input variable of the system. On the other hand, a qualitative simulation does not 
need all these values, thereby allowing us to undertake a simulation with incomplete knowledge about 
the system. 
Large scope of applications, re-usability of expressions 
The way qualitative methods are constructed, and what tools they sometimes use (as for instance the 
bond graphs [Xia et al., 1992]), allow them to be applicable to a large set of different systems, and 
even different domains, e.g. electronics or mechanical systems. For example, the quantitative relation 
dHfdt = Q/A describes the instant variation of the height H of a liquid in a container having a diameter 
A at the height H, when the flow ofliquid is Q. This relation only holds for the case of containers with 
straight and vertical sides. On the other hand, the equivalent qualitative relation [dHldt]=[Q], where 
the square brackets stand for "sign of', holds for almost any container [Williams, 1991]. 
Clear trace and explanations for verification and co-operation 
The building and the use of qualitative models and of a qualitative simulation engine brings a better 
insight into how the system works. This allows the construction of a more efficient and, at the same 
time, more understandable fault-diagnosis system. Fault-diagnosis systems which use qualitative 
reasoning can provide the user with an appropriate trace and explanation of the ongoing process 
[Forbus & Falkenhainer, 1990], 
This ability is necessary for a fault-diagnosis system to be a co-operative system, i.e. where the 
operator and the automated problem solver interact in order to reach a solution. This is because a 
human operator needs to understand an ongoing process in order to be able to interact with it. The 
most important advantage of co-operative problem-solving is to be able to derive a solution which is 
superior to that produced by either an autonomous problem-solver system or a human-solver working 
scparately [Clarke & Smyth, 1993]. 
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The production of an appropriate explanation also has the advantage of increasing the trust of the 
operator, thereby making it more likely to be used for important decision making [Dugdale, 1996; 
Woods, 1985]. 
MVDS uses qualitative reasoning for the four reasons explained above. This allows MVDS to ignore 
irrelevant details, to cope with incomplete knowledge about the physical system to diagnose, to have 
an increased scope of application and re-usability, and to produce clear explanations. 
2.3.2 Ambiguity 
The main drawback of qualitative reasoning is its ambiguity, resulting from not dealing with a high 
level of details. For example, in a simulation task, several possible behaviours can be predicted from 
the same set of initial values. An extra amount of work is then needed to remove this ambiguity, in 
order to obtain a single result. 
MVDS uses qualitative reasoning despite this drawback because the advantages described in section 
2.3.1 are important. 
2.3.3 Formalisation of qualitative reasoning 
Qualitative reasoning is formalised through the construction of specific algebras allowing 
manipulations and calculations on qualitative objects. A qualitative algebra typically consists of an 
abstraction of a quantitative one [Williams, 1991]. The two common classes of qualitative algebras are 
described in this section: the crisp boundaries algebras [de Kleer, 1984; de Kleer, 1987; Xia, 1993] 
and the order of magnitude algebras [Mavrovouniotis & Stephanopoulos, 1988~ Raiman, 1988; 
Raiman, 1991; Parsons, 1992]. In the following sections, two square brackets around a variable, e.g. 
[A) stand for the sign of the value of the variable. 
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Crisp boundaries algebras 
The first way of abstracting the set of real numbers is to split it into parts representing significant 
features of the variables. The boundaries, or landmarks, are some real numbers. For example, the set of 
real numbers can be abstracted to ]-00 ; 0] u ]0 ; +00[. In this case, there is one landmark only, which is 
the number 0, and the qualitative abstraction of numbers would be ]-00 ; 0] for any number inferior or 
equal to zero, and ]0 ; +oo[ for any number strictly superior to zero. Thus the shift from one qualitative 
value to another is not continuous but sharp. This is why these algebras are called the sharp boundaries 
algebras or crisp boundaries algebras. 
The set of values that a qualitative variable can take is called the qualitative space. Usually the state of 
a parameter is defined by its value and its direction of change. In [de Kleer, 1987] and [de Kleer, 
1984], the qualitative space considered is {negative, zero, positive}, or {-,O,+}. Then both the 
parameter and its direction of change take their value in this qualitative space. In [Xia, 1993], the 
direction of change is a value from the set {"steady", "decreasing", "increasing"}, which is equivalent 
to {O,-,+}, but the state itself can take its value in a more complicated set. This is because the 
qualitative space can be tailored to the task at hand, and in this case Xia required finer simulations than 
what could be obtained with {O,+,-} as the qualitative space. 
Thus it is important to choose the right number of cuts in the right places, in order to obtain the 
relevant qualitative states and the appropriate level of details. For example, if a simulation must reveal 
if a certain value is below or above one hundred units, then the qualitative space {-,O,+} would be 
inappropriate. In this case, if the qualitative value is "-" or 0, then the quantitative value is definitely 
below 100 units, but if the qualitative value is "+", then it is not possible to say whether or not the 
quantitative value is below or above 100 units. An appropriate qualitative space for this instance is { ]-
00;100[, 100, ]100;+ ro[ }. This design is therefore domain-dependant. For example, in a system 
involving the temperature of a liquid, some probable landmarks are the temperature at which the liquid 
would boil and the temperature at which it would become solid. In another domain, these landmark 
values would not be appropriate. 
Alternatively, the qualitative space can be designed in an undefined way, in order to stay domain-
independent. For example in [Xia, 1993], the real axis is abstracted to {minimal, very-low, low, zero, 
high, very-high, maximal}. 
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After the qualitative space is designed, relations and operations bctwcen the variables must be defined. 
For example, in [Xia, 1993] the relations are defined via five operators: 
A = B (equal qualitative states), 
A= -B (opposite qualitative states), 
A = der(B) (state A is the qualitative derivative of state B), 
A = der(B)<=>B = int(A) (saying that state A is the qualitative derivative of state B is 
equivalent to saying that state B is the qualitative integral of state A), 
and A = B + C (qualitative addition). 
The relations built with these operators between the qualitative variables are called confluences [de 
Kleer & Brown, 1984]. Unfortunately, interval algebras are too ambiguous [Struss, 1987]. For 
example, if [A] = + and [8] = -, then [A+B] is not determined and taken to be [-00;+00]' This problem 
has led to the introduction of the order of magnitude reasoning, explained in the next section. 
Order of magnitude algebras 
The second way of abstracting the set of real numbers is to reason with the order of magnitude. No 
sharp boundary is then used. Reasoning with the order of magnitude of quantities is very common in 
physics, where it is a normal way of simplifying calculations. Order of magnitude reasoning is then a 
very natural formalisation of human scientist reasoning. This is why order of magnitude reasoning is 
the qualitative algebra used in MVDS. The two main sets of order of magnitude algebras are absolute 
or relative order of magnitude algebras. 
Absolute order of magnitude 
An interval arithmetic using fuzzy intervals has been studied as a base for order of magnitude 
reasoning. This approach is called "absolute order of magnitude" [Parsons, 1992] because the order of 
magnitude of a variable is not defined relatively to another variable, but directly by its distance to the 
fixed landmark O. This algebra can be seen as partitioning the real numbers into an arbitrarily large set 
of fuzzy intervals. It provides an efficient tool for fast and clear reasoning. 
Relative order of magnitude 
Following this approach, a quantity is not compared to any fixed landmark, even O. The order of 
magnitude of a variable is only defmed relatively to another variable. There are two famous systems 
using this kind of algebra. 
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The first system is called the FOG system, developed by Olivier Raiman [Raiman, 1988]. It is based 
on three operators: 
A Ne B: A is negligible with respect to B 
A Vo B: A is close to B 
A Co B: A is comparable to B. 
These three relations, together with the axiom A Vo A, allow the definition of thirty one inference 
rules, such as: 
A Vo B and B Ne C ~ A Ne C 
or more complicated: { [A+B]=+, [A]= -} ~ {-.(B Ne A), [B]=+ } 
Raiman then designed another system, called Estimates [Raiman, 1991]. The system is more 
sophisticated and allows reasoning at different levels of accuracy. Each quantity has a qualitative value 
which is an interval called its coarse value. The size of this interval depends on what accuracy is 
required. 
The second important system using relative order of magnitude is called O[M], and has been 
developed by M.L. Mavrovouniotis [Mavrovouniotis & Stephanopoulos, 1988]. It is based on the 
seven operators described below, out of which twenty-one compound relations are constructed. 
A«B A is much smaller than B 
A-<B A is moderately smaller than B 
A-<B A is slightly smaller than B 
A==B A is exactly equal to B 
A>-B A is slightly larger than B 
A>-B A is moderately larger than B 
A»B A is much larger than B. 
For both systems FOG and O(M), the understandability is very high, thus the common-sense reasoning 
aim has been achieved. Moreover, their efficiency is higher than for the interval-algebras, for instance 
from a decreased ambiguity [Raiman, 1991]. MVDS uses an algebra which is similar to O(M), 
because it is close to common-sense reasoning. This algebra is described in section 3. 
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2.4 Multiple representations and causal knowledge 
In [Struss, 1992], the usefulness of multiple models for diagnosis is stated. It is said that these models 
should be appropriate for the particular diagnostic task at hand, and also appropriate with regard to the 
current stage of the diagnostic process. It is now widely recognised that the use of multiple models 
increases the diagnosis power of a fault-diagnosis system [Trave-Massuyes & Milne, 1996]. In this 
section, major contributions to the use of multiple-models for fault-diagnosis are described and 
analysed. 
2.4.1 Paths of Interaction and the Locality Principle, by Randall Davis 
Randall Davis' work is concerned with the use of multiple representation and causal information 
[Davis, 1982; Davis, 1983]. 
Primarily, Davis argues that two built-in assumptions about the models used by de Kleer's GDE are 
problematic: 
_ the assumption that information only flows from outputs to inputs, 
_ the assumption that anything not shown in the model does not exist. 
Consider the former assumption. The uni-directionality of information flow is a convenient modelling 
tool but is argued by Davis not to be always true in fact, possibly leading thereby to false diagnoses. 
The latter assumption, namely the closed-world assumption, is said to prevent the detection of some 
faults, for example bridge faults in electronic circuits. It could be believed that, using the broadest 
definition possible for a fault, GDE would not have any problem to detect a bridge-fault. However, 
independently of the definition of a fault, GDE uses the topology of the physical system as an input. It 
is in the use of this physical structure information that the closed-world assumption lies, thus an 
alternative use of structural information is needed. 
In [Davis, 1982], Davis does not give any concrete solution to address these two weaknesses, but 
suggests that the implicit assumptions mentioned above should be make explicitly, in order to obtain a 
better control of the process. Once the categories of faults of concern are decided, then surrendering or 
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keeping the appropriate assumptions should lead to a relevant fault-diagnosis. For example, the 
assumption "No wires present other than those shown" has to be surrendered if we want to deal with 
bridge faults. As a consequence, a diagnosis is not the only possible diagnosis, but is one which is 
related to the assumptions made. 
In [Davis, 1983], the closed-world assumption problem is also addressed. The approach is more 
general and formalised than in [Davis, 1982]. The closed-world assumption is argued to be a 
consequence of the use of a unique representation for the physical system. In this representation, called 
the functional representation, the components interact with each other only through the functional 
paths, for example through the network of wires linking the components to each other in the case of 
electrical circuits. However, Davis shows that there are other ways than only through the functional 
path for the components to interact. This can be, for example, by the heat they produce (thermal path 
of interaction), or by the magnetic field they can create. These interactions, that follow non-functional 
paths, have an influence on the components' behaviour, and thereby are relevant in a fault-diagnosis 
process. 
However, these non-functional paths are not present in the functional representation. Consider the 
thermal path of interaction. An appropriate representation of the physical system should highlight the 
fact that a component can interact with a certain number of other components which are located within 
a certain radius around it. This illustrates a first central notion in Davis' work, which is the relevance 
of several paths of interaction, associated with several appropriate representations of the physical 
system. 
Consider now the path of interaction defined by the existence of unexpected wires between some 
components (bridges). The appropriate representation of the physical system is then the physical 
representation, because a component A can interact, that is to say here can be wired, with another 
component B if component B is physically adjacent to component A. This fact suggests that a 
representation ought to define the set of neighbours of each component: given a method of interaction, 
a component can only interact with its neighbours defined by the respective representation. This last 
sentence expresses the Locality Principle, the second central notion in Davis' work. 
Each path of interaction defines a representation, which itself defines a new locality, that is to say an 
appropriate set of neighbours for each component. Following this reasoning, it appears that the reason 
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why bridge-faults are so difficult to diagnose with the classic fault-diagnosis systems is because two 
components that are neighbours in the physical representation, and thus that can be incidentally wired, 
are not necessarily neighbours in the functional representation that is usually used. Indeed, two 
physically close components are not necessarily linked to each other by design, and two components 
far away from each other can be wired by design. 
In order to obtain a fauIt-diagnosis system able to diagnose any kind of fault, all the possible paths of 
interaction need to be considered. However, using them all at once leads to a low discrimination rate: 
too many components are potentially faulty. The idea is then to layer these paths of interaction [Davis, 
1983]. A diagnostic process would start with the most restrictive model, taking into account a small 
number of paths of interaction. If the system fails at finding a candidate explaining the symptoms, a 
less restrictive model is then used, taking into account more numerous paths of interaction. 
The importance of the concepts of multiple paths of interaction, multiple-representations, and layering 
of the representations has been proved. MVDS is therefore to incorporate these concepts. However, 
Davis' work suffers from the Single-Fault Assumption. Dealing with multiple-faults diagnosis means 
dealing with a set of faults which can use several different paths of interaction. The way to handle 
properly the multiple representations suggested by Davis, simultaneously or successively, is an 
important issue that adds complexity to the use of Davis' work which he has not addressed. In this 
work, MVDS does handle multiple representations in order to provide an efficient tool for diagnosing 
multiple-fault situations. 
2.4.2 Peter Struss 
The main subject of Peter Struss' work [Struss, 1991; Struss, 1992] is how to use multiple models, 
being abstractions, simplifications, and approximations of each other, within a fault-diagnosis task. 
Peter Struss justifies the importance of the appropriateness of the models used for the diagnostic 
reasoning [Struss, 1992]: "if a diagnostic system uses a model that is inadequate for a particular case at 
hand, the resulting diagnosis is likely to be wrong or at least useless". However, a dilemma is 
identified. On the one hand, the most adequate models are usually too complex to be tractable, and on 
the other hand, making simplifying assumptions to make the models tractable can render them useless 
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in case of inadequate assumptions. The solution investigated by Struss is "to have multiple models of a 
system and let the diagnostic system use the one appropriate for the particular case. It should also be 
appropriate with respect to the stage of the diagnostic process". In other words two classes of criteria 
are relevant for the selection of the model which is to be used. One class is concerned with the 
particular diagnostic case at hand, i.e. concerned with which modelling simplifications are valid for the 
investigated system. The other class is concerned with the current state of progress in the ongoing 
diagnostic process, i.e. these criteria are used to decide whether the current system's representation 
should be exchanged for another. The work in this thesis is founded on the same justifications for 
using multiple models, and focuses on the second class of criteria cited above, which is concerned 
with the current state of the diagnostic process. The investigation of simplifying assumptions which 
hold before the start of the diagnostic process is not within the scope of this research. 
Peter Struss gives two justifications for the relevance of adapting the model during the diagnostic 
process. First, what model is required for the particular case is not obvious from the beginning. 
Second, different stages of the process might require different models [Struss, 1992). This is why 
MVDS revises the appropriateness of the model regularly through the diagnostic process, in order to 
assure that the model required at the current stage of the process is used. 
Another issue is what models should be available for selection. In [Struss, 1991; Struss, 1992], the 
multiple models are abstractions, simplifications, and approximations of each other. Peter Struss 
argues that the typically informal use of these notions has led to confusion. As a consequence, he 
suggests formal definitions of these concepts. Below are the ideas behind these definitions, of which 
mathematical versions are not recalled here. See [Struss, 1991) for details. 
Abstraction: this is a change in the representation used for a model. It stays defined by the same 
relations. For example, the use of qualitative values is an abstraction: while the relations between the 
variables are the same, these variables are represented by their qualitative value (for instance their 
sign). 
Simplification: this is a change of the relations, based on the same representation. The variables stay 
the same. but the equations (as an instance of relations) linking them are changed. 
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Approximation: this is a special case of simplification. The idea is that an approximation of a model is 
a simplification of it, which must be close enough to it. The formal definition of "close enough" 
requires the representation to be a metric space. 
The several models obtained by these simplifications, abstractions, and approximations, are organised 
in a tree called a model-graph. At the beginning of the diagnostic task, the roughest models are used. 
A progression in the model graph towards more precise models is done when a revision of the 
modelling assumptions and/or a refinement of models is required. This exchange from simple models 
to more complete models is a management issue of the model-graph. In this research, MVDS adopts 
the same method which consists of increasing the completeness of the models as the process goes on. 
However, major differences exist between the strategy from Peter Struss and MVDS: 
- The model-graph includes correct models as well as models of faulty behaviours, as opposed 
to MVDS which only uses correct models, as stated in section 2.2.2. 
- The models available for use in MVDS are not abstractions, simplifications, or 
approximations of each other. They are models of the behaviour of different entities involved in the 
physical system's behaviour. This is because this organisation of the set of models based on the 
different entities is appropriate for the specific task of diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations, as 
explained in section 3 about the design ofMVDS. 
- The criteria for deciding to change the model, and which one to change to, are different in 
MVDS and in Peter Struss' work. In Struss' system, a more complete model is used in place of the 
current one when using the latter results in under-discrimination. In MVDS, a further entity is added in 
the system's representation when causal information indicates that this entity may be involved in a 
fault. 
An example used by Struss [Struss, 1991] deals with an electronic component, namely a thyristor, 
which is made of an anode, a cathode, and a gate. This is a small set of components, and when dealing 
with physical real-world systems, the complexity will be of another order of magnitude. Facing this 
higher complexity, Struss' formalism might be difficult to use. Indeed the amount of knowledge 
required about the physical system would probably not be available, or would be costly to obtain. In 
general, although a model-graph is a powerful tool, its construction is very demanding in terms of 
knowledge about the physical system and in terms of modelling work. This is opposed to the desire for 
a common-sense system working on partial knowledge. Addressing this issue of keeping the strategy 
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close to an understandable process, MVDS does not require a highly formal structure for the set of 
models. The set of models to be used with MVDS is therefore more easily constructed, even on 
complex physical systems. This is because the distinction between the models in MVDS is founded on 
a physical distinction (the different physical entities) which can be dealt with without much formalism. 
2.4.3 Oskar Dressier et al. 
In [Dressier et aI., 1993), multiple representations are used by a fault-diagnosis system applied to the 
diagnosis of ballast tank systems, as for example in offshore plants. The system is a consistency-based 
system, using fault-models. The system description (SD) contains, for each component, a quantitative 
model and a qualitative model. The latter model is obtained as an abstraction of the former one, in the 
sense of Struss' definition of abstractions [Struss, 1992). 
Monitoring and fault-diagnosis is performed in the following manner. Only the qualitative models are 
used for monitoring. When this process detects a fault, the fault-diagnosis process is launched, again 
using only the qualitative models. If this process results in two diagnoses which cannot be 
discriminated, then the qualitative models that have not yet produced a refuted prediction are switched 
to their quantitative correspondent. The refined predictions obtained are then likely to reveal further 
conflicts which result in discrimination between the previously obtained candidates. However, the use 
of model exchanges described by Dressier et al. is restricted to one switch only, in response to an 
under-discrimination of the candidates. This technique could be added to any fault-diagnosis system 
using abstracted models in order to address a discrimination problem at the end of the process, but is 
not a general method for the use of multiple representations. 
Similar to Dressier's system, model exchanges in MVDS allow the use of simple models while they 
are sufficient, and the use of more complete models when they are required. However, MVDS 
addresses a more complete strategy for adapting models to the current stage of the process, where a 
series of more than one change would be possible before reaching the final result. 
A quality of Dressier's method is the re-use of previous intermediate results after a model switch is 
performed. After some qualitative models are switched to quantitative models, the predictions 
obtained with the latter are combined with the predictions previously obtained on the unchanged 
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qualitative models. This re-use of previous predictions, as opposed to a complete re-start of the 
process, after some models are modified, is also an important feature ofMVOS. 
2.4.4 System CA-EN, by Louise Trave-Massuyes and Robert Milne 
A condition-monitoring system called TIGER has been developed by a European team including 
Louise Trave-Massuyes and Robert Milne [Milne et al., 1996; Trave-Massuyes & Milne, 1996; Trave-
Massuyes & Milne, 1991]. This system performs monitoring, fault-detection, and fault-diagnosis of 
physical systems, and has been implemented to monitoring EXXON gas-turbines in Scotland. The part 
of TIGER which performs fault-detection and fault-diagnosis is called the CA-EN system. This system 
does not include the use of multiple representations in the process, but it makes an interesting use of 
causal knowledge. 
CA-EN is a consistency-based method. The diagnosis algorithm is inspired by Reiter's algorithm 
[Reiter, 1987], with the use of hitting sets. This use of Reiter's formalism is a major difference 
between CA-EN and MVOS, since the original algorithm from de Kleer [de Kleer & Brown, 1987] is 
used in MVDS. However, Reiter's and de Kleer's algorithms have in common the use of a system 
description (SD), which therefore needs to be specified in MVDS and in CA-EN. The originality of 
this latter system is to combine the use of empirical causal knowledge and first principles, by 
incorporating both in the causal graph used as the SO. 
This inclusion of empirical knowledge in the SD is a risk, since empirical knowledge is rarely certain 
knowledge. Thus, this inclusion could result in an invalid diagnosis. As a consequence, MVDS uses a 
SO where empirical knowledge is not included. The empirical knowledge used in MVDS only acts as 
a guide to the process and is not critical to the reliability of the system. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
Model-based systems are preferred to rule-based systems, because of these latter systems' decisive 
disadvantages, which are their inability to produce useful explanations, their low performance on 
diagnosis of unusual faults, and their subjectivity. 
Between the two classes of model-based systems, which are the consistency-based systems and the 
abductive systems, the focus is on the former class, because of their better performance with 
incomplete knowledge. The disadvantage of the consistency-based systems is their low discrimination 
power. This can be helped by using an appropriate system's representation. Hence, a consistency-
based fault-diagnosis strategy is a valid research direction. 
The two seminal diagnosis systems using this approach are GDE, by de Kleer and Williams, and 
DIAGNOSE, by Reiter. 
Qualitative reasoning is used for MVDS because it copes with the complexity of physical systems by 
ignoring unnecessary details, because it can be undertaken with incomplete knowledge, because it 
allows the construction of more re-usable systems, and because it enables the production of useful 
traces and explanations. The different qualitative algebras are the crisp boundaries algebras and the 
order of magnitude algebras. Within these latter algebras, there are absolute order of magnitude 
algebras and relative order of magnitude algebras. The algebra used for MVDS is required to be close 
to common-sense reasoning, in order to optimise the advantage of using qualitative reasoning. This is 
why the algebra chosen is a relative order of magnitude algebra. 
Finally, the use of multiple representations and use of causal knowledge in diagnosis systems have 
been examined. The study of Randall Davis' work has shown that they are closely related, since 
multiple models are defined by multiple paths of causal interaction. Peter Struss stresses the . 
importance of using multiple models and uses a model-graph where they are logically related in order 
to organise their use. However, a different set of models, using different entities, would be more 
appropriate for diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations. Furthermore, the construction of a 
model-graph as in Struss' formalism is expensive and not always possible. Oskar Dressier and his 
colleagues have demonstrated the use of multiple models on an industrial application, but this use is 
restricted by the fact that only one change can occur. Louise Trave-Massuyes and Robert Milne do not 
make use of multiple representations but integrate the uses of empirical causal knowledge and deep-
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knowledge. However, this use is risky, since the validity of the diagnosis depends on the soundness of 
the empirical knowledge. 
From the study of the advantages and drawbacks of these researchers' works, six points have been 
raised which are addressed by MVDS: 
- multiple-representations must be used for the diagnosis of multiple-fault situations, 
- the models used for diagnosis are adapted to the current stage of the diagnostic process. 
- the set of models available for use at any stage in the diagnosis process is appropriate for the 
specific problem addressed, i.e. complex multiple-fault situations, 
- the model changes are allowed to happen once or several times, depending on the diagnosis 
process at hand, 
_ after a model change occurs, the process is not re-started from the beginning but it continues, 
using some previously made predictions, 
_ integrating empirical knowledge is enabled, but the use of this inherently uncertain 
knowledge is not critical to the correctness of the result. 
In the next chapter, these issues are considered with respect to the domain of application. It is shown 





It has been shown in chapter 2 that the existing consistency-based fault-diagnosis systems suffer from 
some restrictions in their use of multiple-representations. A more powerful use of multiple-
representations is therefore an aim of MVDS' design described in this chapter. A second aim is to use 
this tool of multiple representations for the diagnosis of specific multiple-fault situations called 
complex multiple-fault situations. 
Section 3.2 defines the problem of diagnosing a complex multiple-fault situation. and describes the 
characteristics of physical systems that make them prone to developing these situations. Four of these 
characteristics have been identified: being non-monitored (or ill-monitored), needing regular 
maintenance. including partially unknown components. and being subject to variable and partially 
unknown conditions of use. 
It is shown in section 3.3 that all these characteristics are present in watcr-distribution systems, a 
description of which is presented in the same section. Thus, these systems are an appropriate test-bed 
for MVDS. 
Section 3.4 explains the design of MVDS and how it results from the requirements for diagnosing 
physical systems in general and complex multiple-fault situations in particular. 
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3.2 Complex multiple-fault situations 
The importance of multiple-faults in physical systems has been introduced in section 1.4. It has been 
related to the presence of numerous entities, whose behaviours influence each other, thereby spreading 
faults across the system. Because of these influences across different entities of the system, it is argued 
that the multiple faults are likely to involve several entities. This is illustrated in the example presented 
in the following section. 
3.2.1 A motivating example 
Consider the example of the 3-piece air-conditioning system pictured in figure 3.1 below. Its 
behaviour involves at least three entities: the flow of air, the temperature of air, and the air dust 
content. Saying that several entities are involved in a multiple-fault situation means, for example, that 
the dust filter is failing so that the dust content in the system is too high, and that the heater is also 
failing, so that the temperature of the air output is too low. The fault-situation involves then two 
entities, the dust content and the temperature. 
Figure 3.1 - 3-piece air-conditioning system 
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3.2.2 Diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations 
The fault scenario from the example above contains a situation called a multiple-fault situation, as 
introduced in section 1.5. 
Definition (Complex multiple-fault situation) 
A situation where several faults are present, and where these faults affect several entities, is called a 
complex multiple-fault situation. 
Obviously, diagnosing a complex multiple-fault situation requires that all the entities involved are 
present in the system's representation. In the previous example, if the dust content was not included in 
the system's representation, then the fault resulting in a too high dust content could not be found. As a 
consequence, attention must be paid to integrating the necessary entities in the system's 
representation. 
On the other hand, integrating many of these entities increases the cost of the diagnosis process in two 
ways. The larger the system's representation, the higher the computational cost and the larger the 
number of measurements needed to perform the computations. 
As a consequence, the first solution to diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations, which would be 
to integrate the largest set of entities available into the system's representation, is not viable. The cost 
in measurements would be too high for many systems where measurements are expensive in time or 
money, and the risk of a combinatorial explosion would be increased. 
The solution proposed and investigated in this research is to avoid integrating all the available models 
of entities into the system's representation at once, as described in section 3.2.3. 
3.2.3 Criteria of complex multiple-fault situations likelihood 
MVDS is specifically constructed, and therefore should be especially used, for diagnosing complex 
multiple-fault situations, even if its range of use is not restricted to them. Therefore, it is useful to be 
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able to identify if a system is prone to these situations, and thus decide if MVDS is the most 
appropriate strategy for diagnosing the system. 
It is argued that some characteristics of a physical system make these situations more likely to happen. 
Four characteristics have been identified and are described below. They are related to being non-
monitored (or poorly monitored), requiring some maintenance work, involving components which are 
insufficiently known, and being used in variable and uncontrolled conditions. 
3.2.3.l Non-monitored systems 
Because in non-monitored systems a fault can occur and not be spotted for some time, and because 
some faults do not prevent the whole system from working (at least for a while), it is possible that a 
system is kept functioning when it contains one or more faulty components. During that time, the other 
components function under abnormal conditions, due to the primary faults. ll1ese functioning under 
abnormal conditions can result in other components becoming faulty. When the acknowledgement that 
a fault is present occurs, it is possible that the fault which alerted the user is only the tail-end of a chain 
of faults. 
Obviously, when a fault occurs in an appropriately monitored system, it should be promptly noticed 
and corrective action should then be taken, so that no other fault results from the abnormal influence 
of the primary fault. However, this prompt notice is not always present, and therefore any monitored 
system where the reaction time is inappropriately long could be subject to a chain of faults and could 
thus benefit from being diagnosed by MVDS. 
3.2.3.2 Maintenance requirements 
If a physical system requires maintenance, then the potential for maintenance faults is present. They 
are important because if a component needs regular maintenance, it means that its functionality ages 
quickly (compared to the ageing speed of the system as a whole), and therefore improper maintenance 
could result in fast and important changes in the component's behaviour. It could either work less 
efficiently, work in a different manner, or even completely stop working. 
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Consider a first example [Chadderton, 1991]. Steam boilers accumulate limescale from the water 
passing through the treatment plant. This accumulation must be prevented from becoming too 
important, as accumulated salts could be carried over into the steam pipes and clog safety valves. It is 
an instance of a system in which functioning can be seriously disturbed by limestone and other 
minerals contained in the water. Devices for softening the water are used in conjunction with these 
machines. The water treatment can be based on chemical reactions. The water is forced to flow 
through a tank of a chemical, called sodium zeolite, so that, as it comes out, the flow only contains 
some harmless sodium carbonate, a non-scale-forming salt. The reaction is: 
calcium carbonite (in water) + sodium zeolite (in tank) 
-7 sodium carbonate (in water) + calcium zeolite (in tank). 
When the device is used, it accumulates some calcium zeolite and its reserve of sodium zeolite 
decreases. As a consequence the device demands two regular acts of maintenance. It must be re-loaded 
with sodium zeolite, and the accumulated calcium zeolite must be disposed. Failure in maintaining the 
water softener can result in a dramatic blockage of pipes which might be discovered quickly. 
However, it may only result in a decrease in the device's performance, with some small quantity of 
scale-forming salt contaminating the output water flow. This amount of scale-forming salt would be 
higher than normal, but not high enough to affect the functioning of the system in an immediately 
noticeable manner. Therefore parts of the physical system can be slowly affected by the abnormal 
water flow composition, and the potential exists for the creation of a chain of faults. 
It is argued that the result of improper maintenance is typically a progressive deviation of behaviour, 
which has a negative and destructive effect on the system. It can be seen as a small fault which 
progressively becomes more important. It is this progressive aspect of maintenance-related faults 
which gives room for the formation of a chain of faults, thus facilitating complex multiple-fault 
situations. 
3.2.3.3 Partially known components 
The incompleteness of the knowledge available about a component's behaviour and ageing process is 
another factor that needs to be examined. Consider a spring made by a high technology company and 
used in an electronic device for dampening possible vibrations. In this case the component is well 
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known. Exact equations are available for the precise simulation of the spring's movements, and the 
ageing of the spring is also a well known process. On the other hand, consider a pipe in a plumbing 
system. The component itself is only partially known, for example it is not exactly clear what chemical 
reactions are actually happening between the pipe's wall and the inside flow. 
Some unknown features of this component's behaviour may be harmful to other components, and 
because this hannful action is not known, nothing will be done about it before a fault is discovered. 
During this time a complex multiple-fault situation might have developed. For another example, 
consider a suspension bridge. Assume that the suspension cables react to a strong wind by vibrating in 
a manner which was not expected by the engineer. It means that the knowledge about these cables' 
behaviour was only partial. This unexpected behaviour can result in an unexpected amount of 
vibration in the bridge's main body, which it may not have been constructed to resist. Pans in the 
bridge's body may then contain cracks, which modify their own dynamic behaviour, i.e. these parts 
are now faulty. These faults may not be discovered before the whole bridge actually collapses. 
3.2.3.4 Variable conditions of use and unknown conditions of use 
Compare, as above, the use of a spring in an electronic device and the use of a pipe in a plumbing 
system. The changes in the condition of use of the spring are minimal. An electronic device is 
normally not subject to widely varied conditions of use, and any possible deviations are usually 
known. For example, it is known qualitatively and quantitatively with a sufficient accuracy how the 
ambient temperature affects the spring. On the other hand, the conditions of use of a plumbing pipe 
can have large variations of different sorts. The temperature of the flow can be from very cold to very 
hot, the temperature around the pipe can span a large spectrum of values, the composition of the liquid 
can include many different elements and each element's concentration can have large fluctuations. 
Furthennore, even in the case of steady conditions of use, they are sometimes not entirely known. For 
example, this is the case for the exact composition of the fluids that might sometimes flow through the 
pipe mentioned above, or the temperature that these liquids may have. As well as ignoring the exact 
behaviour of the pipe under these unknown conditions, another consequence of this partial knowledge 
is the ignorance of the current state of repair and ongoing ageing process of the pipe. This lack of 
knowledge results in the prolonged use ofthe system without knowing exactly its state of repair nor its 
conditions of use. Complex multiple-fault situations can then develop during this period of use. 
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Identifying some of these characteristics in a system means that complex multiple-fault situations are 
likely to develop, and therefore it is useful to employ MVDS for diagnosing faults in the system. The 
way MVDS addresses this task is through the use of multiple representations, as explained in the next 
section. 
3.2.4 Multiple-representations to tackle complex multiple-fault situations 
Because numerous entities are potentialiy of concern in a system's diagnostic process and because 
their investigation is costly, the set of investigated entities needs to be kept to a minimum. This is why 
the use of multiple representations is the solution adopted in this research. 
In order to keep the system's representation to a minimum size, MVDS integrates an entity in this 
representation only once there is evidence that this entity is potentially involved in a fault. The 
system's representation therefore first incorporates the only entity which is known to be related to a 
fault: the entity which revealed a malfunction and started the diagnostic process. As explained above, 
investigating only one entity cannot diagnose complex multiple-fault situations, and therefore a 
system's representation integrating more entities needs to be considered at some later stage. 
The need for the use of multiple representations has been identified as a relevant manner to address the 
diagnosis of complex multiple-fault situations. Recall that the use of multiple representations is also 
widely recognised to be useful for diagnosis systems in general [Struss, 1992], as described in section 
2.4. 
In order to undertake these changes of representation, MVDS needs to be able to decide: 
_ when to undertake a change, 
_ which change to undertake. 
These two issues are investigated in section 3.4.2.2. 
Furthermore, the set of models, i.e. the set of the different representations available, needs to be 
designed. What are the different models that need to be available in order to perform the diagnosis of 
complex multiple-fault situations? This issue is addressed in section 3.4.2.1. 
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3.3 Domestic water distribution systems 
3.3.1 General presentation 
The focus is placed on hot water and heating systems. These systems are common-place (as virtually 
every building in developed countries includes one). Their size and complexity varies widely, from 
small domestic systems to industrial systems and even district heating systems. For the sake of clarity, 
the components and system studied in this research correspond to a small domestic system. However, 
as will be explained in chapter 5, MVDS copes with larger systems and could therefore be applied to 
industrial or district systems. 
Before going any further into the investigation of a hot-water and heating system as a case-study for 
MVDS, some plumbing terms are introduced and the non-triviality of this type of system is 
highlighted. 
In appropriate plumbing terms, domestic hot water (DHW) relates to the water supplied for washing 
purposes. "If the washing process is required for some industrial process, the water may have to be 
chemically treated in order to protect the process from any salts or metals present in the water supply. 
In the domestic and commercial field the supply of hot water is normally for body, clothes and dish 
washing" [Curd & Howard, 1996]. This mention of the use of hot water for an industrial process, and 
the precautions that need to be taken about what is contained in the water supply, is a first hint that hot 
water distribution systems are not as simple as one may think. This is reinforced by the following: 
"the convenience of piped water systems is likely to be taken as granted by those who have not been 
camping or caravaning. The provision of safe and hygienic water supplies is of paramount importance, 
and a considerable amount of engineering is involved in such provision" [Chadderton, 1991]. This 
quote stresses the potential complexity of water systems and also points out the importance of reliable 
systems. The computerised diagnosis of these systems is therefore a relevant task, for ensuring 
efficient repair and efficient restarting of failed systems. 
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Furthermore, "hot water supply cannot be considered in isolation from central heating because systems 
commonly combine both functions" [Garrett, 1991]. This increases the typical complexity of hot water 
systems. This type of system, combining hot water supply and central heating, is the case-study used 
in this research. 
The typical components used in a domestic system are: 
_ a boiler, which heats up cold water feeds, 
_ a pump, which ensures an efficient circulation of the water in the system. This is necessary in large 
buildings, where it would be impossible to get the water to circulate the whole system because of 
gravity, 
_ radiators (or heat emitters), which ensure an efficient transfer of the heat from the water to the 
surrounding air, 
_ a hot water vessel, which is a container where water is heated and stored, before being used for 
washing purposes (in some less usual cases for drinking), 
_ a water softener, which reduces scale formation by changing scale forming salts into non-scale-
forming salts. 
These components involve the following significant entities in their behaviours: 
- the water pressure, 
- the water flow, 
- the water temperature, 
_ the water air content, 
- the water hardness. 
A more detailed description of these components and entities is given in chapter 5 where the case-
study is explained. 
3.3.2 An appropriate test-bed for MVDS 
Hot water and central heating systems make an appropriate test-bed for MVDS because they are prone 
to complex multiple-fault situations. 
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First of all, there is a significant number of entities that are of importance for the system's behaviour, 
in the sense that if the entity is affected, then the whole system can be considered to be faulty. In other 
words, the whole system is functioning correctly only if the flow along the system, the pressure, the 
hardness of the water, its temperature and the air content, are all behaving correctly. The set of 
potential faults is therefore related to a large set of entities. 
Secondly, the causal influences between these entities are numerous. Independently of any specific 
system, the following influences can be identified: 
_ the water flow and the water pressure are directly related, 
_ the water hardness results in scale deposits and therefore influences the flow (this is particularly 
noticeable in small pipes), 
_ for the same reason as above, water hardness influences the efficiency of pumps, 
_ the flow in the radiators influences the temperature of the water, since a slow flow will cool the 
water, 
_ the air content in the water influences the efficiency of pumps, 
_ the air content in the water influences the flow because a high air content allows the creation of 
"sludge", a deposit that perturbs the water flow. 
The two paragraphs above have established that water distribution systems are complex enough to 
offer interesting fault-diagnosis problems, and that there is potential for the occurrence of complex 
multiple-fault situations. However, it is necessary to establish if these possible complex multiple-fault 
situations are actually likely or unlikely to develop. This is undertaken through the evaluation of the 
four characteristics described in section 3.2.3. 
These four characteristics are all present in water distribution systems: 
• Most of the time, they are not monitored. This is the case in all domestic systems. 
• Maintenance is required for radiators, that need to be bled regularly. Maintenance is also required 
for water softeners, since the salts they contain need to be replaced regularly. 
• The behaviour and ageing process of many components are typically only partially known. For 
example, how smooth the water flow is inside a radiator, given that sludge and scale deposits may 
be present, is not usually known. Similarly, the actual performance of a pump, after a certain 
number of hours of service, is not precisely known. 
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• The conditions of use vary widely, and are not entirely known or controlled. For example, the 
hardness, temperature, pressure and air content of the main water supply may all vary significantly 
without warning or evidence. 
Because of all these characteristics, water distribution systems are prone to develop complex multiple-
fault situations. This is why a water-distribution system is used as a case-study in this research. The 
next section investigates how MVDS is designed, for the task of diagnosing physical systems in 
general and water-distribution systems in particular. 
3.4 Designing MVDS 
3.4.1 General requirements for physical systems 
3.4.1.1 Coping with incomplete knowledge: the qualitative algebra 
Knowledge about physical systems is incomplete, as explained in section 1.3.4. The use of qualitative 
reasoning allows reasoning even with this incompleteness, as seen in section 2.3. Thus, MVDS uses 
qualitative reasoning for the whole diagnostic process. Similar to the algebra used in O[M] 
[Mavrovouniotis & Stephanopoulos, 1988], the algebra used is based on five qualitative states, five 
operators and fifteen rules. 
The five qualitative states are 'very_high', 'high', 'medium', 'Iow', and 'very_low', and the operators 
are: 
» , standing for "is much greater than", 
_> , standing for "is slightly greater than", 
;:::;;:::; , standing for "is equal to", 
_< , standing for "is slightly smaller than", 
« , standing for "is much smaller than". 
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The relations between the qualitative states are defined by the following rules: 




rule (low, -<,medium). 
rule(medium, -<, high). 
rule(high, -<, very_high). 
rule(L, =, L). This means that the relation "=" stands between any two identical objects. 
rule(very_high, ->, high}. 
rule(high, ->, medium}. 
rule(medium, ->, low). 
rule (low, ->, veryJow). 
rule(very _high, », medium}. 
rule(high,» ,Iow). 
rule(medium,» ,very Jow). 
This algebra allows reasoning with incomplete knowledge about the models and incomplete 
knowledge about the current behaviour. 
3.4.1.2 Coping with complexity 
Diagnosing complex physical systems is addressed by MVDS in several ways. 
_ it uses the qualitative algebra described in the previous section. This is how unnecessary detail is 
discarded from the reasoning, as explained in section 2.3.1. 
_ it minimises the size of the model used, in order to minimise the cost of making predictions. This 
minimisation is obtained through the use of multiple representations described in section 1.3.5. 
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In order to reason about the fault-diagnosis task as an iterative process [Reggia et aI., 1984], the term 
diagnosis session is useful. It refers to the process of obtaining diagnosis candidates without having 
modified either the system's representation or the set of observations between the start and the end of 
the process. The use of multiple representations is obtained by designing MVDS as a series of 
diagnosis sessions, where changes in the system's representation occur in between the diagnosis 
sessions. In this way, the system's representation can be adapted during the diagnostic process to fit as 
closely as possible to the most efficient model. 
The detail of the management of the multiple representation, i.e. how the system's representation is 
changed between the diagnosis sessions, is explained in section 3.4.2.3. 
3.4.1.3 Producing trace and explanations 
The possibility of producing useful traces and explanations of the diagnostic process stems from the 
use of qualitative reasoning. A detailed trace of each diagnostic process is argued to be useful for 
human supervision, human/computer co-operation, and is even argued to be a potential sufficient 
alternative to explanation. In other words, if the trace produced includes the intermediate results 
obtained and actions taken along the process, then it includes an explanation of the diagnostic 
reasoning. One advantage of this method over printing a less complete trace and then producing an 
explanation, is that the task of a-posterior building of an explanation is avoided. The second advantage 
is that, in the case of a co-operative process, explanation about the intermediate stages of the process is 
always available. However, a trace only provides an explanation of how intermediate results and the 
final solution have been reached. Producing an explanation of the occurring faults (possibly together 
with why a particular repair is needed) is possible, but it is not undertaken in the current format of 
MVDS. 
As explained in section 2.2.1, rule-based systems are unable to produce meaningful explanations 
[Torasso & Console, 1989]. This is why a model-based approach is used for MVDS. More precisely, 
as explained in section 2.2.2, a consistency-based approach has been chosen over abductive 
approaches, because no fault-model is needed with a consistency-based approach. Between the two 
main algorithms, namely GDE and DIAGNOSE, GDE is the most appropriate algorithm to be used in 
MVDS, because of its simplicity. GDE uses a common-sense method, where no abstract objects (such 
as trees, used in DIAGNOSE) are present. Therefore, a complete trace of a process following GDE's 
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method is suitable as an explanation in the sense discussed in the previous paragraph. There is no need 
for a translation phase from abstract concepts towards the common-sense notions needed in an 
explanation. 
The rich trace provided by MVDS' output includes the following features. 
_ It recalls the reasoning hypothesis, e.g. what is the current model used and what are the 
measurements available for checking consistency. 
_ It lists the predictions made. For each of them, the display includes the value predicted, the entity, the 
location in the system, and the set of components of which models have been used to reach this 
prediction. 
_ It lists the symptoms constructed from the latest batch of predictions. 
_ It displays the minimal conflict sets, taking into account the entire set of symptoms constructed since 
the start of the process. 
_ It displays the minimal candidates, taking into account the entire set of minimal conflict sets 
constructed since the start of the process. 
_ It provides also a precise account of the reasoning undertaken in relation to the management of the 
multiple representations. This management and its trace are described in section 3.4.2.2 below. 
In addition, the output from MVDS is fully structured with English sentences. Thus, the operator can 
understand clearly the diagnostic reasoning, thereby easing human-checking and human co-operation. 
3.4.1.4 Enabling co-operative work 
The production of a clear and detailed trace by MVDS is an important step in enabling co-operation 
with an operator. Thanks to this trace, the operator has an appropriate understanding of the ongoing 
process, and thus can judge whether or not to intervene. In the case of a decision to intervene, MVDS' 
design needs to enable this intervention. 
There are several kinds of possible interventions. Because co-operation is not the central matter of this 
research, the set of possible interventions in MVDS has been limited to a single intervention. 
However, this single intervention suffices to demonstrate the possibility of co-operation and its 
usefulness. 
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This intervention is as follows: when the operator believes that the process should stop, then he/she 
has the opportunity to have it stopped. Here is a possible reason for the operator to believe that the 
process can be ended: one entity E, and only one, is suggested for investigation as a result of the latest 
dynamic revision, and the operator has some knowledge that makes himlher believe that no fault is 
affecting this entity. In this case, no further investigations are needed. 
TIle resulting feature of MVDS, allowing this intervention, is a break of the process after each 
dynamic revision, while the operator is prompted to indicate whether or not the process must continue. 
3.4.2 Specific requirements for diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations 
3.4.2.1 The appropriate set of models 
So that MVDS can investigate the smallest set of entities needed by using multiple representations, 
these representations need to be tailored with respect to the set of entities they incorporate. This is 
achieved in MVDS by making independent models of the entities available. For each relevant entity in 
the physical system's behaviour, a model describes the correct behaviour of this entity in the system. 
Predictions can then be done through only one of these models or through any number of them. 
Changing the system's representation is, in fact, changing the number of models that are used for 
making predictions. 
Obtaining models which are independent of each other is possible either by using functional modelling 
[Lind, 1994) or by modelling the steady state behaviour of components, thus allowing the decoupling 
of the entities. 
Considering independent models for the different entities has two advantages every time one further 
entity is to be investigated: 
_ there is no need to re-model the system taking the entity into account. 
_ the process does not start from scratch again, as all the predictions and conflict sets obtained with the 
previous set of entities are still valid. 
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Using sets of independent models of the entities for the system's representations allows a control in 
the number of entities involved in the system's representation whilst keeping the process economical. 
This is possible since no modelling work needs to be done when a representation's change is decided 
and the previously made predictions are also still valid. The set of models is managed in the way 
described in the next section. 
3.4.2.2 Use of causal knowledge 
As explained in section 1.4, the multiple-fault situations happen because of the influences existing 
between quantities and entities. MVDS is designed to use the causal knowledge, containing the 
information about these influences in order to follow the influence path that has led to the multiple-
fault situation. If this path is followed completely, then no entity affected by the multiple-fault 
situation will be absent from the diagnosis. In this case, the resulting diagnosis is said to be entity-
complete, as defined below. 
Definition (entity-complete diagnosis): 
A diagnosis is said entity-complete if it has been obtained through a process where each entity affected 
by a fault has been investigated. 
Obtaining an entity-complete diagnosis is the aim of MVDS. However this result requires the causal 
knowledge to include all the influences that are responsible for the current multiple-fault situation. 
Result: 
MVDS results in an entity-complete diagnosis if the causal knowledge includes all the influences that 
have caused the current complex multiple-fault situation. 
Note that an entity-complete diagnosis is not necessarily a perfect diagnosis. The usual problem of 
having enough measurements for a complete discrimination between diagnosis candidates still holds. 
The causal knowledge used in MVDS is a set of influences. MVDS distinguishes between two types 
of influences. A local influence is an influence between two quantities, whereas a global influence is 
between two entities, everywhere in the system. For example, between any two points in an electrical 
circuit, the intensity of current is always influenced by the gradient of voltages: this is a global 
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influence between current intensity and gradient of voltages. In contrast, in the air conditioning 
system, the influence of the content of dust over the temperature of air is only valid within the frame 
of the heater. This influence does not exist in the filters for example. It is therefore a local influence. 
The overall set of influences can be represented graphically by the graph of causal dependencies, 
where quantities are the nodes, and influences are arrows between the quantity boxes. The local 
influences are represented by one arrow between two quantities, and the global influences as a number 
of arrows linking the same couple of quantities in every component. 
Figure 3.2 below is a possible graph of causal dependencies for the air-conditioning example 
described in section 3.2.1. 
I Water, f1 I 
1 
Figure 3.2 - Gral)h of causal dependencies for the air-conditioning example 
The term Temp stands for Temperature, h for heater, fl for filter# I, and f2 for filter#2. This graph 
represents the following influences: 
_ a local influence between the temperature and the dust within the heater, 
_ a global influence between the dust and the flow, 
_ a local influence between the flow and the water within the heater. 
The causal knowledge containing the local and global influences is used by MVDS for guiding the 
management of the system's representation. This guidance occurs whenever the system's 
representation is considered for a modification, within the process of a dynamic revision, as described 
in the next section. 
3.4.2.3 Dynamic revisions 
As explained in section 3.4.1.2, MVDS is designed as a series of diagnosis sessions and changes of 
system's representations. These changes are performed through a process called a dynamic revision. 
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First of all, note that the set of entities that are currently used for making predictions is called the set of 
entities under focus. After every diagnosis session, a dynamic revision selects what entities are 
potentially affected by a fault, and should therefore be under focus. These entities are the ones which 
are causally linked with an entity that revealed some conflict sets in the latest diagnosis session. The 
causal knowledge available in MVDS is therefore necessary for performing a dynamic revision. 
In order to ensure that the best change is performed by a dynamic revision, it takes into account the 
latest predictions and resulting conflict sets. This use of the latest computed results is the reason why 
these changes are qualified as 'dynamic'. 
Having designed MVDS as a series of diagnosis sessions and dynamic revisions, and having the set of 
models designed in the manner explained above, it is possible to include in the system's representation 
all the entities that are potentially involved in the faulty situation. Furthermore, deciding to make these 
inclusions can be based on the most recently updated knowledge about this faulty situation. The latest 
intermediate diagnosis results and the causal knowledge are the two types of information used within a 
dynamic revision. 
3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has described the study of the general constraints in diagnosing physical systems, the 
study of more specific constraints about diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations, and the 
consequences of all these constraints on MVDS' design. 
The diagnosis of these latter situations has been identified in section 3.2 as a task where care must be 
taken about which entities of a physical system are investigated. This is because a lack of care in 
selecting these entities would result in either an inaccurate diagnosis, or an overload of measurement 
and computational work. 
In order to identify physical systems that are prone to develop complex multiple-fault situations, and 
which therefore would benefit from being diagnosed by MVDS, four criteria have been described: 
being non-monitored, 
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needing regular maintenance work, 
integrating partially known components, 
being subject to variable and partially known conditions of use. 
Because water distribution systems fulfilled all these criteria, they have been identified as a class of 
systems at risk. Thus, they provide an appropriate test-bed for MVDS. 
In section 4 of this chapter, the design of MVDS was described and justified. A qualitative algebra is 
used for coping with incomplete knowledge and with the complexity of the system. The production of 
a rich trace is made possible through the use of the qualitative algebra and through using GDE's 
method for diagnostic reasoning. In order to have a co-operative system, the strategy includes a break 
in the process where the operator can intervene. The set of models in the library is stntctured into 
independent models of entities, and causal knowledge is used for guiding the management of the 
system's representation. Finally, dynamic revisions are included in the process, undertaking changes 
in the system's representation in order to adapt it to the current state of the process. 




MVDS' algorithm and implementation 
4.1 Introduction 
The design of MVDS, resulting from several task requirements, has been described in chapter 3. Its 
implementation is the subject of this chapter. 
In the first section, the various objects used in the implementation of MVDS are described. They are 
separated into two groups, depending on whether they are used for the description of the physical 
system at hand or for the expression of the components' models in the library. 
The conceptual architecture of MVDS is explained in section 4.3. It describes the four reasoning 
modules, namely the diagnostic engine, the dynamic revision module, the interaction module and the 
result assessor. It explains also how they are linked to each other, to the library of models, and to the 
system's description. 
Section 4.4 begins with a description of the overall strategy that forms MVDS. It also recalls briefly 
the algorithm of the diagnostic engine, that follows GDE's method. Then, it describes and explains the 
algorithmS for the dynamic revisions, interaction module and result assessment, that are the innovative 
pieces of implementation in MVDS. 
The conclusion for this chapter is found in section 4.5. The full program for MVDS is not present in 
this chapter, but can be found in Appendix A. 
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4.2 The objects for modelling the system 
The different modelling objects involved in the implementation of MVDS fall into three categories. 
The first category contains the objects used for describing the models of components, i.e. in the library 
of models, the second contains the objects used for describing the system under consideration, and the 
third category contains the objects used for representing measurements and predictions. 
4.2.1 For describing the components' models 
The nature of a component is identified by a name. The nature can be, for example, 'radiator', 'water 
pump', or 'water softener'. A component is modelled through two types of declarations: the 
identification of one of its variables, and the declaration of a model associated with this variable. 
Consider for example a radiator. One variable that can be considered is the water temperature at the 
outlet port. This can be declared by the following statement: 
Variable(radiator, temperature, out). 
A model that allows predicting a value for this variable is declared in the following manner: 
model(radiator, temp, out, -<, in). 
This means that the variable (radiator, temperature, out) is slightly smaller than the variable (radiator, 
temp, in), where 'slightly smaller than' is the qualitative operator explained in section 3.4.1.1. Prior to 
the above declaration of this model, the variable (radiator, temp, in) needs to be declared, as the 
variable (radiator, temp, out) has already been declared. 
In the case of a component with more than two ports, the principle is the same. Names for the ports 
only need to be different than just 'in' and 'out'. For example, below is a model given for the water 
temperature in a hot water vessel with four ports: 
variable(vessel, temp, in I). 
variable(vessel, temp, out I). 
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variable(vessel, temp, in2). 
variable(vessel, temp, out2). 
modcl(vessel, temp, outl, «, inl). 
model(vessel, temp, out2, », in2). 
Before using this library of models, the physical system under consideration needs to be described by 
linking the components in its structure with the components' models in this library. This is described in 
the next section. 
4.2.2 For describing the system under consideration 
A physical system is described as a network of components having one or more ports. Therefore, a 
physical system is described in MVDS by listing the components present, how they are linked to each 
other, and what entities are relevant in the system. Components are declared in the following manner: 
Component(r I, radiator), 
This declaration means that there is a component referred to as 'd', and that this component is a 
radiator. 
The relevant entities in the system's behaviour are declared in the following manner: 
Relevant_entities (temp, flow, pressure). 
The organisation of the system is declared by assigning a location name to components' ports. For 
example, location(pl, ri, in) means that the port 'in' of the component 'ri' is given the location name 
'pI' (as in 'point 1'). Ifanother location declaration is location(pl, r2, out), then the same location point 
p I is assigned to the 'out' port of a component 'r2', and therefore the components r I and r2 are linked, 
in the manner that the 'out' port of component r2 is linked to the 'in' port of component r I. 
Describing the system under consideration also means describing the causal knowledge available 
about this system. The local and global influences therefore need to be listed. For example, a local 
influence between the entities E I and E2, within a component C is declared in this way: 
LocaUnfl (C, El, E2). 
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A global influence between two entities E3 and E4 is declared as: 
Globaljnfl (E3, E4). 
In order to illustrate the description of a system in MVDS, consider again the air-conditioning 
example, represented in figure 4.1 below, and its declaration in MVDS. 
AIRFLOW 
Figure 4.1- Recall of the 3-piece air-conditioning system 
The types of components 'air-heater' and 'air-filter' are assumed to have been declared in the library of 




Then the system's organisation can be declared: 
Location(pl, fl, in). 
Location(p2, fl, out). 
Location(p2, h, in). 
Location(p3, h, out). 
Location(p3, £2, in). 
Location(p4, £2, out). 
Declared in the above manner, the air-conditioning system is viewed by MVDS with the information 
represented in figure 4.2 below. 
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I~------ Location pi: fl 'in' port 
Location p2: 
fl 'out' port and h 'in' port 
Location p3: 
h 'out' port and f2 'in' port 
L--,--,:;ji:::....-----Location p4: f2 'out' port 
Figure 4.2 - The air-conditioning system as seen by MVDS 
The causal knowledge needs also to be declared. Below is an instance of causal knowledge that could 
be declared for the air-conditioning example: 
locaUnfl(h, dust, temp). 
locaUnfl(h, flow, water). 
globaUnfl(dust, flow). 
The physical system is represented for MVDS through its components, links, and causal influences. 
From this representation, reasoning can be performed. However, undertaking this reasoning requires 
declaring measurements and representing predictions. These objects are described in the next section. 
4.2.3 For declaring measurements and representing predictions 
In MVDS' implementation, measurements and predictions are the type of objects: they are quantities. 
An object quantity is formatted in the following way: 
Quantity(va!ue, entity, location, environment), where 
Value is the qualitative value of the quantity, 
Entity is the physical entity of concern, 
Location is the physical location of the quantity in the system, 
Environment is the set of assumed non-faulty components associated with the quantity. If the 
quantity is a predicted quantity, then this set contains the components the models of which have 
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been used for making the prediction. If the quantity is a measured quantity, then this set is empty 
because the measurement has not been obtained through the use of any component's model. 
4.3 The architecture 
The architecture of MVDS contains four parts: the interaction module, the diagnostic engine, the 
dynamic revision module, and the result assessor. The way these parts are linked together is 
represented by the graph in figure 4.3 below. 
I·" ...... '·'·"~,···· .. i----_ 
Dynamic revision . Diagnostic 












End of process 
assessor 
Figure 4.3 - MVDS' conceptual architecture 
The four architectural parts are represented by the thick-lined squares, whereas the process termination 
state is the thin-lined square. A circle followed by two dotted lines represents a fork where the process 
will follow only one out of the two dotted lines. 
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4.3.1 Interaction module 
The interaction module manages the input of data or knowledge by the operator along the process. It 
fulfils two main functions: the input of measurements and the input of shallow knowledge. 
4.3.1.1 The input of measurements 
Before an entity is investigated by the diagnostic engine, measurements are required about this entity. 
The interaction module prompts the operator to input these measurements. A measurement is a 
quantity, and must therefore follow the format of a quantity given in section 4.2.3. However, a 
measurement is a special type of quantity, in that no model has been used in order to obtain it. Thus 
the environment field ofa measurement is always an empty set. 
Because the set of entities under focus is growmg during the diagnostic process, the input of 
measurements is requested every time another entity is put under focus. Therefore, MVDS prompts the 
operator to input some measurements about a certain entity every time a dynamic revision happens 
and before the following diagnosis session. 
4.3.1.2 The input of shallow knowledge 
In section 3.4.1.4, it was explained how MVDS provides the opportunity for co-operation with the 
operator. As mentioned, in the current implementation of MVDS, only one co-operative intervention is 
enabled. It consists of the possibility for the operator to stop the ongoing process if he/she believes that 
no further dynamic revisions and diagnosis sessions are necessary. 
For this purpose, a pause occurs in between each dynamic revision and diagnosis session. There are 
two reasons for choosing to pause at this stage of the process: 
Firstly, starting another diagnosis session means acquiring beforehand a set of measurements 
related to the entities to be investigated. The acquisition of this set of measurements is a costly 
part of the process. Therefore, if the process is going to undertake another diagnosis session, then 
it is important that no work is required to acquire any useless measurements. 
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Secondly, the result of the dynamic revision, i.e. which entities are next to be investigated by 
MVDS, is a useful piece of information that can guide the operator in hislher decision-making 
task. This is why the pause is located after the dynamic revision has occurred. Ensuring that the 
operator has all the information that MVDS can give himlher before a co-operative action is taken 
is important for the quality of the co-operative work. An example of the result of the latest 
dynamic revision being used for decision-taking would be when the next entity to be investigated 
is known by the operator to be fault-free. Thus, this entity does not need to be investigated and the 
process can be stopped while still ensuring that the diagnosis will be entity-completc. 
4.3.2 The diagnostic engine 
The diagnostic engine follows the interaction module on the organisation graph above. It receives 
from the interaction module the 'green light' to proceed, after the decision to do so has been made by 
the operator, as explained in the previous section. The diagnostic engine also receives from the 
interaction module the set of measurements that is to be used as the base for the diagnosis session. The 
engine also uses information from the model library and uses the system's description, to allow 
predictions to be made. 
The output of the diagnostic engine consists of conflict sets and candidates, that are transmitted 
directly to the result assessor. 
4.3.3 The result assessor 
From the diagnostic engine, the result assessor receives the updated collection of conflict sets and the 
updated minimal candidates. Its role is to assess whether or not these results need refinement, and if 
so, whether or not this refinement is possible. If refinement is needed and is possible, then the result 
assessor triggers the dynamic revision module. Otherwise, the process is ended, and the current 
candidates are returned as the final diagnosis. The algorithm for the result assessor is described in 
section 4.4.3. 
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4.3.4 The dynamic revision module 
When the result assessor starts the dynamic revision module, this initiates another loop containing 
some model reasoning and diagnostic reasoning. The role of the dynamic revision module is to 
perform the model reasoning and transmit the updated set of entities under focus to the interaction 
module described in section 4.3.1. The module accesses the physical system's representation. The 
algorithm for the dynamic revision module is given in section 4.4.4. 
4.4 The algorithm 
The previous sections have presented the various modules involved in the functioning of MVDS. This 
section focuses on the algorithmic aspect. Firstly, a description of the general algorithm of MVDS is 
given. It describes and justifies the overall diagnostic process. The algorithms for a diagnosis session, 
a result assessment and a dynamic revision, are described respectively in the second, third, and fourth 
sections. 
4.4.1 Overall strategy 
The overall organisation of the fault-diagnosis strategy in MVDS consists of a preliminary action and 
a main body which is a series of loops. However, certain conditions are tested during a loop, that can 
result in the loop being terminated. This termination can only happen once, for it leads to the 
termination of the whole process. 
Figure 4.4 below represents the flow of control in the algorithm of MVDS. The rectangular boxes 
represent actions, or groups of actions. The ellipses represent only evaluations, or questions. What 









Any influences of interest ? 
Return Result, 
End 
Figure 4.4 - General algorithm for MVDS 
Return Result, 
End 
Below is the outline of the corresponding algorithm. The numbers have no significance In the 
algorithm. They are only used to facilitate the explanations which follow. 
1 Identification of the base-entity. 
2 Start ofloop. 
3 Perform diagnosis session (GDE method), 
4 If no new conflict sets, then (return current candidates, end), 
5 Else Look for influences linked to the new conflict sets, 
6 Ifno linked influence, then (return current candidates, end), 
7 Else Perform interaction with operator, 
8 If termination, then (return current candidates, end), 
9 Else Perform dynamic revision, 
10 Go to start of loop. 
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Preliminary step: before the start of the loops (line 1) 
When starting the diagnosis task there is no existing intermediate diagnosis result, but an entity still 
must be chosen to be under focus in order to run the first diagnosis session. This entity is referred to as 
the base entity. Since the origin of the task is an evidence of a malfunction revealed by an abnormal 
quantity, the entity corresponding to this quantity is set as the base entity. It is not chosen by the 
system, since it is known by the operator. It is therefore given by the user as an input to the system. 
Main body: the loops (lines 2 to 10) 
The algorithm then enters a succession of loops, containing a diagnostic reasoning part (line 3), a 
result assessment part (lines 4 to 6), an interaction part (lines 7 and 8), and a model reasoning part 
(line 9). The loops start with a diagnostic reasoning part: 
Diagnostic reasoning part: 
A diagnosis session is run with the current set of entities under focus, according to the algorithm 
described in section 4.4.2. The output information contains the updated conflict sets and the previous 
conflict sets (in the format described earlier), and the minimal candidates. 
Result assessment: 
The results from the diagnosis seSSlon are examined in order to assess the need for further 
investigation. The algorithm followed for this assessment is detailed in section 4.4.3. If the result is 
negative, then the process stops and the current candidates are returned as the final result. If the 
assessment is positive, then a dynamic revision follows. 
Dynamic revision: 
The role of the dynamic revision is to update the system's representation to take into account the 
whole set of new conflict sets. The detailed algorithm is given in section 4.4.4. When the dynamic 
revision is finished, the set of entities under focus has been updated. The process the~ enters the 
interaction module. 
Interaction with the operator: 
As explained in section 4.3.1, two tasks are fulfilled by this module: the input of measurements and 
the input of shallow knowledge. However, in the current implementation, the latter is restricted to 
asking the operator whether the process can go on or whether he/she believes that the process can 
terminate. The flow of control with this restriction is represented in figure 4.5 below. The print 
messages in this figure are only an indication of the content. The actual content is more complete, for 
example a message includes a recall of the format in which the measurements should be entered. In the 
case where the process is not terminated, the input of the list of measurements leads the process to 
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loop back, thus starting another diagnosis session, with the new set of entities under focus and the 
corresponding new set of measurements. 
Print: 
"Should the process go further ?" 
Print: 
"Enter measurements for 
entities <New entities under focus>" 
Read set of measurements 
End of process 
Return candidates 
Figure 4.5 - Interaction with the operator 
This section has described the overall algorithm, explaining how the process navigates between the 
different modules of MVDS. In the next two sections, more detailed algorithms are given for the 
diagnosis session and the dynamic revision. 
4.4.2 Diagnosis session 
The algorithm for a diagnosis session following the ODE method [de Kleer & Williams, 1987] is 
recalled below. 
Step 1: The measured quantities are propagated through the system's representation, in order 
to obtain the set of predicted quantities. Each quantity is associated with an environment, which is the 
list of the components whose models have been used to predict the quantity. 
Step 2: The consistency between the measured and predicted quantities, or ID between 
predicted quantities, is checked, resulting in the listing of symptoms. A symptom is an inconsistency 
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between two predicted quantities or one predicted quantity and a measured quantity. The union of the 
two contradictory quantities' environments is then a conflict set. At the end of step 2, the output is a 
list of conflict sets. 
Step 3: The set of conflict sets is used to construct the minimal conflict sets. This is obtained 
by removing each conflict set that is the superset of another or has the same elements than another. 
Step 4: The minimal candidates are then constructed from the minimal conflicts sets. First, the 
candidates are constructed from the previous candidates at the end of the previous diagnosis session 
and from the new conflict sets. To do so, every candidate that intersects with all the new conflict sets 
is kept in the new candidates. From each candidate that is not kept, new candidates are constructed by 
adding to it one component from the new conflict set with which there was no overlap. 
An example of this process is given below. 
Old candidates: {Cl, C2}, {Cl, C3}. 
New minimal conflict set: {Cl, C5, C7} and {C3, ClO} (end of step 3). 
Construction of the new candidates (step 4): 
The candidate {Cl, C2} overlaps with the first conflict set but not with the second one. Thus it 
must be replaced with the candidates obtained by adding one component from the non-overlapping 
conflict set. TIlese new candidates are {C 1, C2, C3} and {C I, C2, C I a} . 
The candidate {Cl, C3} intersects with all the new conflict sets, and thus is kept in the updated set 
of candidates. 
The new set of candidates is therefore {Cl, C2, C3}, {Cl, C2, CIa}, and {Cl, C3}. 
After the set of candidates is updated, the minimal candidates can be obtained, through the same 
process of elimination of supersets and sets of identical contents. In the example above, the candidate 
{C I, C2, C3} is not minimal because it is a superset of the other candidate {C I, C3}. Thus the updated 
set of minimal candidates is {C I, C2, C I a} and {C I, C3}. 
The construction of the minimal candidates is the final action ID a diagnosis session. The next 
important subpart of the algorithm ofMVDS is the result assessment, described in the next section. 
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4.4.3 Result assessment 
The output of the latest diagnosis session is examined in order to assess how satisfactory it is. This 
assessment is undertaken through the two evaluations described below. 
Evaluation 1: 
The output of this evaluation is positive if the latest diagnosis session has revealed new conflict sets, 
negative otherwise. In the latter case, the process is terminated and the current candidates are returned 
as the final diagnosis. In the case of a positive evaluation, the process goes on to a second evaluation. 
Evaluation 2: 
This evaluation is entered with the set of the new conflict sets. The output is positive if these new 
conflict sets are related to any influence of interest, as explained below. Otherwise, the output is 
negative, and, as in Evaluation 1, the process is then terminated and the current candidates are returned 
as the final diagnosis. A conflict set is said to be related to an influence of interest in two cases. First, 
it can be related to a global influence of interest. This is the case when a new conflict set concerns an 
entity that is involved in a global influence with an entity that is not under focus. Second, it can be 
related to a local influence of interest. This happens when a new conflict set originates from a 
symptom concerned with a quantity that is involved in a local influence with a quantity whose entity is 
not under focus. Thus, if any influence of interest is found, Evaluation 2 is successful, and this means 
that the result assessment as a whole returns a positive answer to the question of whether or not the 
process goes on for further refinements. In this case, a dynamic revision is the next action undertaken 
by MVDS. 
4.4.4 Dynamic revision 
A dynamic revision is started after new conflict sets have been revealed and after it has been assessed 
that they were linked with influences of interest, in the sense explained in section 4.4.1. 
The task of a dynamic revision consists of putting under focus, for every entity El involved in a newly 
discovered conflict, the entities E2 such that El influences E2 or vice-versa. This means every entity 
that is globa\ly influenced by or globally influences El, and every entity which is locally influenced 
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by or locally influences El within a component involved in a conflict. The method followed in a 
dynamic revision is given below. 
Step 1: From the list of new symptoms and new conflict sets, the local influences of interest 
are identified. 
Step 2: Identify the set SI of entities linked to these local influences. 
Step 3: From list of entities involved in new symptoms, identify global influences of interest. 
Step 4: Identify the set S2 of entities linked to these global influences. 
Step 5: The union of S 1 and S2 is the set of entities to be put under focus. 
The set of entities to be newly put under focus is returned as the result of the dynamic revision, and 
this set is submitted to the attention of the operator before the next diagnosis session is started. This 
co-operation with the operator happens within the interaction module described in section 4.3.1. 
4.5 Conclusion 
The detail of the implementation and algorithn~ of MVDS has been examined in this chapter. TIle 
conceptual architecture of MVDS is organised around six modules, namely the diagnostic engine, the 
result assessor, the dynamic revision module, the interaction module, the physical system 
representation, and the library of models. The overall diagnosis strategy has been explained, by 
describing how these modules fit together. The individual algorithms or structures of each of these 
modules have also been described. 
This implementation and these algorithms respect the design constraints listed in Chapter 3. 
The qualitative algebra described in section 3.4.1.1 is used for the library of models, as explained 
in section 4.2.1. 
The algorithm aims to keep the amount of measuring and computation to a minimum, as required 
in section 3.4.1.2 for coping with complexity. 
As required in section 3.4.1.3, the production of a useful trace is made possible by the use of the 
GDE method for a diagnosis session. 
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An interaction module is included in MVDS, so that co-operation with the operator is conducted, 
as required in section 3.4.1.4. 
The library of models, implemented with the objects described in section 4.2.1, is structured in 
independent models of the various entities involved. In that way, it fulfils the requirement 
expressed in section 3.4.2.1 about the nature of the models. 
As required in section 3.4.2.2, causal knowledge is used. It is declared in the system's 
representation, and utilised in the dynamic revision module and in the result assessor. As required, 
it is only used to improve the efficiency of the process, but not in the diagnosis sessions, in order 
to keep the robustness of a deep-knowledge based process. 
The efficiency of this implementation and algorithms is tested in the next chapter, since it describes 
the use of MVDS on a small example and on a larger case-study. Instances of outputs produced by 
MVDS are included, in order to exhibit clearly the functioning of the system described in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Application of MVDS: example and case-study 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with applying MVDS. Diagnostic processes are undertaken with MVDS, 
using a set of available entities including all the relevant entities of the system at hand, or using a set 
of available entities reduced to a single entity, in order to represent fault-diagnosis systems using a 
restricted fixed set of entities. The influence of the sets of measurements used for the diagnostic 
processes on the possible comparisons is the issue of concern in section 5.2. 
In section 5.3, the air-conditioning example is used. Although too simple to reflect seriously the 
efficiency of MVDS, it has the advantage of offering a clear insight into the functioning of MVDS. It 
is thus an appropriate example with which to start. 
In the next sections, the degree of complexity is increased, as a larger and more complex case-study is 
used. The system is a water distribution and heating system, described in section 5.4, that is similar to 
many common domestic installations. In section 5.5, two failure scenarios are set-up, and the 
diagnosis results obtained by MVDS for each of them are reported. The analysis of these results is the 
object of chapter 6. 
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5.2 Measurement sets and performance comparisons 
The issue of fixing a set of measurements for a case-study is problematic. Since the set of 
measurements used for the diagnosis task influences its result, comparisons between different systems' 
performances must be undertaken with this influence in mind. 
The first obvious consequence is that the various systems to be compared must use the same set of 
measurements. This is because an inefficient diagnosis system using a large set of measurements can 
obtain a better result than an efficient diagnosis system using a small set of measurements. Running 
comparative tests with different sets of measurements used for the different diagnosis systems can 
therefore lead to false conclusions. 
The second consequence IS more complicated and is related to possible characteristics of a 
measurement set. For example, a set of measurements about an entity can be small or large (in relation 
to the size of the system) but can also be concentrated or widely distributed, i.e. with most of the 
measurement points located within a small area of the system or evenly spread across the whole 
system. Consider then the sets of measurements for the different entities that are investigated. These 
sets can all be of fairly similar sizes, or some might be large and others might be small. This latter 
case, where some entities have large sets of measurements and some other entities small sets, is 
probable in physical systems. This is because some entities are easily measurable, e.g. the temperature, 
but some other entities are less so, e.g. pressures. 
A way of addressing this problem is to perform a senes of comparisons, where the sets of 
measurements have varying characteristics, as mentioned above. If a diagnosis system obtains better 
results over the whole range of comparisons, then it is to some extent safe to conclude that this 
diagnosis system is a better system. Even if no such dominance is noticed, conclusions can still be 
drawn regarding some characteristics of the diagnosis systems. For example, if a system never 
performs greatly but reaches a steady level of performance across the range of tests, then the system is 
probably a robust system. Other systems might obtain some poor results and some excellent results, 
and can therefore be highly useful systems for diagnosis problems where a certain characteristic of the 
set of measurements is present. 
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In view of these considerations, the large case-study in this thesis is investigated with three types of 
sets of measurements, in order to ensure that the evaluation of the advantages and drawbacks of 
MVDS is fair. The three types of sets are: 
_ Ideal: each entity investigated is measured at the ports of the components that are faulty with respect 
to this entity. No other measurements are made. 
_ Rich: the measurements are more numerous than in the ideal set, and they are close to the faulty 
components' ports, but not necessarily as perfectly located as in the ideal set. 
_ Poor: the number of measurements is the same as in an ideal set, but these measurements are not 
located at the appropriate ports. 
Using these different type of sets of measurements was not the approach taken with the small example 
described in section 5.3. This is because this air-conditioning example is a motivating example whose 
most important advantage is simplicity. Only one set of measurements was therefore used for this 
small example, and this set was chosen to demonstrate, in the most striking possible way, the potential 
advantage of using MVDS. 
5.3 A small but motivating example 
Before using MVDS on a larger case-study, the small air-conditioning example from section 3.2.1 is 
used to illustrate the diagnostic processes undertaken by MVDS. For ease of reading, the example is 
completely presented again in the following section, together with the fault-scenario. The library of 
models that is necessary in order to run MVDS on this example is described in section 5.3.2. The 
declaration of the air-conditioning system in the format of MVDS is explained in section 5.3.3, and a 
justification of the measurement that will be used is given in section 5.3.4. The diagnostic performance 
of MVDS is described in section 5.3.5, accompanied by the output which is produced. In this same 
section, the issue of which diagnosis is considered to be satisfactory is addressed. In this respect, the 
performance of MVDS is compared with the performance of approaches that use a fixed set of entities 
under focus. 
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5.3.1 The 3-piece air-conditioning system and the fault-scenario 
Consider an air conditioning system with a heater and two filters retaining water and dust. On the 
schematic in figure 5.1, the pointers PI to P4 designate the locations where it is possible to make 
measurements. The variables considered are the flow of air, its temperature, the density of dust and the 





Figure 5.1- Recall of the 3-I)iece air-conditioning system 
The filter # I is present in order to avoid too much dust and humidity getting into the heater. TIle heater 
can be just a simple electric resistor. The filter #2 is present to remove all the dust and humidity that 
was not removed by filter # 1 or got in the air on the way through the heater. The air-flow coming out 
at location P4 should therefore be hot and free of dust and humidity. 
The fault scenario is the following. Filter # 1 at the air entry is damaged, and as a consequence does not 
filter enough dust. Because of filter #2 present at the air outlet, the outgoing flow of air is not 
especially overcharged with dust or water. Thus no fault is noticeable by the user immediately after the 
failure of filter # I. The system therefore remains functioning, and the heater receives a flow of dust-
loaded air. This damages it and after a while it becomes inefficient. The consequence, which is an 
important decrease of the temperature of the outflow of air, is noticed by the user, and the system is 
stopped for repair. Although simple, this scenario has led to a complex multiple-fault situation, where 
two components are faulty, with respect to two distinct entities. 
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5.3.2 The library of models 
The library of models needs to contain the models for an air-filter and an air-heater. They are based on 
the following principles: 
Between the input and output ports, an air-filter does not affect significantly the temperature of the 
air nor its flow, but considerably reduces the content of dust and humidity in the air. 
Between the input and output ports, an air-heater increases the air temperature considerably, and 
also slightly increases its dust and humidity content, as a result of the condensation and material 
ageing process. It does not affect significantly the flow. 
The models below are the simple models applied by MVDS. The input and output ports of the 
components are named respectively <in> and <out>. 
Model of an air-filter: 
variable(airfilter, flow, in). 
variable(airfilter, flow, out). 
variable(airfilter, dust, in). 
variable(airfilter, dust, out). 
variablc(airfilter, water, in). 
variable(airfilter, water, out). 
variable(airfilter, temp, in). 
variable(airfilter, temp, out). 
Model of an air-heater: 
variable(airheater, flow, in). 
variable(airheater, flow, out). 
variable(airheater, dust, in). 
variable(airheater, dust, out). 
variablc(airheater, water, in). 
variable(airheater, water, out). 
variable(airheater, temp, in). 
variable(airheater, temp, out). 
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model(airfilter, flow, in, ==, out). 
model(airfilter, dust, in, », out). 
modcl(airfilter, water, in, », out). 
model(airfilter, temp, in, =, out). 
modcl(airheater, flow, in, ==, out). 
modcl(airheatcr, dust, in, -<, out). 
modcl(airheater, water, in, -<, out). 
model(airheatcr, temp, in, «, out). 
5.3.3 Declaring the system in MVDS 
This section explains how the 3-piece air-conditioning system is declared in the implementation of 









location(pl, ft, in). 
location(p2, ft, out). 
location(p2, h, in). 
location(p3, h, out). 
location(p3, fl, in). 
location(p4, £2, out). 
local_infl(h, dust, temp). 
local_infl(h, flow, water). 
globaljnfl(dust, flow). 
As introduced in section 3.4.2.2, this causal knowledge can be represented graphically in a graph of 
causal dependencies, as given in figure 5.2 below. 
I Water, n I 
t 
Figure 5.2 - Graph of causal dependencies for the air-conditioning example 
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5.3.4 The measurements 
The set of measurements, entered by the user when prompted by MVDS, is chosen arbitrarily for its 
ability to demonstrate clearly the potential advantage of MVDS, as justified in section 5.2. This set of 
measurements is: 
For the temperature: Low at location p2 and Medium at location p3. This represents the fact that 
the heater is performing poorly, since Medium -> Low, whereas the model for an air heater is 
Temp out » Temp in. Following the format for a measurement or a prediction in MVDS, as 
described in section 4.2.3, this is entered as: 
Value(low, temp, p2, []) 
Value(medium, temp, p3, []) 
For the dust: High at location p I and Medium at location p2. This represents the fact that the filter 
# I is not filtering enough dust, since Medium -< High, whereas the model for an air-filter is Dust 
out« Dust in. This is entered as: 
Value(high, dust, pI, []) 
Value(medium, dust, p2, [)) 
For the flow: High at locations pI and p4. This represents the fact that no obstacle to the flow is 
present. This is entered as: 
Value(high, flow, pI, []) 
Value(high, flow, p4, []) 
5.3.5 The diagnostic performances: fixed sets under focus and MVDS 
The declarations above, of the models and of the structure of the physical system at hand, allow 
MVDS to undertake a diagnostic task. Three outputs of diagnosis tasks performed by MVDS are 
printed in this section. In order to compare the performance of MVDS against other systems, the 
different results obtained are examined, starting with a satisfactory diagnosis. 
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5.3.5.1 Defining the satisfactory diagnosis 
The usual characterisation of the set of candidates by the set of minimal candidates [de Kleer and 
Williams, 1987] is used here. In that case, it is common practice to consider as the final diagnosis the 
dominant (in terms of likelihood) minimal candidate. Therefore, in a case where components C I and 
C2 are the faulty components, reaching the minimal candidate {C I} is a correct result, but which 
would actually lead to wrong or incomplete actions. Indeed, {C I} being taken as the final result, the 
component C I would be the only component subject to actions as a consequence of the diagnosis task. 
For instance, in the air-conditioning example, consider the case where the final minimal candidate is 
{Heater}. By "final" it is meant that no further discrimination is possible. The diagnosis {Heater, Filter 
# I} is consistent with the minimal candidate {Heater}, but is not more probable than {Heater, Filter 
#2}, and there is no indication that the situation includes multiple-faults. Therefore, although {Heatcr} 
is the minimal candidate, it would probably be considered as the diagnosis. The heater will be either 
re-conditioned or replaced, and the air-conditioning system will be re-started. However, bccause the 
filter # 1 has not been replaced, the same fault-scenario is happening straight away again. 
In order to avoid this problem, the final minimal candidate needs to be {Heater, Filter # I }. In general 
terms, a satisfactory result should therefore consist of a minimal candidate matching the set of faulty 
components. This is what MVDS aims to obtain. 
5.3.5.2 The diagnosis by MVDS 
Below is the output of the diagnostic performance by MVDS, where, applied to the air-conditioning 
example, it obtains the satisfactory diagnosis {Heater, Filter # I}. It is followed by the explanation of 
this process. The numbered marks in the output (in a different bold font) have been inserted for ease of 
reference in the explanation. 
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1 ?- candidates([temp)). 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, temp, location, 0), value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(low, temp, p2, m, value(medium, 
temp, p3, U)). 






value(veryJow,temp,pl ,[h,fl D 
__ New symptoms and conflict sets -(Mark 1) 
Symptom at loc. p2 : temp = low vs temp = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [h) ) 
Symptom at Ioc. p3 : temp = medium vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [h) ) 
Symptom at loc. pl : temp = low vs temp = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [h,fl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : temp = medium vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [h,f2) ) 
_ Updated minimal conflict sets - (Mark 2) 
[h) 
_ Updated minimal candidates --
[h) 
- Result assessment -
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
(Mark 3) 
Entity <dust> put under focus because local inftuence 
between <dust> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component h 
_ End of result assessment and start of ~namic revision-
The new entities under focus are [dust) (Mark 4) 
... End of ~namic revision .... 
To terminate type [end), to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
- Star! of further dagnostic reasoning -
Enter the measurements for entity dust, with format: 
[value(qualitat. value, dust, location, (J), value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(high, dust pl, m, value(medium. dust p2, 
U)). 
(MarkS) 
--Predictions obtained about entity [dust)-
value(low,dust,p2 ,[fl)) 





--- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. pl : dust = high vs dust = very _high 
(resulting conflict set [fl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p2 : dust = medilm vs dust = low 
(resulting conflict set [fl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p3 : dust = high vs dust = medium 
(resulting conflict set [fl ,h) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : dust = low vs dust = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [f1.h,f2) ) 
-- Updated minimal conflict sets --
[h) 
[fl) 
---Updated minimal candidates - (Mark 6) 
[h,f1) 
..... Result assessment ..... 
> Global influences: 
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Entity <flow> put under focus because global influence 
between <flow> and <dust> (involved in confticts) 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
*** End of result assessment and star! of dynamic revision-







*** End of dynamic revision - -_. New symptoms and conflict sets --
To terminate type [end]. to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY·I: go. 
*** Star! of further dagnostic reasoning .... 




--. Updated minimal candidates ----
Enter the measurements for entity flow. with format [h,fl) 
[value{qualitat. value. flow. location. Ol. value{ ... ) •.. .). 
- Result assessment -
Measurements I: [value{high. flow. pl. Ol. value{high. now. p4. Last diagnosis session revealed no new conflicts => End 
m). (Mark 9) 
*** End of result assessment .... 
__ Predictions obtained about entity [flow)-
.... End of process .... 
Explanation of the above diagnosis task: 
After the measurements for the entity Temp are entered, the first diagnosis session reveals four 
symptoms (mark 1), using the six predictions made and the measurements. The resulting minimal 
conflict set is {h} (mark 2), standing for {Heater}. 
The result assessment (mark 3) does not acknowledge any global influence of interest but one local 
influence of interest. It is the influence between the entities Temp and Dust within the component 
Heater. This influence is of interest because the entity Dust is not under focus yet and the heater is 
included in a conflict set affecting the Temp. Therefore the dynamic revision results in the entity 
Dust being put under focus (mark 4). The interaction module requests the authorisation to go 
further, and once obtained, asks for the measurements made about Dust to be entered. 
Once these measurements have been entered (mark 5), the next diagnosis session makes predictions 
about the entity Dust, and reveals four symptoms affecting this entity. Considering all the conflict 
sets discovered by reasoning on Temp and on Dust, the updated minimal conflict sets are then {hl 
and {fl}, standing for {Heater} and {Filter # I}. The corresponding updated minimal candidate is 
{Heater, Filter #l} (mark 6). 
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The result assessment does not point out any local influence of interest but the global influence 
between Flow and Dust. Because the investigation of Dust has revealed new symptoms, the 
dynamic revision results in the entity Flow being put under focus (mark 7). 
The interaction module receives the authorisation to go further and gets the measurements entered 
about Flow. However, the next diagnosis session does not reveal any symptoms affecting the entity 
Flow (mark 8). As a consequence, the minimal candidate {Heater, Filter # I} stays unchanged, and 
the dynamic revision induces the termination of the process (mark 9). 
The final minimal candidate is thus {Heater, Filter # I}, which is the satisfactory result, as claimed 
in the previous section. 
5.3.5.3 Diagnosis obtained with a fixed set of entities under focus 
With a traditional consistency-based approach where the set of entities under focus is fixed from 
the start to the end of the process, the behaviour of the physical system is typically represented 
either by the behaviour of its main functional entity (e.g. the intensity of current in an electrical 
circuit) or by the entity that revealed the malfunction at the origin of the task. 
In the present example, the variable used for the diagnosis task would typically be 'temperature' 
because it is the entity of which unexpected behaviour is the starting point of the diagnostic task. 
Using the same measurements as with MVDS, the resulting minimal candidate would be {Heater} 
(see below the line "Updated minimal candidates"), instead of the satisfactory {Heater, Filter# I}. 
This is illustrated by the following output, produced by MVDS when the set of entities available is 
restricted to only {Temperature}. This output is therefore produced by MVDS, but, because of the 
restricted working conditions, it represents the process followed by a traditional system. 
1 ?- candidates([temp)). 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, temp, location, 0), value( ... ), .. .). 
Measurements I: [value(low, temp, p2, m, value(medium, 
temp, p3, 0)1· 






value(high, temp,p4 ,[h, f2J) 
value(very Jow,temp,p1 ,[h,f111 
--- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at lac. p2 : temp = low vs temp = very Jaw 
(resulting conflict set [hi) 
Symptom at lac. p3 : temp = medium vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [hI) 
Symptom at lac. p1 : temp = low vs temp = very Jaw 
(resulting conflict set: [h,f1 I ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : temp = medium vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set (h.f2) ) 
__ Updated minimal conflict sets --
[h) 
__ Updated minimal candidates ---
[h) 
-- Result assessment -
All available entities are already under focus. 
*" End of result assessment-
*" End of process ... 
If, for any reason, the set of available entities is fixed to {dust}, the minimal candidate obtained 
would be {Filter# I} (see below the line "Updated minimal candidates"), still different to the 
satisfactory result. This is illustrated by the output printed below, produced by MVDS when the set 
of available entities is restricted to {dust}. 
1 7- candidatesUdust]). 
Enter the measurements for entity dust with format: 
[value(qualitat. value. dust. location. m. value( ... ) .... ]. 
Measurements I: [value(high. dust p1. m. value(medium, 
dust. p2. 0))· 






value(very Jow.dustp4.[f1 ,h.f2D 
___ New symptoms and conflict sets --
5.4 A larger case-study 
Symptom at loc. p1 : dust = high vs dust = very_high 
(resulting conflict set (f1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p2 : dust = medilll1 vs dust = low 
(resulting conflict set (f1] ) 
Symptom at loc. p3 : dust = high vs dust = medium 
(resulting conflict set: [f1.h) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : dust = low vs dust = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [f1.h. f2) ) 
--Updated minimal conflict sets --
[f1] 
--- Updated minimal candidates ---
[f1] 
*- Result assessment -
All available entities are already under focus. 
*" End of result assessment ... 
*** End of process'" 
The case-study is concerned with a hot-water and heating system. as introduced in a general 
manner in section 3.3. The particular system used for this case-study contains enough components 
of different types to represent a usual domestic hot-water and heating system. 
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5.4.1 Structural description 
The system can be separated in two sub-circuits that are, however. not independent to each other. 
The first one is the hot water circuit, since it fulfils the task of heating water and distributing it to 
some appliances that are not detailed in this case-study. The second circuit is the heating circuit, 
since it is ensures the heating and circulation of a closed water flow through, amongst other 
components, two radiators. Below is the list of the components and their role in the system. 
PI Main • In P2 Water Out _ 
supply pipe - Softener ... 














After the main water supply valve, a water softener ensures 
that the water in the hot water circuit has a low hardness. 
This is often necessary for industrial appliances where the 
formation of limescale has to be reduced, or where water 
of low hardness is needed (e.g. in photographic or 
chemical processes). 
A hot water vessel makes the link between the hot water 
and the heating circuit. The water flow from the softener 
fills this vessel through the inlet port In2, located at its 
base. A coiled pipe, coming from the heating circuit, is 
present in the centre of the vessel, entering. through port 
In 1 and leaving through port Out 1. This pipe conducts the 
flow of hot water, causing the water in the vessel to hcat up 
by contact. The heated water rises up to the top of the 
vessel where the outlet Out2 is located, linked to a pipe 
leading to the appliances. 
The heating circuit contains a boiler b with two inlet pipes 
1nl and 1n2, and two outlet pipes, Outl and Out2. Through 
1nl and In2, the boiler receives water flows from radiators 
or from the vessel, to be reheated. The hot water then goes 
out through Out 1 and Out 2 towards the vessel and the 
radiators again. By doing so, the boiler keeps the water 
temperature in the heating circuit constantly high. 
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Following the Outl port of the boiler, a pump p is 
located. This keeps the water in the heating circuit 
flowing. 
In the heating circuit, after the Out port of the 
pump, there are two radiators rl and r2. They 
ensure the transmission of heat between the water 
flow and the surrounding air. They are linked in 
series, and the Out port of r2 is linked to the boiler. 
The system is represented on the graph in figure 5.3, where lines represent the pipes in which the 
water flows, and arrows represent the direction of flow. 
5.4.2 Behavioural description 
The entities considered in this case-study are the flow, the pressure, the temperature, the air 
content, and the hardness (or more generally the content of mineral matters) of the water. The 
components of this hot water and heating system are modelled for MVDS following their basic 
behaviours. These are the behavioural features that are taken into account when writing the models 
for MVDS given in section 5.5.1. For each component, the entities that are not named are not 
significantly changed. 
A water softener severely decreases the water hardness. 
In a hot water vessel, the temperature of the main water volume increases severely, and the 
temperature of the water in the coiled pipe decreases severely. 
In a boiler, the temperatures of the two flows are severely increased. 
A pump severely increases the pressure. 
A radiator slightly decreases the temperature of the water flow. 
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Figure 5.3 - The case-study: a hot-water and beating s~'stem 
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The influences between entities and quantities that are considered are explained below. 
There is a local influence between the flow and the temperature within a radiator. Indeed, if the 
flow is lower, then the gradient of temperature is greater. 
There is a global influence between hardness and flow, since the concentration of particles 
carried in hard water can cause the creation of deposits, inducing a slowing down of the flow. 
There is a global influence between pressure and flow, since these two entities are proportional 
in a water flow. 
There is a local influence between the air content and the temperature in a radiator. Indeed, the 
formation of air pockets in a radiator, due to an entering flow with a high air content, lowers 
down the gradient of temperature of the water across the radiator. 
The structure and the important behavioural features of the hot water and heating system described 
in this section need to be declared in MVDS, before running a diagnostic process. This declaration 
is described in the next section, followed by descriptions of some fault-scenarios and their 
corresponding diagnosis. 
5.5 Using MVDS on the case-study 
5.5.1 Declaration of the system's structure 
In MVDS, the structure of the hot water and heating system is declared as below, following the 







locate(p I, s, in). 
locate(p2, S, out). 
locate(p2, v, in2). 
locate(p3, v, out2). 
locate(p4, v, outl). 
locate(p4, b2, inl). 
locate(p5, b2, outl). 
locate(p5, p, in). 
locate(p6, p, out). 
locate(p6, ri, in). 
locate(p7, ri, out). 
locate(p7, r2, in). 
locate(p8, r2, out). 
locate(p8, b2, in2). 
locate(p9, b2, out2). 
locate(p9, v, int)o 
The boiler is named "boilerfour" to refer to the model of a boiler with four ports, as opposed to a 
simpler kind of boiler with two ports. 
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5.5.2 The library of models 
In order to run MVDS on the case-study, the library contains the models for the five types of 
components included in the system, namely water softeners, 4-port boilers, water pumps, radiators 
and hot-water vessels. The models declared in the library, following the format described in section 
4.2.1, are listed below. 
For a water softener with inlet <in> and outlet <out>: 
variable(softener, flow, in). 
variable(softener, flow, out). 
model(softener, flow, in, =, out). 
variable(softener, pressure, in}. 
variable(softener, pressure, out). 
model(softener, pressure, in, =, out). 
variable(softener, temp, in). 
variable(softener, temp, out}. 
model(softener, temp, out, =, in). 
variable(softener, hard, in). 
variable(softener, hard, out). 
model(softener, hard, in, », out). 
variable(softener, air, in}. 
variable(softener, air, out). 
model(softener, air, in, ==, out). 
For a water boiler <boilerfour> with inlets <inl>and <in2>, and outlets <outl> and <out2>: 
variable(boilerfour, flow, inl). 
variable(boilerfour, flow, out 1). 
variable(boilerfour, flow, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, flow, outl). 
model(boilerfour, flow, inl, =, outl). 
model(boilerfour, flow, inl, =, outl). 
variable(boilerfour, pressure, in I). 
variable(boilerfour, pressure, out 1). 
variablc(boilerfour, pressure, inl). 
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variable(boilcrfour, temp, inl). 
variablc(boilerfour, temp, out I). 
variable(boilerfour, temp, in2). 
variablc(boilcrfour, temp, outl}. 
model(boilerfour, temp, inl,«, outl). 
model(boilerfour, temp, inl,«, outl). 
variable(boilerfour, hard, in I}. 
variablc(boilerfour, hard, out 1). 
variablc(boilerfour, hard, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, pressure, out2). 
model(boilerfour, pressure, inl,==, outl). 
model(boilerfour, pressure, in2,==, out2). 
variablc(boilerfour, air, in l). 
variable(boilerfour, air, outl). 
variable(boilerfour, air, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, air, out2). 
model(boilerfour, air, inl,==, outl). 
model(boilerfour, air, in2,==, out2). 
variablc(boilerfour, hard, out2). 
model(boilcrfour, hard, inl, ==, outl). 
model(boilerfour, hard, in2, ==, out2). 
For a hot-water vessel <vessel> with inlets <in l>and <in2>, and outlets <outl> and <out2>: 
(NB: The ports with suffix <1> relate to the flow from the boiler, and the ports with suffix <2> 
relate to the flow of water stored.) 
variable(vessel, flow, inl). 
variable(vessel, flow, outl). 
variable(vessel, flow, in2). 
variable(vessel, flow, out2). 
model(vessel, flow, inl, =, outl). 
model(vessel, flow, in2, ==, out2). 
variable(vessel, pressure, inl). 
variable(vessel, pressure, outl). 
variable(vessel, pressure, in2). 
variable(vessel, pressure, out2). 
model(vessel, pressure, inl,==, out 1). 
model(vessel, pressure, in2,==, out2). 
variable(vcsscl, air, inl). 
variable(vcssel, air, outl). 
variable(vessel, air, in2). 
variable(vessel, air, out2). 
rnodel(vesscl, air, inl,==, out I). 
rnodel(vessel, air, in2,==, out2). 
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variable(vessel, temp, inl). 
variable(vessel, temp, outl). 
variable(vessel, temp, in2). 
variable(vessel, temp, out2). 
model(vessel, temp, inl,», outl). 
model(vessel, temp, in2,«, out2). 
variable( vessel, hard, in I). 
variable( vessel, hard, out 1). 
variable(vessel, hard, in2). 
variable(vessel, hard, out2). 
modcl(vessel, hard, inl, ==, outl). 
rnodcl(vessel, hard, in2, ==, ollt2). 
For a water pump <waterpump> with inlet <in> and outlet <out>: 
variable(waterpump, flow, in}. 
variable(waterpump, flow, out}. 
model(waterpump, flow, in, =, out}. 
variable(waterpump, pressure, in}. 
variable(waterpump, pressure, out}. 
model(waterpump, pressure, in, «, out}. 
variable(waterpump, air, in). 
variable(waterpump, air, out}. 
modcl(waterpump, air, in, =, out). 
For a radiator with inlet <in> and outlet <out>: 
variable(radiator, flow, in}. 
variable(radiator, flow, out). 
model(radiator, flow, in, ==, out). 
variable(radiator, pressure, in}. 
variable(radiator, pressure, out}. 
model(radiator, pressure, in, =, out). 
variable(radiator, air, in). 
variable(radiator, air, out). 
model(radiator, air, in, =, out}. 
5.5.3 The causal knowledge 
variable(waterpump, temp, in}. 
variable(waterpump, temp, out). 
model(waterpump, temp, in, ==, out). 
variable(waterpump, hard, in). 
variable(waterpump, hard, out). 
model(waterpump, hard, in, ==, out). 
variable(radiator, temp, in). 
variable(radiator, temp, out). 
model(radiator, temp, in, ->. out). 
variable(radiator, hard, in). 
variable(radiator, hard, out). 
model(radiator, hard, in, ==, out). 
The entities and influences considered in this case-study have been listed in section 5.4.2. Below is 
their declaration in MVDS, following the format described in section 4.2.2. 
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relevant_entities([temp, flow, pressure, air, hard]). 
10caUnfl(rl, flow, temp). 
locaUnfl(r2, flow, temp). 
local_infl(rl, air, temp). 
localjnfl(v, flow, temp). 
locaUnfl(r2, air, temp). 
globaUnfl(hard, flow). 
globaUnfl(pressure, flow}. 
The graph of causal dependencies, corresponding to the causal knowledge above, is presented in 
figure 5.4 below. The smaller arrows, in the vertical direction, are the influences that exist 
internally to an entity. These influences are assumed to be always present, and are only represented 
here for the sake of consistency. The influences between different entities are represented by 
arrowS with triangular and shaded in heads. 
IHardness, sl-I __ ........ I Flow, s 
Figure 5.4 - Grapb of causal dependencies for the study-case 
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5.5.4 Scenarios of failure 
Scenario 1: 
Because ofa defective inlet valve that allows a slow air intake in radiator ri, the air content after rI 
is increased, and some air pockets have formed in the radiator. However, because the air pockets 
are regularly evacuated by the mean of regular bleedings of the radiators, the decrease of 
temperature induced by their presence is not dramatic enough to be noticed. Beside the air pockets, 
the presence of high quantities of air in the whole circuit has an important consequence on the 
boiler: the heat and the high air content results in the dissolved mineral particles solidifying into a 
scale deposit in the boiler. This accumulation of scale deposit induces a decrease of the boiler's 
efficiency, and therefore a low temperature gain across the boiler. The temperature in the whole 
system is therefore lower than expected. 
The water temperature is therefore the base-entity, since it is the observation of this entity showing 
an unexpected behaviour that is at the origin of the diagnostic process. TIle components that need 
repairing are the radiator rI, in order to stop the air intake, and the boiler b2 that needs to be dc-
scaled in order to regain its normal efficiency. {ri, b2} is therefore the satisfactory minimal 
candidate. 
Scenario 2: 
The original fault is that the seals in the pump p are beginning to leak. This can be part of a normal 
ageing process. As a consequence, the flow of water at the outlet of the pump is lower than the 
flow at the inlet. The decrease of the flow is general, and allows a slow formation and deposit of 
sludge in the radiator r 1. The consequence of this sludge accumulation is the decrease of the heat 
transfer from the radiator to the surrounding air. 
The temperature is thus the base-entity again, since the low efficiency of the radiator r 1 is the 
origin of the diagnostic task. The faulty components are the pump p, since it needs to be replaced 
(or the seals changed), and the radiator rI, since it needs to be replaced or emptied of sludge. {ri, 
p} is therefore the satisfactory minimal candidate. 
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5.5.5 Diagnostic processes performed on scenario 1 
This section lists the diagnosis results obtained with MVDS or obtained with a fixed set of 
available entities. MVDS is tested against several sets of measurements having different 
characteristics. The same sets of measurements are used to diagnose the hot water and heating 
system using a fixed set of entities, in order to evaluate the benefits of enabling dynamic adaptation 
of the set of entities under focus. 
The sets of measurements which are entered by the user along the process when they arc requested 




Temperature: Very high at P6 and very high at P7, 
Flow: High at P5 and high at P6, 
Air content: Low at P6 and medium at P7, 
Hardness: Low at pg and very low at P9. 
Air: Low at P6, medium at P7, low at P2, and medium at P8, 
Temperature: Very high at P6, P7, P9, and low at PI, 
Hardness: Low at pg, and very low at P9, P4, and P6, 
Flow: High at PI, P5, P6, and P8. 
Air: Low at P5 and Medium at P9 
Temperature: Very high at P5 and high at PS 
Hardness: Low at P7 and very low at P4 
Flow: High at P4 and P9. 
The output produced by MVDS during the process undertaken with the above ideal set of 
measurement is reproduced on the next page. This is the only output included in this chapter, for 
conciseness. The outputs from all the other diagnostic processes undertaken with MVDS arc given 
in appendix B. 
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I ?- candidates([temp]). 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, temp, location, [J), value( ... ), .. .). 
Measurements I: Ivalue(very_high, temp, p6, [J), 
value(very_high, temp, p7, Ol)· 
__ Predictions obtained about entity [temp) -
value(high, temp,p7 ,[r1)) 




value(very _high, temp,p9,[r1 ,r2,b2)) 
value(very_high,temp,p9,(p,b2,v)) 
value(medium,temp,p4,[r1,r2,b2,v)) 
___ New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very_high vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2) ) 
__ Updated minimal conflict sets --
[r1] 
___ Updated minimal candidates ----
[r1) 
- Result assessment -
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
Entity <flow> put under focus because local influence 
between <flow> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
Entity <air> put under focus because local influence 
between <air> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
- End of result assessment and start of dynamic revision .... 
The new entities under focus are [flow,air] 
- End of dynamic revision ... 
To terminate type [end], to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
- Star! of further diagnostic reasoning ... 
Enter the measurements for entity flow, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, flow, location, m, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(high, flow, p5, 0), value(high, flow, p6, [))). 
Enter the measurements for entity air, with format: 
[value(qualitat. value, air, location, Ill, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(low, air, p6, m, value(medium, air, p7, Oll. 






























___ New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p6 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [rl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting connict set [rl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [rl,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting connict set [rl,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting connict set [rl,p,b2)) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set (p,r2,b2,v) ) 
symptom at loc. p9 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2 ,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2.ri,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [ri,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = mediurn vs air = low 
(resulting connict set (p.ri ,r2,b2,v)) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [ri,r2,b2,v) ) 
__ Updated minimal conflict sets --
[p,r2,b2,v) 
[rl) 






> Global influences: 
Entity <hard> put under focus because global influence 
between <hard> and <air> (involved in conflicts) 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest . 
... End of resuH assessment and start of <t,'namic revision-
The new entities under focus are [hard) 
... End of <t,'namic revision ... 
To terminate type [end), to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
... Start of further ciagnostic reasoning ... 
Enter the measurements for entity hard, With format 
[value(qualitat. value, hard, location, [)), value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(low, hard, p8, [)), value(veryJow, hard, p9, 
0)), 
-- Predictions obtained about entity [hard) -
value(low, hard,p9, (b2)) 
value(low,hard,p7,[r2)) 
value(veryJow,hard,p8,(b2)) 







value(very Jow,hard,p6,[v ,b2 ,p)) 
value(low,hard,p4,[r2.rl,p,b2)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p5,(b2 ,r2 ,rl,p)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p 7 ,[v ,b2 ,p,ri)) 
value(low,hard,p9,[r2,rl,p,b2,v)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p8,[v,b2,p,ri,r2)) 
---New symptoms and connict sets -_ 
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Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = low vs hard = very -,ow 
(resulting conflict set (b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p,r1 ,r2) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = very -'ow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = very -'ow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1 ,p,b2,v) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set: (b2.r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very-'ow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,v,b2,p,r1) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very -'ow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,r2,r1 ,p,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set (b2.r2.r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1.v.b2.p) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = very -,ow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set: [v,b2.r2.r1 ,pI ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set: (b2.r2.r1 ,pI ) 
--Updated minimal conflict sets ---
[r1) 
(b2] 
--- Updated minimal candidates ---
[r1.b2] 
.... Result assessment -
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
The entities involved in new conflicts are not causally linked 
=> End 
*** End of result assessment ... 
... End of process ... 
The above diagnostic process performed by MVDS follows an efficient path of reasoning, where 
the minimal candidates are successively refined from the single {rl} to the set of candidates {rl, 
r2}, {r1, b2}, {rl, p} and {r 1, v}, and to the final minimal candidates {r 1, b2}, As cxp laincd in 
section 5.5.4, this represents a satisfactory diagnosis. The diagnoses obtained by MVDS, or with 
sets of available entities restricted to {temp} or {hardness}, are shown in table 5.1. 
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Final minimal candidate(s) 
MVDS: all entities 
Type of set of measurements 
available 
Entities available: {temp} Entities available: {hardness} 
Ideal {rI, b2} {rl} {b2} 
{rI, b2} 
{rl,b2} {rI, b2} 
{rI,r2} {r2,b2} Rich 
{r2,b2} {r2,p} 
{rI,b2} {r2} {r2,rl} 
Poor {rI,v} {rI} {v,p} 
{p,b2} {p} {v,rI} 
{p,v} {b2} 
Table 5.1 - Diagnosis results obtained with scenario 1 
The analysis of these results is presented in chapter 6. 
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5.5.6 Diagnostic processes performed on scenario 2 
In the same manner as for scenario 1, three sets of measurements are used for diagnosing scenario 
2. These sets are used for comparing the performance of MVDS using a complete set of available 
entities {flow, pressure, temp, air, hardness} with the performance obtained with a set of available 
entities restricted to {temp}, or {flow}, or {hard}. 




Flow: High at P5, and medium at P6. 
Temp: Very high at P6 and P7. 
Hardness: Low at P6 and very low at P7. 
Air content: Very low at P6 and PS. 
Flow: High at P2 and P5, and medium at P6 and P8. 
Temp: Medium at P4, high at PS, and Very high at P6 and P7. 
Hardness: Low at P4 and P7, very low at P7 and PS. 
Air content: Very low at P4, P5, P7 and P9. 
Flow: High at P4, and medium at P7. 
Temp: Very high at P6 and high at P8. 
Hardness: Low at P4 and very low at P9. 
Air content: Very low at P4 and PS. 
The results obtained are shown in table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 - Diagnosis results obtained with scenario 2 
The analysis of these results is presented in chapter 6. 
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Entities available: {hardness} 








A small example and a larger case-study have been described and used as test-beds for MVDS. 
In order to be able to evaluate the advantage of including all the relevant entities to a system into the 
set of available entities, MVDS is used either with this exhaustive set, or with sets restricted to a single 
entity. 
Because the set of measurements used in a diagnostic process influences the result, the fairness of 
comparisons can only be obtained if several sets of measurements are used in a series of tests. Three 
types of sets of measurements have been identified, namely the types Ideal, Rich, or Poor. 
Following these test conditions, one fault scenario has been diagnosed for the air-conditioning 
example, and two scenarios for the hot-water and heating system. The air-conditioning example has 
demonstrated that MVDS reached a satisfactory diagnosis, whereas the other systems have not. For 
each of the two scenarios on the hot-water and heating system, the diagnostic results have been 
reported and are the subject of an analysis presented in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 
Analysis of MVDS' diagnostic performance 
6.1 Introduction 
The analysis of the perfonnance of MVDS is undertaken in a comparative manner. Section 6.2 
describes the theoretical framework of these comparisons, which are presented in the following 
sections. 
The diagnostic perfonnance of MVDS, when it is applied to the air-conditioning system described in 
chapter 5, is simple. It exhibits a clear advantage over the diagnostic perfonnances undertaken using an 
incomplete set of available entities, since it reaches the satisfactory diagnosis whereas the other 
performances do not. In section 6.3, although mentioned above as simple, the air-conditioning example 
is considered and explained, in order to see how it demonstrates the advantages ofMVDS. 
On the more complex case-study, however, the various performances obtained on the two scenarios 
with the different sets of available entities need to be analysed more attentively. This analysis is the 
object of section 6.4, where the diagnostic performances on the two fault scenarios set up in chapter 5, 
on the hot-water and heating system, are presented. 
The penultimate section evaluates the quality of the traces produced by MVDS during the diagnosis 
processes. 
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6.2 Basis for the comparative evaluation of MVDS 
The performance of MVDS is evaluated in a comparative manner. However, no eXlstll1g fault-
diagnosis system provides any way of adapting the set of investigated entities to the task at hand, thus, 
MVDS cannot be compared directly to a particular system. 
For every consistency-based fault-diagnosis system, the set of investigated entities is fixed at the start 
of the task. It is an initial condition of the task. Thus, the same system can be run using a system's 
representation including only one entity, or including a few entities, or including all the entities that are 
relevant to the physical system's functioning. 
Depending on the set of entities included in the system's representation at the start of the task, the 
process performed with an existing fault-diagnosis system varies in accuracy and in cost. 1lle 
performance of MVDS does not depend on this initial set of entities, since it is adapted automatically 
to an efficient set during the process. Therefore, the performance of MVDS cannot be compared 
directly to another system's, but can be compared with the performance that would be obtained using 
different fixed sets of investigated entities. In that way, it is possible to evaluate the advantage of an 
automatic adaptation of the set of investigated entities to the task at hand. 
In order to make these comparisons, MVDS is run several times on the same fault-scenario, using the 
same sets of measurements, but with different sets of entities investigated. First, it is run with an 
adaptable set. This is the process that is really obtained by the strategy in MVDS. Secondly, this 
adaptability is disabled in MVDS, and the set of entities investigated is fixed to either a set with only 
one entity, or a set including all the entities that are relevant to the functioning of the physical system. 
This second set of performances represents generically the performances of existing systems with 
different initial conditions. As a consequence, it is possible to evaluate the differences between the 
diagnosis processes obtained with an adaptable set of investigated entities and obtained with various 
fixed sets of investigated entities. 
Comparing the different diagnosis processes is undertaken by comparing two factors: the accuracy of 
the result, and the cost of the process. 
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6.2.1 Accuracy 
The accuracy of the result is evaluated using the concept of satisfactory diagnosis defined in section 
5.3.5.1. Each fault-scenario is associated with a satisfactory diagnosis. 
The set of all the possible diagnoses is not fully ordered by accuracy, but common-sense provides this 
set with a partial order. This simple ordering follows these principles (or mles): 
Rule 1: if the set of minimal candidates is reduced a single minimal candidate C, and if C is the 
scenario's satisfactory diagnosis, then the accuracy of this result is maximum. 
Rule 2: if a set SI of minimal candidates contains the scenario's satisfactory diagnosis S, then SI is 
more accurate than any set of minimal candidates which does not include S. 
Rule 3: if two sets of minimal candidates both contain the scenario's satisfactory diagnosis, then 
the one with the smaller number of minimal candidates is more accurate. 
Rule 4: if a set S2 of minimal candidates contains a superset of the scenario's satisfactory 
diagnosis S, then S2 is more accurate than any set of minimal candidates which does not include a 
superset of S. 
Rule 5: if two sets of minimal candidates both contain a superset of the scenario's satisfactory 
diagnosis, then the one with the smaller number of minimal candidates is more accurate. 
In the analysis of the case-study, the accuracy of the result obtained with MVDS is only compared to 
the accuracy of the result obtained with a too limited fixed set of investigated entities. This is because 
the accuracy of the result obtained with a complete fixed set of entities is equal to the accuracy 
obtained with MVDS, since the extra investigations of the former compared to the latter are 
investigations of correct entities, therefore not holding any information for a consistency-based 
approach. 
6.2.2 Cost 
The cost of the process using MVDS needs only to be compared with the cost of the processes which 
have achieved the same accuracy. 
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The cost of the different diagnosis processes include several cost elements. With a fixed set of 
investigated entities or with the strategy of MVDS, the total cost always consists of the computational 
cost and the measurement cost. Evaluating the computational cost must take into account the number 
of entities investigated, and, for MVDS, the extra-computational cost incurred by the result assessment 
(search through causal knowledge if new symptoms are present) and the dynamic revisions 
(modification of the system's representation). The measurement cost is evaluated by the number of 
investigated entities. This is because each investigation of an entity requires the acquisition of a set of 
measurements. 
It is important to notice that, in non-monitored systems, making measurements is an expensive process. 
On the contrary, the high computational speed of modem computers reduces the importance of the 
computational cost. As a consequence, for many applications, the reduction of the measurement cost is 
welcome even if it is accompanied with a increase of the computational cost. Thus, the differences 
between incurred measurement costs is argued to be more important than the differences between 
incurred computational costs. 
6.3 A clear case: the air-conditioning example 
The structure of the 3-piece air-conditioning example is recalled on the graph in figure 6.1 below. For a 






Figure 6.1- Recall of the 3-piece air-conditioning system 
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The complex multiple-fault situation occurring in the fault-scenario contains two faulty components, 
the heater and filter # I, whose faults affect two entities, 'dust' and 'temperature'. 
6.3.1 Accuracy of the results 
The fault-scenario's satisfactory diagnosis is {Heater, Filter # I}. The final minimal candidates obtained 
with the three different sets of available entities are recalled below. 
Sets of investigated entities r;-.-.-.. -.. -.-.-.----... -.--.--.... -.-----.-.-. 
Fixed to F' d t Adapted by MVDS to Fixed to lxe 0 
{Dust} {T tu} {Flow, Temperature, {Flow, Temperature, empera re . Dust} Dust, Water content} 
Final minimal {Filter#l} {Heater} {Heater, Filter # I } {Heater, Filter # 1 } 
candidate 
Table 6.1 - Diagnosis results obtained on the air-conditioning examllle 
Only a single faulty component is diagnosed when the set of available entities is fixed to {Dust} or 
{Temperature}, but the two faulty components are diagnosed if MVDS is used with a adaptable set of 
available entities. 
The comparison of these results is clear. By rule 1, the accuracy result obtained by using the adaptable 
set of available entities, i.e. using the strategy in MVDS, is maximum. By rule 2, this result is more 
accurate than the two results obtained with a single investigated entity, since neither of these latter 
results include the satisfactory diagnosis. On this air-conditioning example, MVDS has therefore 
obtained a more accurate diagnosis than approaches using a too restricted set of investigated entities. 
Similarly to the result obtained with MVDS, the accuracy of the result obtained with a fixed complete 
set of investigated entities is maximum. 
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6.3.2 Cost of the accurate processes 
Computational cost: 
In the case of a system where the complete set of available entities is put under focus at once, the 
number of entities investigated is the number of elements in the set of available entities. In the present 
case of the air-conditioning example, this number is four. In the case of MVDS, the number of entities 
investigated is three. However, two dynamic revisions and two result assessments (with search of the 
causal knowledge) have been conducted, as it can be seen on the output in section 5.3.5.2. MVDS has 
therefore avoided some unnecessary computational cost by avoiding the investigation of one entity, but 
had to bear extra computational cost for conducting the four actions mentioned before. 
Measurement cost: 
Because the process using MVDS has investigated three entities and the process using a fixed complete 
set of entities has investigated four entities, the measurement cost has been cut down by the use of the 
strategy in MVDS. 
6.3.3 Quality of the output 
Beside the quantitative advantages consisting of the diagnosis precision and its low cost, it is important 
to notice the clarity of the output in section 5.3.5.1. It has been possible, by using the ODE method for 
conflict and candidate generation, to produce an explicit trace close to common-sense reasoning. 
English sentences are widely used in the rich trace that can favour human-machine co-operation and 
has an important explanatory value, as explained in section 3.4.1.3. 
6.3.4 Conclusion on the air-conditioning example 
This simple example shows that it is possible to investigate the entities independently of each other, 
and still to combine the conflict sets to reach a precise diagnosis taking into account the various 
entities. It has also shown that the measurement cost of obtaining the satisfactory diagnosis can be 
significantly reduced in comparison to systems where all the entities available are investigated at once. 
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Furthermore, because the process is split into several sub-parts, and because common-sense algorithms 
are used, the output produced by MVDS on this example has been shown to be favourable to co-
operative work and to be significantly self-explanatory. 
However, the evaluation of the performance of MVDS on the more complex case-study using the hot-
water and heating system is more complicated than for this small example. This evaluation is the 
subject of the two next sections. 
6.4 Analysis of the diagnostic performances on the case-study 
The two scenarios 1 and 2 set up for the case-study have been described in section 5.5.4. Recall briefly 
their main characteristics. In scenario 1, the temperature is the base-entity and the components that 
need repairing are the radiator ri, in order to stop the air intake, and the boiler b2 that needs to be de-
scaled in order to regain its normal efficiency. {rI, b2} is therefore the satisfactory minimal candidate. 
In scenario 2. the temperature is the base-entity again. and the faulty components are the pump P. since 
it needs to be replaced (or the seals changed), and the radiator ri, since it needs to be replaced or 
emptied of the sludge. {rI, p} is therefore the satisfactory minimal candidate. 
The diagnostic performances undertaken on these two scenarios are analysed by looking at the 
accuracy of the diagnoses obtained and by looking at the cost incurred. 
6.4.1 Accuracy of the results 
For every diagnostic engine, the accuracy of the result depends on the set of entities investigated and 
also on the set of measurements used. As explained in chapter 5, three different sets of measurements 
have been used on each scenario. The two tables with the different diagnoses obtained, with respect to 
the set of available entities and the set of measurements, are reproduced below for convenience. 
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Final minimal candidatc(s) 
MVDS: all entities Entities available: Entities available: 
Type of set of measurements 
available {temp} {hardness} 
Ideal {ri, b2} {rl} {b2} 
Rich {ri, b2} {rI,b2}, {rl,r2} {ri, b2}, {r2,b2} 
{r2,b2}, {rI,b2}, 
{ r2}, {rI}, {p} {r2,p}, {r2,r I }, Poor {rI,v}, {p,b2}, {p,v} {v,p}, {v,rI}, {b2} 
Table 6.2 - Recall of diagnosis results obtained with scenariol 
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Table 6.3 - Recall of diagnosis results obtained with scenario 2 
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6.4.1.1 Using the ideal set of measurements 
Investigating a single entity in scenario 1 results in the diagnosis of one faulty component out of the 
two present. MVDS reaches the satisfactory diagnosis {ri, b2} as the only minimal candidate. By rule 
1, the accuracy is maximum, and by rule 2, it is higher than the accuracy achieved by the processes 
which use a single entity. This case is similar to the air-conditioning example, where the set of 
measurements used is an ideal set. It confirms the efficiency of MVDS when an ideal set of 
measurements is provided. 
In scenario 2, investigating only the entity 'temperature' results again in the diagnosis of only onc fault. 
Investigating only the entity 'flow' or only the entity 'hardness' provides four minimal candidates, 
showing a poor discrimination of candidates. However, one of the minimal candidates obtained with 
the entity 'hardness' is the satisfactory minimal candidate. However, it must be mentioned that this 
finding is a coincidence, since no relevant symptom for the air-intake in the pump can be found by 
investigating hardness measurements, which, by nature, do not hold any information about air contents. 
Furthermore, recall that this minimal candidate is not discriminated from three other ones. The 
diagnosis achieved by MVDS is still the satisfactory diagnosis, thus its accuracy is maximum. By rule 
2, it is more accurate than the results obtained by the processes using the fixed sets {temperature} and 
{Flow}. By rule 3, MVDS achieves a higher accuracy than the process using the fixed set {Hardness}. 
6.4.1.2 Using the rich set of measurements 
In scenano 1, each of the two processes investigating a single entity reaches two final minimal 
candidates, including the satisfactory minimal candidate. It is again by coincidence that this 
satisfactory minimal candidate is obtained, since each of the single entity processes misses out on some 
necessary reasoning to diagnose both of the occurring faults. This is confirmed by the performances of 
the single-entity processes in scenario 2, where the satisfactory minimal candidate is not obtained by 
anyone of the three. 
In scenario 1, MVDS reaches the satisfactory minimal candidate as the only minimal candidate. 
Therefore, the accuracy is maximum (by rule I), and higher than the accuracy achieved by using a 
single investigated entity (by rule 3). In scenario 2, where the single-entity processes obtain two 
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minimal candidates of two components each, MVDS obtains two minimal candidates of three 
components. The discrimination is therefore higher. This is to be expected, since having more 
measurements can only increase the discrimination. However, notice the efficiency of the extra-
discrimination, since each of the two minimal candidates from MVDS contains the satisfactory 
minimal candidate: {p,rl,v} and {p,rl,b2} both contain {p, rI}. Even if these minimal candidates are 
not the satisfactory minimal candidate, they are useful candidates since they might indicate to the 
operator that the components 'pump p' and 'radiator ri' are highly suspicious. By using the rules for 
accuracy ordering, the accuracy achieved by MVDS is higher than the accuracy of the other results by 
rule 4. 
6.4.1.3 Using the poor set of measurements 
Using scenario 1, MVDS performs efficiently. The single-entity processes reach either three single-
component minimal candidates including only one of the faulty components, or five minimal 
candidates of one or two components, where the satisfactory minimal candidate is not included. 
MVDS, however, obtains five minimal candidates of two or three components, out of which one is the 
satisfactory minimal candidate. The discrimination has therefore been efficient. The accuracy of the 
result obtained using MVDS is higher than the accuracy of the other results, by rule 2. 
Using scenario 2, the results of the single-entity processes are still unsatisfactory. Investigating the 
entity 'temperature' reaches two single-component minimal candidates, out of which only one is a 
faulty component. When 'flow' or 'hardness' are the only investigated entity, respectively five and six 
minimal candidates of one or two components are obtained, which do not include the satisfactory 
minimal candidate. The result obtained by MVDS consists of three minimal candidates, onc of two and 
two of three components. As opposed to scenario 1, the discrimination has not been efficient, since 
none of these three minimal candidates is equal to, or a superset of, the satisfactory diagnosis. No real 
progress has therefore been achieved by investigating further entities. This is because the poor quality 
of the set of measurements does not enable useful conflict sets to be discovered. The different results 
have the same accuracy, since no rule can be used to order them. 
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6.4.1.4 Conclusion on the accuracy 
The results obtained across the different sets of measurements for the two scenarios differ widely. 
Investigating all the entities affected by a fault has sometimes allowed MVDS to isolate the 
satisfactory minimal candidate as the single final minimal candidate, but sometimes resulted in not 
much progress. The former case is true with the ideal sets of measurements, and the latter with the poor 
set of measurements in scenario 2. With the poor set of measurements in scenario 1, the increase of 
accuracy is present in comparison with the single-entity processes, but is not as dramatic since the 
satisfactory minimal candidate is listed but not singled out. 
The ability of MVDS to reach a highly accurate diagnosis is therefore proportional to the quality of the 
set of measurements. This quality is always a necessary condition for an efficient diagnosis, but these 
tests prove that it is also a sufficient condition for MVDS. Indeed, with an efficiency that is 
proportional to the quality of the sets of measurements, MVDS manages to combine together 
investigations of different entities in order to refine the minimal candidates towards the satisfactory 
minimal candidate. MVDS always performs as well as, or better than, other systems. 
6.4.2 Stability 
The stability of a diagnosis strategy is defined in this thesis as the stability of its results' quality across 
different fault situations and available sets of measurements. 
Out of the six diagnostic tasks against which MVDS has been tested: 
three results are the satisfactory minimal candidate singled out, 
two results consist of minimal candidates including the satisfactory minimal candidate or supersets 
of it. 
one result does not include the satisfactory minimal candidate nor any supersets of it. 
The important point is to look in MVDS for any loss of stability from systems using a fixed complete 
set of entities under focus. In view of the results above, the stability of MVDS is satisfactory, since it 
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still obtains useful results when the sets of measurements are changed for sets of lower quality, or 
when using different scenarios. 
6.4.3 Cost of the accurate processes 
The cost of obtaining the diagnosis with MVDS must be compared with the cost of obtaining the 
diagnosis by investigating all the entities available at once. 
In the hot-water and heating .system of the case-study, there are five entities identified as available: 
pressure, flow, temperature, air content, and hardness. In all the diagnostic tasks performed by MVDS, 
only four entities were investigated. 
Computational cost: 
Using MVDS on the hot-water and heating system, the computational cost of investigating onc 
unnecessary entity was avoided. It added the computational cost of two dynamic revisions and three 
result assessments, as it can be seen on the outputs in chapter 5 and in appendix B. 
Measurement cost: 
Since it avoided the unnecessary investigation of one entity, the process using the approach in MVDS 
is associated with a lower measurement cost than the process using a complete fixed set of investigatcd 
entities. 
Notice that the set of available entities is the set of the entities which are involved in the model of the 
components. Thus, adopting more complex models would involve more entities and increase the size 
of the set of available entities. However, the number of entities involved in the fault-scenarios treatcd 
in this work remains at four. The greater the number of available entities not affected by onc complex 
multiple-fault situation, the greater the amount of measurement work that MVDS can potentially save. 
If the same fault-scenarios were studied with more complex models including more available entities, 
the decrease of the measurement cost could therefore be stronger. 
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6.5 Output produced by MVDS 
In chapter 3, the importance of producing a clear trace of the process has been stressed, for its role in 
human-checking, for its necessity in co-operative work, and for its explanatory value. The traces of all 
the diagnostic processes performed by MVDS are printed in Appendix B. They show that the trace is 
clear and rich, since it features: 
listings of actions undertaken, in English, 
explanations of dynamic revisions undertaken, in English, 
listings of intermediate results as predictions, symptoms and conflict sets. 
6.6 Conclusion 
The performance of MVDS at diagnosing one fault scenario on the air-conditioning system and two 
fault scenarios on the hot-water and heating system have been analysed. 
In comparison with systems where a single entity is investigated, the discrimination obtained in MVDS 
by combining together independent investigations of several entities is noticed to be sound and 
efficient. Indeed, the minimal candidates obtained by MVDS either consist of the satisfactory diagnosis 
for the fault-scenario, or are closer to this satisfactory diagnosis than the candidates obtained by 
investigation of a single entity. This efficiency of the discrimination is noticed to be stable across 
different scenarios and sets of measurements, even if it decreases when the quality of the sets of 
measurements decreases. 
In comparison with a system where all the entities available are investigated together at once, and 
therefore reaching the same accuracy, the measurement cost is reduced by the use of MVDS. This is 
because the models have been reduced to the smallest set of entities necessary to describe the function 
of each component. 
Comparing the computational costs is not generally possible. Extra-computational cost is created in 
MVDS by the occurrence of result assessments and dynamic revisions, but some computational cost is 
removed by avoiding the investigation of unnecessary entities. However, it is important to note that the 
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computational cost generated by any of the approaches is low. The computational time involved in 
running any of the diagnostic processes on the case-study has an order of magnitude of a few seconds. 
On the contrary, the measurement cost on non-monitored hot-water and heating systems is high, since 
making measurements on non-monitored physical system is a long and expensive process. Therefore, 
the most important conclusion ofthe analysis presented in this chapter is that the use of the approach in 
MVDS results in a decrease of the measurement cost. 
The output trace printed by MVDS during the diagnostic process is clear, rich, and self-explanatory, 
thereby proving the usefulness of choosing the GDE method for conflict and candidate generation 
because of its common-sense reasoning characteristic. The trace could even be made clearer, to a user 
who would be unaware of the underlying diagnostic process, by suppressing the references to terms 




Conclusions and further work 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the whole research and suggests areas of further work. The first section 
summarises the thesis by outlining its major points. The limitations and contributions of this research 
are listed respectively in sections 7.3 and 7.4. These limitations often result in suggestions for further 
work, which are described in the final section ofthis thesis. 
7.2 Review 
The complexity of physical systems results in the potential for complicated diagnosis tasks to be 
undertaken. These tasks include the diagnosis of complex multiple-fault situations, characterised by 
several of the system's behavioural entities being affected by faults. These situations are likely on 
complex physical systems because they involve many entities in their behaviour and because these 
entities influence each other's behaviours. A physical system is specifically at risk if it is poorly or not 
monitored, if it needs regular maintenance, if it is subject to variable and uncontrolled conditions of 
use, or if it contains components with partially known behaviours and ageing processes. 
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The investigation, i.e. simulation for consistency-checks and conflict collection, of more than one 
entity is necessary when addressing a complex multiple-fault situation, since several entities are 
affected by faults. However, investigating all the available entities can include some unnecessary work, 
since the entities that are not affected by any fault do not need to be investigated. The problem is that it 
is not possible to know beforehand which are the entities affected by a fault. Therefore, with existing 
diagnosis systems, the set of investigated entities would typically either be reduced to the entity that 
externally manifested a fault, or contain all the available entities. Depending on this set of investigated 
entities, fault-diagnosis systems either reach an incomplete or inaccurate result, or achieve accuracy at 
a high cost. 
This work proposes a novel diagnosis strategy, called MVDS for Multiple-Variable Diagnosis 
Strategy, that is specifically designed to tackle the issue of diagnosing complex multiple-fault 
situations. Since, as mentioned above, the set of entities that need to be investigated cannot be known 
before the diagnostic process, it is to be found progressively along this process. 
In order to do so in MVDS, the different entities involved in a physical system's behaviour, namely the 
available entities, are modelled independently. It is then possible to investigate anyone of them 
independently. An investigated entity is said to be 'under focus'. The information obtained by 
independent investigations of the entities under focus is combined together to form the overall result. 
Causal information is used to decide which entities need to be under focus. It consists of a declaration 
of the known influences between entities and quantities. This causal information is considered together 
with the latest intermediate results obtained in the current diagnostic process, so that the set of entities 
under focus is dynamically updated all along the process. 
Using MVDS to adapt the set of entities under focus to the task at hand, by using the most recent 
intermediate results available, obviates the need for the unnecessary investigation of unaffected 
entities. By reducing the number of entities that are being investigated, MVDS reduces the 
computational costs that would have been necessary to check whether these entities are faulty. This 
reduction in computational cost is not achieved at the expense of accuracy. On the contrary, the 
approach used by MVDS ensures that all the entities that matter are investigated. 
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The use of qualitative reasoning for the whole process and the use of ODE's method for candidate 
generation have resulted in a clear and rich trace that provides the human operator with a good insight 
into the process. The sectioning of the process into investigations of different entities is argued to be 
closer to human reasoning than sectioning using the changes of the algebra's accuracy or of the model's 
granularity. Thus the potential for co-operative work is increased. 
The performance of MVDS has been tested on a small air-conditioning example with one fault 
scenario, and on a larger case-study of a hot-water and heating system with two fault scenarios. TIle 
test on the air-conditioning example has illustrated clearly how MVDS can reach the satisfactory 
minimal candidate without unnecessary work. On each scenario of the case-study, three different sets 
of measurements are used: an ideal set, a rich set and a poor set, in decreasing order of quality. In 
comparison with the results obtained with only one entity under focus, MVDS' results are 
demonstrated to be more accurate. However, the gain in accuracy, i.e. the efficiency of the 
discrimination resulting from further investigations, decreases with the quality of the sets of 
measurements. Despite this, a satisfactory stability of the results' accuracy is noticed. The measurement 
cost incurred in MVDS' processes is reduced, in comparison with systems investigating all the 
available entities at once. This ratio is dependent on the models used for the components, but these 
figures are argued to be minimal. Finally, tests on MVDS have demonstrated the clarity and 
completeness of the trace produced during each process. 
7.3 Limitations 
The current state of MVDS has limitations of different types. Some are concerned with the 
assumptions made, some are concerned with the algorithm's efficiency, and some are concerned with 
the use of MVDS in an industrial application. Other types of limitations are related to the analysis of 
MVDS. 
7.3.1 Modelling assumptions 
The limitation caused by the modelling assumptions made to build MVDS is the availability of the 
models needed, since the strategy uses independent models of the different entities involved in a 
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physical system's behaviour. Obtaining these models is possible through the use of functional 
modelling, as explained in section 3.4.2.1, but could prove to be difficult in certain cases, where, for 
example, the function of a certain component involves two entities that cannot be detached from each 
other. This limitation is linked with the limitations of functional modelling. 
7.3.2 Diagnosis system's incompleteness 
MVDS is limited in its performance by the fact that it is only a strategy, and not a complete fault-
diagnosis system. In its present form, the diagnosis system using MVDS is weakened by its lack of 
tools. For example, MVDS does not include a module for dealing with the need for changing the 
algebra or changing the granularity of the model, nor does it include a measurement selection tool. 
MVDS is a strategy which has been built to be integrated into a fault-diagnosis system together with 
other performing modules. Therefore, it should not be considered as a complete fault-diagnosis system. 
7.3.3 Knowledge availability and quality 
Another limitation related to the assumptions made to build MVDS is concerned with the causal 
knowledge used. The strategy relies on the use of causal information, which can be limited in different 
ways. The knowledge of the influences between quantities and entities needs to be available, as 
completely as possible, and as correctly as possible. However, in comparison with rule-based systems, 
the quality of this shallow knowledge is not as critical. Indeed, causal knowledge is only used in 
MVDS as a guide for trying to reach a good balance between accuracy and cost of the diagnosis. If the 
causal knowledge was to be incomplete or corrupted, the process would lose efficiency, but because 
the causal knowledge is not used for simulations and candidate generation, tlle soundness of the 
diagnosis would remain unaffected. The completeness and correctness of the causal knowledge is 
therefore a limitation ofMVDS' efficiency but not correctness. 
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7.3.4 Co-operation 
The co-operative ability in MVDS is reduced to a token gesture: asking whether or not the operator 
wants the process to continue, acknowledging thereby the possibility that the operator possesses some 
knowledge which would render further investigations unnecessary. Implementing this interaction has 
proved that a diagnostic process following MVDS' strategy is split into sub-parts whose nature, being 
centred on entities, makes it favourable for co-operative work. However, the co-operative ability of 
MVDS, in its current development, is limited by its restriction to a single type of user intervention, as 
recalled above. 
7.3.5 Different sets of measurements 
The study of the efficiency of MVDS is limited in its depth by the importance of the influence of the 
set of measurements on the corresponding diagnostic process. Indeed the variety of sets of 
measurements is so wide that three sets of measurements on each scenario of the case-study are not 
sufficient to represent the whole range of potential diagnostic situations. This limitation can be reduced 
but not removed. It can be reduced by increasing the number of sets of measurements against which 
MVDS is tested, but it cannot be removed since the entire set of possible sets of measurements is too 
large to be covered. 
These limitations can be helped by some specific work, therefore they are all associated with a 
suggestion of further work. These suggestions are described in section 7.5. 
7.4 Contributions 
With the aim of investigating the management of a physical system's different entities for optimising 
their use in the fault-diagnosis of complex multiple-fault situations, this research has made the 
following contributions: 
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Complex multiple-fault situations are formally defined, and their diagnosis, identified as a 
problematic fault-diagnosis task, is specifically addressed for the first time. A diagnosis strategy, 
called MVDS, has been designed for diagnosing complex multiple-fault situations. 
The possibility of occurrence of complex multiple-fault situations on complex physical systems has 
been shown. It has been explained that the impossibility of knowing beforehand what are the entities 
affected by the faults requires a specific strategy where the set of entities investigated can be adapted. 
In order to be able to evaluate how prone to complex multiple-fault situations a physical system is, 
four risk characteristics have been identified. 
These characteristics are: not being monitored, needing regular maintenance actions, being subject to 
variable and uncontrolled conditions of use, and containing components of partially unknown 
behaviour and ageing process. The more a physical system matches these characteristics, the more 
likely it is to develop complex multiple-fault situations. In this case, MVDS is an appropriate choice of 
strategy for their diagnosis. 
MVDS uses a library containing models of the different entities in the physical system. This 
organisation around the entities is a novel structure for the library of models. 
This structure, based on entities, is needed in order to optimise the diagnosis of complex multiple-fault 
situations. At a higher level, there is still a more usual component-based structure, but each component 
is modelled through the behaviour of each relevant entity within it. 
The strategy uses the objects 'entity' and 'quantity'. They are precisely defined, as opposed to their 
usual grouping under the name 'variable'. The causal knowledge about the physical system is 
structured with respect to these objects. 
An entity refers to a physical entity, which is free of any concept of location. When a location in the 
system is present in the object, then it is named as a quantity. The reason for this distinction is that an 
entity cannot be evaluated, since it refers to a flow of information, as opposed to a quantity which has a 
value. The causal knowledge includes influences between entities, therefore valid everywhere in the 
physical system, and influences between quantities, therefore valid at certain locations only. Influences 
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between entities are called global influences, and influences between quantities are called local 
influences. 
The number of changes in the system's representation along the diagnostic process is potentially 
large and its limit is application-dependent. The formal definition of a 'diagnosis session' is 
proposed, referring to the reasoning process of obtaining a diagnosis candidate without any 
changes either to the physical system's representation or to the set of measurements. 
The changes to the system's representation are concerned with updating the set of entities that need 
investigating, rather than with its structural accuracy or with the algebra's granularity. Thus, they are 
only limited in number by how many entities are relevant to the physical system's behaviour. In 
traditional systems, changes to the system's representation are typically limited to one or two 
occurrences. A diagnostic process following MVDS' strategy can therefore contain a large number of 
diagnosis sessions separated by representation changes. 
Three classes of measurement sets have been identified: ideal, rich, and poor. No classifications of 
possible measurement sets has been proposed before. The testing of MVDS is made against a 
range of measurement sets from these various classes, which is a novel way of evaluating a 
system's performance. 
The performance of a diagnosis system depends strongly on the measurements available. Evaluating a 
diagnosis system should therefore take into account the variety of measurement sets that the diagnosis 
system might have to use. Even if a system incorporates a measurement selection module, it might still 
meet different qualities of measurement sets since the quality of the set of possible measurements 
varies with every physical system. 
Allowing co-operation and identifying its potential advantages are issues which are novel in the 
field of model-based fault-diagnosis. 
In order to ensure that a process is usable on physical systems without appropriate diagnostic records, 
it must be based on deep-knowledge. However, because shallow knowledge is an important source of 
useful infornlation, to increase efficiency, its use is a significant advantage. The integration of this 
knowledge, when it becomes useful during the task at hand, is possible through co-operation with the 
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operator. The common-sense characteristics of one strategy favour the use of co-operation. Since it is 
centred on entities, MVDS is such a strategy. This is because reasoning on entities is closer to 
common-sense reasoning than, for example, reasoning about the granularity of an algebra. 
7.5 Further work 
The limitations of MVDS and its study, described in section 7.3, can be lessened by further related 
work. Many of the suggestions below are therefore concerned with development work around MVDS. 
However, three development suggestions are extended to ideas for further research in the fault-
diagnosis field in general, namely the generalisation of adaptability of diagnosis systems, the 
development of co-operative fault-diagnosis, and the investigation of strategy-dependent measurement 
selection. These three suggestions for further work are covered first. 
7.5.1 Integration in a complete system, generalisation of adaptability 
MVDS provides a strategy for an economical management of the physical system's entities, but is not a 
complete fault-diagnosis system. Development work could therefore be aimed either at building 
modules around MVDS, or at integrating MVDS into an existing fault-diagnosis system. A first 
important module that is needed is a measurement selection module, since it has been shown that the 
efficiency of MVDS depends strongly on the quality of the measurement sets, despite a satisfactory 
stability of the strategy. A second important development is to complete the range of possible changes 
undertaken in a dynamic revision. In the same dynamic way as the set of entities under focus is 
updated, the granularity of the models used for these entities, or the accuracy of the algebra, could all 
be potentially adapted by a dynamic revision. In comparison with the traditional systems, adapting the 
set of entities under focus is a progression that needs to be followed by more work towards high 
adaptability offault-diagnosis tools to the current task. 
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7.5.2 Development of co-operative fault-diagnosis 
Even though MVDS is enabled for co-operation, the set of possible co-operative actions needs to be 
increased. The incorporation of shallow knowledge held by the lIser is a factor that can influence the 
efficiency of the process drastically. How valuable is, for example, the knowledge possessed by a user 
that one component is very old while another is brand new? Furthemlore, because of its benefits, co-
operative systems are more likely to be used for important decision-making [Woods, 1985], and 
therefore to be applied in a wide range of industries. Co-operative fault-diagnosis is a promising 
research domain. 
7.5.3 Further testing, strategy-dependent measurement selection 
The identification of three characteristics of measurement sets is a first step towards a more systematic 
classification of measurement sets. MVDS needs to be tested against more numerous sets, in order to 
extract more information about what type of sets fits MVDS best. In general, measurement selection 
modules do not take into account the type of diagnosis strategy used [de Kleer & Brown, 1987]. This is 
a limitation of such modules. For example, a measurement selection module for MVDS should try and 
minimise the number of dynamic revisions in a diagnostic process. For the same four entities being put 
under focus, it would be better to have two dynamic revisions resulting in two entities being put under 
focus each time, rather than four dynamic revisions putting only one entity under focus each time. This 
is an example of how the influence of the measurement sets on a diagnostic process goes further than 
their influence on the result's discrimination. This complete influence would need investigating. 
7.5.4 Modelling work 
Using MVDS requires independent models of entities which, in this work, are assumed to be available. 
Obtaining these models for a wide range of application domains, such as electrical, mechanical, 
electronics, or hydraulic, can be time-consuming. The construction of a large library of models 
available for use by MVDS would be an important step towards the wide use of MVDS on different 
physical systems. Looking at obtaining these models in an automatic manner is also a possibility. 
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7.5.5 Causal knowledge derivation 
Because MVDS uses causal knowledge about the physical system at hand, it must be ensured that this 
knowledge is available, with sufficient completeness and soundness. At least three approaches could be 
taken to this problem. The first approach would be to conduct some knowledge elicitation work. In this 
case, completeness and soundness are limited, since this approach is not applicable with a physical 
system that has not been sufficiently observed beforehand. The second approach would be to extract 
the causal knowledge from the algebraic model of the physical system, if it is available. This approach, 
taken in [Trave-Massuyes & Milne, 1997], requires a tool for automated knowledge extraction to be 
built, and cannot reach completeness since all the influences are not embedded in the algebraic 
equations. The third approach would be to combine the two first approaches, i.e. to derive a causal 
graph automatically and complete it with the result of some knowledge elicitation. 
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Appendix A 
Listings of MVDS' programs 
This appendix A contains the listings of all the programs used to produced results used in this 
dissertation. They use the language PRO LOG for Windows. 
The central program MVDS.pl contains no application-dependent information. This information is 
contained in the file data_heat.pl for the hot-water and heating system, and in the file data_air.pl for the 
air-conditioning example. The qualitative algebra is declared in the file algebra.pl. 
The central program: MVDS.pl 
% This file contains MVDS' prog:amme itself. 
%It does not contain application-dependent infoonation. 
%It uses the file data_heat.pl which contains the application.cfependent 
°/oinformation. 
%It uses also the file algebra.pl which contains the qualitative algebra. 
%_ - open files ---
:_ ensureJoaded(data_heat). 
:_ ensureJoaded(algebra). 
% _ tools -----
%overlap(X.Y) is true if the two lists have at least 
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%one member in common. 
overlap(X.Y):- member(Z'x). member(Z.Y). 
%superset(L 1. L2) is true if L 1 is a superset of L2 (large) 
%superset([1 J.(11) is talse. superset([1.2J.[2.11) is false. 
superset(L1. L2):- not subset(L1.L2). 
subset(L 1. L2):-
member(Y. L2). not member(Y. L 1). 
%equivalent(L 1. L2) is true if L2 contains the same elements as L 1 








equivalent(A 1.B 1). 
%l..ist1 and List2 are lists of lists. 
DloeIiminate(List1. List2) is true if List2 is the result of taking out 













remove(y. Listsotar. Newiistsofar1). 
Newiistsofar2=[XINewtistsofar1 I. 
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eliminate(lavoir. Newlistsofar2. listfinale). 
eliminate([xllavoir). listsofar.listfinale):-
Newlistsofar=[xllistsofar). 
eliminate(lavoir. Newlistsofar. listfinale). 
%separate(lisqof is_a_con~. list2. list3. list4[of vaUoc)) is true 
0/oif out of the elements is_a_conf(list. Var. loc). the elements 
°All.ist are compiled in list2. the Var in list3. the loc in list4. 
separatem. D. D. 0). 
separate([is_a_conf(list. Var. loc)IConflistj. [listlSetsj. 
(VarlVarsj. [vaUoc(Var.loc)IQuants)):-
separate(Conflist. Sets. Vars. Quants). 
%is_a_subset(Sub. Set) is true if Sub is s subset of Set 
is_s_subset(Sub. Set):-
member(X. Set). 
sppend(list1. [xllist2). Set). 
append(list1. list2. Sub). 





%selectvar(lisqofvalue(Val. Var1.loc. Env). Var2. Ust2. Rest) 
%is true if the values such that Var1 is the same as Var2 are compiled 
%in list2. and the others in Rest 
selectvarffi. Var. O. m· 
selectvarUvalue(Val. Var. loco Env)llJ. Var. 
[value(Val. Var. loco Env)llist). Rest):-
selectvar(l. Var.list. Rest). 
selectvarQvalue(Val. Var2. loco Env)IL). Var1. list 
[value(Val. Var2. loco Env)IRest)):-
not =(Var1. Var2J. 
selectvar(l. Var1. Ust. Rest). 
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same(value(Val. Var. Loc. J. value(Val. Var. Loc. J). 
samequ(vaUoc(Var. Loc). vaUoc(Var. Loc)). 
epure(Lisl. L):· 
member(X1. List). 
remove(X 1. List. Rest). 
member(X2. Rest). 
same(X 1.x2). 
remove(X1. List. List1). 




remove(X 1. List. Rest). 
member(X2. Rest). 
X1=X2. 
remove(X 1. List. List1). 
epure2(List1. L). !. 
epure2(List. List). 
% end of lools -----. 
%_ -- algorithm -------
Olocalculate(Compid. Value1. Value2) is used in the predicate 'complete'. 
%and is true if Value2 can be obtained from Value1 through model of Compid. 
calculate(Compid. value(Val.Var.Loc.Env). Listpred):· 
findall(L, calculate_oneJlOl1(Compid. value(Val.Var.Loc.Env). L). Listval). 
findall(value(VaI2.Var2.Loc2, Env2). member(value(VaI2.Var2.Loc2. Env2). Ustval). Listpred). 
calculate_oneJXll1(Compid. value(Val.Var.Loc.Env). L):· 
componenl(Compid. Comp). 
variable(Comp. Var. NeV¥>rl). 
locate(Loc. Compid. Port1). 
model(Comp. Var. NeV¥>rl, Relation. Port1). 
rule(Newval. Relation, VaQ. 
locate(Newtoc. Compid. Nev.port). 
append(Env. (CompidJ. Newenv). 




variable{Comp, Var, Newport}, 
locate{Loc, Compid, Port1}, 
model{Comp, Var, Port1, Relation, Ne~ort), 
rule{Val, Relation, Newval), 
10cate{Newloc, Compid, Newport}, 
append{Env, [Compid], Newenv}, 
L=value(Newval, Var, Newloc, Newenv},!. 
calculate_one..jXlrt(Compid, value{Val, Var, Loc, Env},L):-
component{Compid, Comp}, 
variable(Comp, Var, Ne~ort}, 
locate{Loc, Compid, Port1}, 
model(Comp, Var, Nev.port, Relation, Port1), 
not rule{Newval, Relation, Val), 
Newenv=[CompidIEnv], 
L= is_a_conf(Newenv, Var, Loc}. 
%system(List) is true if List compiles the components declared in the file OAT A.PL 
system{List):- findall{Compo, component(Compo, J, List). 
contrad_one{value{VaI1, Vat, Loc, Env1), D, DJ:-!. 
contrad_one{value{VaI1, Vat, Loc, Env1}, [value{VaI2, Var, Loc, Env2)IListvalue), Listconlrad):-
Va11=Va12, 
conlrad_one(value{VaI1, Var, Loc, Env1}, listvalue, Listconlrad). 
conlrad_one{value{VaI1, Var, Loc, Env1), [value{VaI2, Var, Loc, Env2)IListvalue), [value{VaI2, Var, Loc, Env2}IListcontrad]):-
conlrad_one{value{VaI1, Var, Loc, Env1}, Listvalue, Listconlrad). 
%conflict(Env, Obs, ConQ is true if spreading the values in Obs through 
%the models of the components in Env gives, amongst others, the conflict set Conf. 
conflicts{ListoLvalues, X, X):-length{ListoLvalues, 1), !. 
conflicts([value{VaI1, Var,loc, Env1J1ListoLvalues), ConflicUistsofar, FinaUist):-
findallOs_a_conf(Conf, Vat, Loc), conlradiction(value(VaI1, Var, Loc, Env1), ListoLvalues, ConQ, Part_list}, 
append(ConflicUistsofar, Part_list NewJistsofar}, 
conflicts{List_oLvalues, NewJist_sofar, FinaUist). 
contradiction(value(VaI1, Var, Loc, Env1), list ConQ:-
member(value{VaI2, Var, Loc, Env2), List), 
not{Val1 =VaI2), 
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append(Env1. Env2. Contl). 
epure2(Cont1. ConQ. 
nl. writer Symptom at loc. 1. write(Loc). writer: '). 
'Mite(Var). 'Miter = '). write(VaI1). writeC vs 1 . ....,.ite(Var). 
'Miter = 1. 'Mite(VaI2).nl. writer (resulting conftict set '). 
'Mite(ConQ. writer )'). 
%relevantcomp{Listcomp. Comp. value(Val. Var. Loc. Env)) is true if 
%the component Comp. from the list Listcomp. has a port on location Loc. 
%is not included in the environment Env. 
relevantcomp(Listcomp. Comp. value(Val. Var. Loc. Env)):-
member{Comp. Listcomp). 
not member{Comp. Env). 
locate(Loc. Comp. J. 
%propagate_value(value(Val. Var. Loc. Env). LisUelev_comp. Listney.,preds) 
%is true if propagating the value(Val. Var. Loc. Env) through the components 
%in LisUelev_comp give the predictions contained in Listney.,preds. 
propagate_value(value(Val. Var. Loc. Env). [CompILisUelev_comp]. Listpreds):-
propagate_value(value(Val. Var. Loc. Env). [CompILisUelev_comp]. 0, Lislpreds). 
propagate_valueL 0, V.V):- !. 
propagate_value(value(Val. Var, Loc. Env), [CompILisUelev_compJ. 
Sotarpreds. Listpreds):-
calculate(Comp, value(Val, Var. Loc. Env), Listval). 
append(Sotarpreds, Listval. Newsotarpreds), 
propagate_value(value(Val. Var. Loc. Env), ListJelev_comp. Newsotarpreds. Listpreds). 
%predictions(Listcomp. Listval, Sofarpreds. List) 
%is true if List contains the predictions that are obtained from the quantities 
%in Listval through the components in Listcomp. 
%Sofarpreds is a temporary list of predictions. 
predictions(Environ. D. P.P):- !. 
predictions(Listcomp,[value(Val, Var. Loc, Env)lListvalJ, Sofarpreds. L):-
findall(Comp. relevantcomp(Listcomp. Comp, value(Val. Var. Loc. Env)). LisUelev_comp). 
propagate_value(value(Val, Var, Loc, Env), LisUelev_comp, Ustney.,preds), 
append(Listval. Listney.preds, Newlist), 
append(Sofarpreds. Listney.preds, T otalpreds), 
predictions(Listcomp, Newlist Totalpreds. L),!. 
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predictions(Listcomp.(value{Val. Var. Loc. Env)IListval]. Sofarpreds. L):-
predictions(Listcomp.Ustval. Sofarpreds. L). 
% candidates(8asevarl) is the central predicate. 
% It produces the whole process from Basevarl. 




candidates(System.Avail. Basevarl. O. Basevarl. D). 
candidates(System.Avail.Focusvart... Predicted. Totalfocus. Pastconf):-
read_measur(Focusvarl. _. Usetobserv). nl. 
IM"iteC-- Predictions obtained about entity 1. 
write(Focusvarl). writeC -1. nl.nl. 
predictions(System.Usetobserv. O. Listpred). 
describe(Listpred) • 
append(UseCobserv. ustpred. Forconf). 
nl.witeC--- New symptoms and conflict sets --1. nl. 
connicls(Forconf. O. Newconflist). 
separate(Newconflist. ConUist2. Vars1. Quants1). 
append(ConUist2. Pastconf. Totalconf). 
epure(Quants1. QuanIs2). 
epure2{Vars1. Vars2). 
eliminate(T otalconf. Minconf). 
nl.nl. 
writeC-- Updated minimal conflict sets --1. 
nl. 
describe(Minconf). nl. 
cand2([]. Minconf. List). 
witeC--- Updated minimal candidates ---1. 
nl. 
describe(List). nl. 
wite('**" Result assessment -). nl. 
further(Avail. System. Focusvarl. Vars2. Quants2. List 
Listpred. Tota/focus. ConUist2. Totalconf). 
%selectvarl(Lis~of value]. Ust2[of Var). List3(of value]) is !rue if 
%list3 contains the values from List which are about a variable listed in Ust2. 
selectvart..([]. -' m :- !. 
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selectvarl([value(Val. Var. Loc. Env}IAvaiq. BasevarL. 
(value(Val. Var. Loc. Env}IObse!V]):-
member(Var. BasevarL}. 
selectvarl(Avail. Basevarl. Obse!V). 
selectvarl((value(Val. Var. Loc. Env)lAvaiij. BasevarL. Obse!V} :-
not member(Var. Basevarl}. 
selectvarl(Avail. Basevarl. Obse!V}. 
%further analyses all these data and 
%is \\fong if no more revision is needed: the process stops. 
%is true if revision is needed. and starts a new <candidates> function 
%wth the new entities under focus. 
further(Avail. System. Focusvarl. Vars. Quants. List 
Listpred. Totalfocus. ConUist2. Totalcon~ :-
satisfactory(Avail. Totalfocus). 
Vrfiter End of result assessment -}. nl. 
writer- End of process ..... ). nl. !. 
further(Avail. System. FocusvarL. Vars. Quants. List 
Listpred. Totalfocus. ConUist2. Totalcon~ :-
=(ConUist2. m. 
writerLast diagnosis session revealed no new conflicts => End'). 
nl. v.riter End ot result assessment ***,). 
nl. Ytfiter- End ot process "**'). !. 
further(Avail. System. Focusvarl. Vars. Quants. List 
Listpred. Totalfocus. ConUist2, Totalcon~ :-
Vrfiter> Global influences: 1. 
modellin9.JJlobal(Avail. Totalfocus. Vars. Newfocus1). 
writer> Local influences: 1. 
modelling.Jocal(Avail. Totalfocus. Quants. Newfocus2). 
append(Newfocus1. Newfocus2. Newfocus3). 
not =(0. Newfocus3). 
writer End of result assessment and start of dynamic revision-'),n!. 
revision(Newfocus3,Avail.Totaltocus. System. Lislpred. Totalconf. List).!. 
turther(Avail. System. Focusvarl. Vars. Quants. List 
Lislpred. Totalfocus. ConUist2. Totalcon~ :-
writerThe entities involved in new conflicts are not causally linked 
=> End'). 
nl. \\fiter- End of result assessment -). 
nl. \\fiter- End of process ***'). !. 
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%satisfactory(Avail, FocusvarL) is true if 
%the entities in Avail are the same as in FocusvarL 
satisfactory(AvaH, FocusvarL) :-
equivalent(FocusvarL, Avail), 
v.fiteCAlI available entities are already under focus.'), nl. 
%the first part of revision(Newfocus3,Avail, Tolalfocus, System, Listpred, Totalconf,List) 
%is true if NewfocusvarL is the union of Newfocus3 and T otalfocus, 
%and if the process is not terminated by the operator. 
% The second part of the predicate is true if there is termination 
%by the operator. 
revision(Newfocus3,Avail, Totalfocus, System, Listpred, Totalconf.List):-
epure2(Newfocus3, Newfocus), 
append(Newfocus, ToIalfocus, NewfocusvarL), ni, 
v.fiteCThe new entities under focus are 1, 'Mite(Newfocus), 
ni, 'Miter End of dynamic revision ***,), 
not terminate, 
ni, 'Miter Start of further diagnostic reasoning -),nl, 
candidates(System,Avail, Newfocus,Listpred, NewfocusvarL, TotalconQ. 
revision(Newfocus3,Avail,Totalfocus, System, Listpred, Totalconf, List):-
nl,'Miter Process terminated by the operator ..... ), 
nl,'MiteCFinal minimal candidates:1, 
nl,descrlbe(List), !. 
%terminate is true if the operator types 'end' when prompted. 
terminate:-
nl,nl. 
'MiteCTo terminate type [end], to go further type [go],),nl, 
'MiteCfollowed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.1, 
read(Order), 
Order = end. 
%read_measur(List Measursofar, MeasurL) is true if 
%the operator types the measurements in MeasurL 
%about the entities in List. 




witeCEnter the measurements for entity 1, v.rite(Entity), 
VKiteC, with formaq, ni, 
VKiteC[value(qualitat. value, 1,v.rite(Entity), 
v.riteC, location, 0), value( ... ), ... ).1. 
nl,nl, YKiteCMeasurements 1, read(List), 
append(List, Measursofar, Nev.rneasursofar), 
read_measur{Newfocus, Nev.rneasursofar, Measurl). 
%modellin9-9lobal(Avail, Focusvarl, Vars, Newfocus) is true if 
%the entities in Focusvarl are globally linked with the entities 
%in Newfocus (which were not already under focus). 
%It uses the predicate modellin9-9lob below. 
modellin9-9lobal(Avail, Focusvarl, Vars, Newfocus):-
globaUnflLJ, 
modellinQ....9lob(Avail, Avail, Focusvarl, Vars, Newfocus),!. 
modellin9-global(Avail, Focusvarl, Vars, m :-
ni, VKite('No global influence has been declared.1, nl. 
%modellin9-local(Avail, Focusvarl, Quants, Newfocus) is true if 
%the quantities in Quants are locally linked with quantities of which 
% entities are the list Newfocus (entities not already under focus). 
%It uses the predicate modellin9-loc below. 
modelli"9-local(Avail, Focusvarl, Quants, Newfocus):-
locaUnflL __ J, 
modellin9-loc(Avail, Avail, Focusvarl, Quants, Newfocus),!. 
modellin9-local(Avail, Focusvarl, Quants, m:-
ni, v.rite('No local influence has been declared.1, nl. 
modellin9-locL. D, __ -- 0). 
modellin9-Ioc(Firstavail, Avail. Focusvarl, Quants, [Var2INewfocus)) :-
member(Var2, Avail), 
locaUnfl(Compid, Varl, Var2), 
locate(Loc, Compid, J, 
member(varjoc(Varl, Loc), Quants), 
not member(Var2, Focusvarl), 
remove(Var2, Avail, Newavail), 
ni, v.rite('Entity <1, v.rite(Var2), 
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IM'iteC> put under focus because local influence'), nl. 
IM'iteCbetween <1.lM'ite(Var2), IM'iteC> and <'). IM'ite(Var1). 
IM'iteC> (involved in conflicts).'). 
nl. IM'ite('within component ').lM'ite(Loc). nl. 
modelling-'oc(Firstavail. Newavail, FocusvarL. Quants. Newfocus). 
modelling-,oc(Firstavail. Avail. FocusvarL, Quants. [Var2INewfocus)) :. 
member(Var2, Avail). 
locaUnfl(Compid. Var2, Var1), 
locate(Loc, Compid, J. 
member(varjoc(Var1. Loc). Quants). 
not member(Var2, FocusvarL). 
remove(Var2. Avail, Newavail), 
nl. IM'iteCEntity <1. IM'ite(Var2). 
IM'iteC> put under focus because local influence'), ni, 
IM'iteCbetween <').lM'ite(Var2). IM'iteC> and <1. IM'ite(Var1). 
w-iteC> Qnvolved in conflictsn 
ni, IM'iteCwithin component 1. \M'ite(Compid). ni, 
modelling-,oc(Firstavail. Newavail, FocusvarL, Quants. Newfocus). 
modelling-,oc(Firstavail, Avail. FocusvarL, Quants, 0):-
Avail=Firstavail, 
ni, IM'iteCNo local influence of interest.'). nl. !. 
modelling-,oc(Firstavail, Avail. FocusvarL, Quants, O):-!. 
modellin!LglobL. U. _, .... U). 




not member(Var2. FocusvarL). 
remove(Var2, Avail, Newavail). 
ni, IM'iteCEntity <1, IM'ite(Var2). 
IM'iteC> put under focus because global influence'). nl. 
IM'iteCbetween <1, 
IM'ite{Var2), IM'iteC> and <1. IM'ite(Var1), 
IM'iteC> Onvolved in conflicts)'). nl. 
modellin!L9lob(Firstavail. Newavail. FocusvarL. Vars. Newfocus). 




not member(Var2. FocusvarL). 
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remove(Var2, Avail, Newavail), 
ni, YKiteCEntity <1, YKite(\/ar2), 
IM"iteC> put under focus because global influence1, ni, 
IM"iteCbetween <1, 
IM"ite(Var2), IM"iteC> and <1, IM"ite(Var1), IM"iteC> (involved in conflictsn, ni, 
modellin9-Qlob(Firstavail, Newavail, FocusvarL, Vars, Newfocus). 
modellin9-Qlob(Firstavail, Avail. FocusvarL, Vars, Ol :-
Avail=Firstavail, 
ni, YKiteCNo global influence of interest.1, ni, !. 
modellinQ....glob(Firstavail, Avail, FocusvarL, Vars. m :- !. 
% cand2 gives the minimal candidate sets regarding several new conflicts 
cand2(locand, D. m· 
cand2(locand, pqm, Lmin):-
lindaU( Cand. cand(Locand. X, Cand), List), 
eliminate(list, Lmin). 
cand2(locand, (x1(yILoconfj], L):-
lindall( Cand. cand(Locand, X, Cand), List), 
eliminate(list, Lmin), 
cand2(lmin.(yILocon~. L). 
%cand(List1, List2, List3) is true if the list of candidates in List1 
%tums into the list of candidates in List3 when the connict set List2 
% is discovered. 






not overtap(X, Con~, 
member(y, ConQ, 
append(X, M, Cand). 
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Models and structure for the air-conditioning system: data_air.pl 
% This file contains the library of models and 
% the physical system's structure 
%for the air-conditioning example. 
%system's description 





locate(p1, f1, in). 
locate(p2, f1, out). 
locate(p2, h, in). 
locate(p3, h, out). 
locale(p3, 12, in). 
locate(p4, 12, out). 
locaUnfl(h, dust, temp). 





0loair filler with inlet <in> and outlet <out> 
variable(airfilter, flow, in). 
variable(airfilter, flow, out). 
model(airfilter, flow, out ==, in). 
variable(airfilter, dust, in). 
variable(airfilter, dust, out). 
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model(airfilter, dust, out, «, in). 
variable(airfilter, water, in). 
variable(airfilter, water, out). 
model(airfilter, water, out, «, in). 
variable(airfilter, temp, in). 
variable(airfilter, temp, out ). 
model(airfilter, temp, out ==, in). 
%--_. 
°/oair heater with inlet <in> and outlet <out> 
variable(airheater, flow, in). 
variable(airheater, flow, out). 
model(airheater, flow, out ==, in). 
variable(airheater, dust, in). 
variable(airheater, dust, out). 
model(airheater, dust out, ->, in). 
variable(airheater, water, in). 
variable(airheater, water, out). 
model(airheater, water, out, ->, in). 
variable(airheater, temp, in). 
variable(airheater, temp, out). 
model(airheater, temp, out », in). 
Models and structure for the hot-water and heating system: data_heat.pl 
% This file contains the library of models and 
% the physical system's structure 
%for the hot-water and heating system. 
%.---
%physical system's structure 








locate(p1. s. in). 
locate(p2. s. out). 
locate(p2. v. in2). 
locate(p3. v. out2). 
locate(p4. v. out1). 
locate(p4. b2. in1). 
locate(p5. b2. out1). 
locate(p5. p. in). 
locate(p6. p. out). 
locate(p6. r1. in). 
locate(p7. r1. out). 
locate(p7. r2. in). 
locate(p8. r2. out). 
locate(p8. b2. in2). 
locate(p9. b2. out2). 
locate(p9. v. in1). 
0/olOCaUnftL. _. J:- false. 
locaUnfl(r1. air. temp). 
IocaUnfl(r2. air. temp). 
locaUnft(r1. now. tEmp). 
locaUnfl(r2. now. tEmp). 
locaUnn(v. now. tEmp). 





% Library of models 
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%----------------
%water boiler with inlet <in> and outlet <out> 
variable(boiler, flow, in). 
variable(boiler, flow, out). 
model (boiler, flow, in, ==, out). 
variable(boiler, pressure, in). 
variable(boiler, pressure, out). 
model (boiler, pressure, in,==, out). 
variable(boiler, tEmP, in). 
variable(boiler, tEmP, out). 
model(boiler, temp, out, », in). 
variable(boiler, hard, in). 
variable(boiler, hard, out). 
model(boiler, hard, in, ==, out). 
variable(boiler, air, in). 
variable(boiler, air, out). 
model(boiler, air, in,==, out). 
%'------.------------
%water softener with inlet <in> and outlet <out> 
variable(softener, flow, in). 
variable(softener, flow, out). 
model(softener, flow, in, ==, out). 
variable{sollener, pressure, in). 
variable(sollener, pressure, out). 
model (softener, pressure, in,==, out). 
variable{softener, temp, in). 
variable(softener, temp, out). 
model(softener, temp, out, ==, in). 
variable(softener, hard. in). 
variable(softener, hard, out). 
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model(softener, hard, in, », out). 
variable(sof!ener, air, in). 
variable(sof!ener, air, out). 
model(softener, air, in,==, out). 
% 
%water boiler <boilerfour> with inlets <in1 >and <in2>, 
% and outlets <out1> and <oul2>. 
variable(boilerfour, now, in1). 
variable(boilerfour, now, out1). 
variable(boilerfour, now, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, now, oul2). 
model(boilerfour, now, in1, ==, out1). 
model(boilerfour, now, in2, ==, oul2). 
variable(boilerfour, pressure, in 1). 
variable(boilerfour, pressure, out1). 
variable(boilerfour, pressure, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, pressure, out2). 
model(boilerfour, pressure, in1,==, out1). 
model(boilerfour, pressure, oul2,==, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, temp, in1). 
variable(boilerfour, temp, out1). 
variable(boilerfour, temp, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, temp, out2). 
model(boilerfour, temp, out1, », in1). 
model(boilerfour, temp, oul2, », in2). 
variable(boilerfour, hard, in1). 
variable(boilerfour, hard, out1). 
variable(boilerfour, hard, in2). 
variable(boilerfour, hard, oul2). 
model(boilerfour, hard, in1, ==, out1). 
model(boilerfour, hard, in2, ==, out2). 
variable(boilerfour, air, in1). 
variable(boilerfour, air, out1). 
variable(boilerfour, air, in2). 
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variable(boilerfour, air, out2). 
model(boilerfour, air, in1,==, out1). 
model(boilerfour, air, in2,==, out2). 
%.---
%water vessel <vessel> with inlets <in1>and <in2>, 
%and outlets <out1 > and <out2>. 
% The ports with suffix <1> relate to the flow from the boiler, 
%and the ports with suffix <2> relate to the flow of water stored. 
variable(vessel, flow, in1). 
variable(vessel, flow, out1). 
variable(vessel, flow, in2). 
variable(vessel, flow, out2). 
model (vessel, flow, in1, ==, out1). 
model (vessel, flow, in2, ==, out2). 
variable(vessel, pressure, in1). 
variable(vessel, pressure, out1). 
variable(vessel, pressure, in2). 
variable(vessel, pressure, out2). 
model(vessel, pressure, in1 ,==, out1). 
model(vessel, pressure, in2,==, out2). 
variable(vessel, temp, in1). 
variable(vessel, temp, out1). 
variable(vessel, temp, in2). 
variable(vessel, temp, out2). 
model(vessel, temp, out1, «, in1). 
model(vessel, temp, out2, », in2). 
variable(vessel, hard, in1). 
variable(vessel, hard, out1). 
variable(vessel. hard, in2). 
variable(vessel, hard, out2). 
model(vessel, hard, in1, ==, outl). 
model(vessel, hard, in2, ==, out2). 
variable(vessel, air, inl). 
variable(vessel, air, outl). 
variable(vessel, air, in2). 
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variable(vessel, air, out2). 
model(vessel, air, in1,==, out1). 
model(vessel, air, in2,==, out2). 
% 
%water waterpump with inlet <in> and outlet <out> 
variable(waterpump, flow, in). 
variable(waterpump, flow, out). 
model(waterpump, flow, in,==, out). 
variable(waterpump, pressure, in). 
variable(waterpump, pressure, out). 
model(waterpump, pressure, out, », in). 
variable(waterpump, temp, in). 
variable(waterpump, temp, out). 
model(waterpump, temp, in,==, out). 
variable(waterpump, hard, in). 
variable(waterpump, hard, out). 
model(waterpump, hard, in, ==, out). 
variable(waterpump, air, in). 
variable(waterpump, air, out). 
model(waterpump, air, in, ==, out). 
%---
%water radiator with inlet <in> and outlet <out> 
variable(radiator, flow, in). 
variable(radiator, flow, out). 
model(radiator, flow, in, ==, out). 
variable(radiator, pressure, in). 
variable(radiator, pressure, out). 
model(radiator, pressure, in, ==, out). 
variable(radiator, temp, in). 
variable(radiator, temp, out). 
model(radiator, temp, in,->, out). 
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variable(radiator, hard, in). 
variable(radiator, hard, out). 
model(radiator, hard, in,==, out). 
variable(radiator, air, in). 
variabfe(radiator, air, out). 
model(radiator, air, in, ==, out). 
Qualitative algebra: algebra.pl 






rule(medium. -<, high). 
rule(high, -<, very_high). 
rule(L, ==, L). 
rule(very_high, ->, high). 
rule(high, ->, medium). 
rule(medium, ->, Iow). 
rule(low, ->, veryjow). 
rule(very_high, », medillT1). 
rule(high,» ,Iow). 
rule (medium ,» ,veryjow). 
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Appendix B 
Outputs of MVDS' processes on the case-study 
This appendix B contains a series of outputs produced by MVDS on the hot-water and heating system. 
They complete the output printed in chapter 5. The conditions of the diagnostic process that has 
produced each output are described in the titles. 
Scenario 1, rich set of measurements 
1 ?- candidates([temp)). 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
Ivalue(qualitat. value, temp, location, m, value( ... ), 
.. .). 
Measurements I: Ivalue(very_high, temp, p6, m, 
value(very_high, temp, p7, m, value(very_high, temp, 
p9, m, valueQow, temp, pI, m)· 
__ Predictions obtained about entity Itemp)-
value(high,temp,p7 ,Irl)) 








value(very _high, temp.p5,lv .b2)) 
value(high,temp,p3,[s,v)) 
value(very _high,temp,p9.lrl ,r2,b2)) 
value(very_high,temp,p9,[p,b2,v)) 
value(very_high,temp,p6,[b2,r2,rl)) 
value(very _high,temp.p6,lv ,b2,p)) 
value(medium,temp,p4,[rl,r2,b2,v)) 
value(very _high, temp,p5,[b2,r2,r1 ,pI) 
value(high,temp,p7 ,Iv ,b2,p,rl)) 
value(medium,temp,p8,lv,b2,p,rl,r2)) 
--- New symptoms and connict sets --
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very_high vs temp = high 
(resulting connict set Irl] ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very_high vs temp = high 
(resulting cannict set [b2,r2) ) 
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Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very_high vs temp = 
high 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p,rl]) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [rl ,r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p,rl ,r2)) 
_- Updated minimal conflict sets --
[b2,r2] 
[rl) 
___ Updated minimal candidates ---
[b2,rl) 
[r2,rl) 
- Result assessment **** 
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
Entity <flow> put under focus because local influence 
between <floW> and <temp> Qnvolved in conflicts), 
within canponent rl 
Entity <air> put under focus because local influence 
betvJeen <air> and <temp> Qnvolved in conflicts), 
within canponent rl 
... End of result assessment and start of dynamic 
revision-
The new entities under focus are [flow,air) 
... End of ctjnamic revision *** 
To tenninate type [end], to go further type [go] 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY·I: go. 
- Start of further diagnostic reasoning *** 
Enter the measurements for entity flow, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, flow, location, m, value( ... ), ... ]. 
Measurements I: [value(high, flow, pi, [J), value(high, flow, p5, m, 
value(high, flow, pG, m, value(high, flow, pS, [])]. 
Enter the measurements for entity air, with format: 
[value(qualitat. value, air, location, [J), value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(low, air, p2, m, value(low, air, pG. m. 
value(medium, air. p7. [J), value(medium. air. pS. [))]. 













































value(medium,air,p9 ,[r2.r1 ,p,b2,v)) 
value(high,flow,p4,[p,r1,r2,b2,v)) 
value(high,flow,p9,[r2,r1,p,b2,v)) 
__ New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p6 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2 ,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1] ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2] ) 
Symptom at Ioc. p7 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2] ) 
Symptom at Ioc. pS : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,pI ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1 ,pI ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set: [r1.r2 .b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set: [P,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting connict set [r1 ,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [p,r2,b2,v]) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set: [r2.r1 ,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting connict set [r1 ,r2 ,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1.r2,b2,v)) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1 ,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1 ,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1 ,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1 ,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [v,r2.r1 ,p,b2) ) 








**** Result assessment ..... 
> Global influences: 
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Entity <hard> put under focus because global 
influence 
between <hard> and <air> (involved in conflicts) 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
- End of result assessment and start of dynamic 
revision-
The new entities under focus are [hard] 
- End of dynamic revision ... 
To terminate type [end], to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY·I: go. 
*** Start of further dagnostic reasoning ... 
Enter the measurements for entity hard, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, hard, location, m, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [valueOow, hard, pS, m, 
value(veryJoW, hard, p4, m, value(veryJow, hard, 
p6, m, value(veryJow, hard, p9, [J)). 
Measurements I: [value(low, hard, p8, m, 
value(veryJoW, hard, p4, m, value(veryJow, hard, 
p6, m, value(veryJow, hard, p9, 0))· 




value(very Jow,hard,p9 ,[v)) 






value(very Jow,hard,p6,[b2 ,pI) 
value(very Jow,hard,p8,[v ,b2)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p8,[r1,r2)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p4,lp,b2]) 
value(very Jow,hard,p7 ,[b2 'r2)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p5,lv ,b21) 
value(low,hard,p5,[r2.r1,pl) 
value(veryJow,hard,p7,[b2,p,r1 )) 
value(very Jow,hard,p 7 ,Iv ,b2,r2)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p9 ,lr1.r2 ,b2)) 
value(veryJow,hard,p9,IP,b2,v)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p6,[b2 ,r2.r1 I) 




value(very Jow,hard,p4,[r1'r2 ,b2, vI) 
value(very Jow,hard,p5,[b2,r2,r1,p)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p7 ,[v ,b2,p,r1)) 
value(low,hard,p9,[r2,r1,p,b2,v)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p5,[v,b2,r2,r1,p)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p8,[v ,b2 ,p,r1,r2)) 
--- New symptoms and conflict sets ---
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS: hard = low vs hard = veryJow 
(resulting conflict set [r1,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [b2,p.r1.r2)) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p,r1,r2)) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [b2, v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1,p,b2)) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1)) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set: [b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jaw vs hard = low 
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(resulting conflict set [r2.r1,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [b2, v) ) 
symptom at loc. pg : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r1,r2,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set IP,b2,v) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = veryJow 
(resulting conflict set [b2,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p 7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,b2,p.r1) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,v,b2,p,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [b2,r2,r1,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [b2,v) ) 
symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,r2.r1,p,b2) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r1,r2 ,b2 ,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1,b2,p) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [b2,r2.r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set: [r2.r1,v,b2,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set: [v,b2,r2.r1) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set: [r2,r1,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set: [v,b2.r2,r1 ,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set: [b2,r2.r1 ,pI ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set: [v,b2,r2.r1 ,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1,p,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1,p,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [p.r1,r2,b2,v] ) 
--- Updated minimal conflict sets ---
[r1) 
[b2) 
---- Updated minimal candidates ---
[r1,b2) 
..... Result assessment -
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
The entities involved in new conflicts are not causally linked 
=> End 
... End of result assessment .... 
... End of process .... 
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Scenario 1, poor set of measurements 
1 ?- candidatesUtempD· 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, temp, location, m, value( ... ), 
... J. 
Measurements I: [value(very_high, temp, pS, Ol, 
value(high, temp, pS, OlJ· 









_- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. pS : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1,r2)) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very_high vs temp = 
high 
(resulting conflict set [r2,p,r1) ) 
_- Updated minimal conflict sets --
[p.r1,r2) 




- Result assessment -
> Global influences: 
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No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
Entity <flow> put under focus because local influence 
between <flow> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
Entity <air> put under focus because local influence 
between <air> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
*** End of result assessment and start of dfnamic revision-
The new entities under focus are [flow,air) 
*** End of dynamic revision ... 
To terminate type [end), to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
*** Start of further diagnostic reasoning *** 
Enter the measurements for entity flow, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, flow, location, m, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(high, flow, p4, m, value(high, flow, p9, U)). 
Enter the measurements for entity air, with format: 
[value(qualitat. value, air, location, [)), value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(low, air, pS, m, value(medium, air, p9, 0)). 
Measurements I: [value(low, air, pS, m, value(medium, air, p9, mJ. 
--Predictions obtained about entity [flow,air)-
value(low,air ,p4 ,[b2)) 







value(low,air ,pg ,(b2 ,v]) 
















value(medium.air.p7 .[v .b2,p,r1]) 
value(high,flow,pS.(b2,p,r1,r2)) 
value(high, flow, pG ,Iv .b2,r2,r1)) 
value(high,flow,p5,(b2,r2,r1,pJ) 
value(high, flow,p7 ,Iv ,b2 ,p,r1 )) 
value(low,air,p4,(p.r1,r2,b2,v)) 
value(medium,air,p8,[v ,b2,p,r1 ,r2)) 
value(high,flow,p5,lv,b2,r2,r1,p)) 
value(high, flow,pS,lv ,b2 ,p,r1,r2)) 
_- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p5 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set IV,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set (b2,r2,r1 ,pI ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : air = medil.lll vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set (b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set (p,r1,r2,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set (b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set: (p,b2,r2,r1)) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p) ) 
Symptom atloc. p8 : air = medium vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set: [b2,p,r1,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : air = medil.lll vs air = low 
(resulting conflict set: Ip,r1 ,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [p.r1 ,b2,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set (v,b2,p,r1)) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : air = low vs air = medium 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p,r1,r2) ) 
--Updated minimal conflict sets --
(p,r1,r2) 
IV,b2] 







*- Result assessment .-
> Global influences: 
Entity <hard> put under focus because global influence 
between <hard> and <air> (involved in conflicts) 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
- End of result assessment and start of dynamic revision-
The new entities under focus are (hard) 
Ht End of dynamic revision Ht 
To terminate type [end), to go further type (go) 
followed by a dot and press the (enter) key.): go. 
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*** Start of further diagnostic reasoning *** 
Enter the measurements for entity hard, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, hard, location, m, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(veryJow, hard, p4, [J), 
value(low, hard, p7, 0)], 
Measurements I: [value(veryJow, hard, p4, [J), 
valueQow, hard, p7, u)]. 









value(very Jow,hard,p7 ,[b2,p,rl)) 




value(very Jow,hard,p6,[v ,b2,r2.rl)) 
valueQow,hard,p9,[rl,p,b2,v)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p5,[v,b2,r2,rl,p)) 
_-- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [rl,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p 7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jaw 
(resulting conflict set [b2,p.rl] ) 
Symptom at loc. p 7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [b2 ,rl,p] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set: [v.r2,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,p,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r1,b2,p] ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2.rl] ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,v,b2]) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = low vs hard = veryJow 
(resulting conflict set [b2,p,r1,r2]) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2,r1,p]) 










.... Result assessment **** 
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
The entities involved in new conflicts are not causally linked 
=> End 
*** End of result assessment *** 
*** End of process *** 
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Scenario 2, ideal set of measurements 
1 ?- candidates([temp)). 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, temp, location, Ol, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(ve!Y_high, temp, p6, m, 
value(very_high, temp, p7, m). 
_- Predictions obtained about entity [temp) -
value(high, temp,p7 ,[r1)) 







___ New symptoms and conflict sets --
symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very_high vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [r1) ) 
Symptom at lac. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1,r2) ) 
__ Updated minimal conflict sets --
[r1) 
___ Updated minimal candidates ---
[r1) 
- Result assessment ...... 
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
Entity <now> put under focus because local innuence 
between <flow> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
Entity <air> put under focus because local influence 
between <air> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
- End of result assessment and start of <ttnamic revision·" 
The new entities under focus are [flow,air) 
- End of <ttnamic revision -
To terminate type [end], to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
- Start of further diagnostic reasoning -
Enter the measurements for entity flow, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, flow, location, m, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(high, now, p5, (J), value(medium, flow, p6, 0)), 
Enter the measurements for entity air, with format: 
[value(qualitat. value, air, location, [J), value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(ve!YJow, air, p6, m, value(veryJow, air, pS, 0)), 




value(very Jow,air,p7 ,[r2)) 
value(high,flow,p4,(b2» 
value(high,flow,p6,[p)) 
value(medium ,ftow,p7 ,[r1)) 
value(medium,ftow,p5,[p)) 
value(very Jow,air,p8,[r1,r2)) 







value(medium ,flow,p4 ,[p,b2]) 










value(very Jow,air,p9,[r2,r1 ,p,b2,v)) 
value(high, lIow,p4,(p,r1 ,r2 ,b2 ,v)) 
___ New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p5 : 1I0w = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set (P) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set (P) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : 1I0w = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conftict set (P,h2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : now = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conftict set [r1 ,r2,h2,v) ) 
symptom at loc. p7 : now = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set (p,r1] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : now = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [v,r1 ,r2 ,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : lIow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set (P,b2,v)) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conllict set (P.r1,r2) ) 
symptom at loc. p4 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set (p,r1,r2,b2,v)) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : lIow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set (p,r1,r2,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [v,p,r1,r2,b2)) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1,r2,b2,v)) 
-- Updated minimal conflict sets --
[r1] 
(PI 
--- Updated minimal candidates ---
[r1,p) 
.... Result assessment .... 
> Global inlluences: 
Entity <hard> put under focus because global influence 
between <hard> and <flow> (involved in conflicts) 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
- End of resutt assessment and start of ~namic revision-
The new entities under focus are [hard) 
- End of ~namic revision .... 
To terminate type [end), to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
.... Start of further aagnostic reasoning .... 
Enter the measurements for entity hard, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, hard, location, [)), value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(low, hard, p6, [)), value(veryJow, hard, p7, [Ill. 








value(very Jow,hard,p9 ,Ir2 ,b2)) 
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- New symptoms and conftict sets --
Symptom at Ioc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conftict set [rl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = very Jaw vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [rl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very Jaw 
(resulting conflict set [rl,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very -'ow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set [rl,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at Ioc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set (p,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = very Jaw vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jaw vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
Scenario 2, rich set of measurements 
1 ? candidates([temp)). 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, temp, location, ID, value( ... ), .. .). 
Measurements I: [value(medium, temp, p4, m, 
value(very_high, temp, p6, ID, value(very_high, temp, 
p7, ID, value(high, temp, pS, ID)· 
_- Predictions obtained about entity [temp)-
(resulting conflict set [r2,rl,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = low vs hard = very -'ow 
(resulting conflict set: [rl,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jaw vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set: (p,rl,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very-'ow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set: [rl,r2,b2,v) ) 
--Updated minimal conflict sets --
[pI 
[rl1 
--Updated minimal candidates ---
(P,rl1 
- Result assessment-
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
The entities involved in new conflicts are not causally linked 
=> End 
... End of resuH assessment ... 






value(very _high, temp,p7 ,[r2)) 






value(high, temp,p7 ,[v ,b2,r2)) 
value(very _high, temp,p9,[rl ,r2,b2)) 
value(very_high,temp,p9,(p,b2,v)) 
value(medium,temp,p8,(b2,p,rl,r2)) 
value(very _high, temp,p6,[v ,b2,r2,rl)) 
value(medium,temp,p4,[rl,r2,b2,v)) 
value(very _high,temp,p5,[v ,b2,r2,r1 ,pI} 
__ New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p7: temp = very_high vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [rl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very_high vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set (b2,p,rl) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7: temp = very_high vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set (b2,p,rl ,r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = high vs temp = very_high 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2,v,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [rl ,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set (b2,p.rl,r2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very _high vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [r2,b2,p,rl]) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : temp = very _high vs temp = high 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2) ) 
_- Updated minimal conflict sets --
[v,b2] 
[rl] 
_-- Updated minimal candidates ---
[v.rl) 
(b2.rl] 
**** Result assessment **** 
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
Entity <flow> put under focus because local influence 
between <flow> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
INithin component rl 
Entity <air> put under focus because local influence 
between <air> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
INithin component rl 
- End of result assessment and start of cttnamic revision-
The new entities under focus are [flow,air] 
- End of cttnamic revision ... 
To terminate type [end), to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
- Start of further diagnostic reasoning -
Enter the measurements for entity flow, INith format 
[value(qualitat. value, flow, location, DJ, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(high, flow, p2, m, value(high, flow, pS, Q), 
value(medium, flow, p6, DJ, value(medium, flow, p8, 0)). 
Enter the measurements for entity air, INith format: 
[value(qualitat. value, air, location, m, value( ... ), ... ]. 
Measurements I: [value(veryJow, air, p4, m, value(veryJow, air, p5, m, 
value(veryJow, air, p7, m, value(veryJow, air, p9, 0)). 
-- Predictions obtained about entity [flow, air) -
value(veryJow,air,p5,(b2)) 
value(very Jow,air,p9 ,[v)) 
value(very Jow,air,p4 ,(b2)) 





















value(very Jow,air,p5,[v ,b2]) 
value(high,flow,p9,(b2,v]) 





value(very Jow,air,p7 ,(b2,p,rl)) 
value(very Jow,air,p7 ,[v ,b2,r2)) 
value(very Jow,air,p8,(p,rl,r2)) 
value(very Jow,air,p4,[rl,p,b2)) 








value(very Jow,air,p6,[v ,b2,r2.rl)) 
value(very Jow,air,p9 ,(p,rl,r2,b2)) 
value(very Jow,air,p9,[rl,p,b2,v)) 
value(very Jow,air,p5,[b2.r2,rl,p)) 




value(very Jow,air,p5,[v ,b2,r2,rl,p)) 
value(very Jow,air,p4 ,[p,rl,r2 ,b2,v)) 
value(very Jow,air,p8,[v ,b2,p.rl,r2)) 
value(high,flow,p4 ,[p.rl,r2,b2,v)) 
value(medium,ftow,p9 ,[r2,rl,p,b2, v)) 
--- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p5 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [pI ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2 ,rl,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : now = medium vs now = high 
(resulting conflict set [pI ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set: [p,r1,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set: [p,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set: [rl ,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set (r2,rl,p,b2)) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : flow = high vs now = medium 
(resulting conflict set: (p,r2,rl] ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set (p,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. pg : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set (b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,rl,r2,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set: [r2,p,rl] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set (v.rl,r2,b2) ) 
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Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [P,b2,vl ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1 ,p,b2,v] ) 
symptom at loc. p8 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1 ,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1 ,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1 ,r2,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1 ,r2,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [v,p,r1 ,r2,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1 ,p,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1 ,r2,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [p,r1 ,r2,b2,v) ) 




_- Updated minimal candidates ---
[r1,b2,p] 
[r1,v,p] 
- Result assessment .... 
> Global influences: 
Entity <hard> put under focus because global influence 
between <hard> and <flow> ~nvolved in conflicts) 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
... End of result assessment and start of dynamic 
revision-
The new entities under focus are [hard] 
... End of ctjnamic revision ... 
To terminate type [end], to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter) keY.I: go. 
... Start of further diagnostic reasoning ... 
Enter the measurements for entity hard, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, hard, location, [J), value( ... ), ... ]. 
Measurements I: [value(low, hard, p4, (]), value(low, hard, p6, [)), 
value(veryjow, hard, p7, m, value(veryjow, hard, p8, [))]. 








value(very jow,hard,p7 ,[r2)) 




value(very Jow,hard,p5,[r1 ,pJ) 
value(very jow,hard,p9,[r2,b2J) 
value(very jow,hard,p4,(b2,vJ) 
value(very jow,hard,p6,[r2 ,r1)) 
value(low,hard,p7 ,(b2,p,r1 J) 
value(low, hard,p7 ,[v,b2,r2J) 
value(low,hard,p9,[r1,r2,b2]) 
value(low,hard,p9,[p,b2,v]) 
value(very jow,hard,p4,[r1 ,p,b2]) 
value(very_low,hard,p4,Ir2,b2,v]) 
value(very jow,hard,p5,1r2,r1 ,pJ) 
value(low,hard,p8,(b2,p.r1,r2J) 




value(very Jow,hard,p4,Ir2,r1 ,p,b21) 
valueOow,hard,p5,lv ,b2,r2,r1 ,pI) 
value(very Jow,hard,p9,1r2,r1 ,p,b2 ,v)) 
--- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set (b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set Ir1 ,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set 1r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at Ioc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,r1 ,p,b2) } 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set Ir1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set 1r2.r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7: hard = veryJowvs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1) } 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (b2,p,r1) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set IV,b2,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set IV,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set Ir1,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (b2,p.r1 ,r2) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set (b2,r1 ,p) ) 
Symptom at Ioc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set (b2,r2,r1 ,p) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set IV,b2) } 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,r2,b2) } 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set Ir1 ,p,b2,v) } 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set Ir2,r1 ,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set Ir1,r2) } 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,pI ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set 1r2,r1 ,pI } 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set Ir1 ,b2,p) } 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set IV,b2,r2.r1) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set 1r2,v,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (b2,p,r1 ,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2,b2) } 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (P,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p 7 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,b2,p,r1) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = veryJow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set IV,b2,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set (b2,p,r2,r1) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set (P,b2,v) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [p,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2.r1 ,p,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2,r1.p) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = veryJow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set Ir1 ,r2 ,b2) } 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,p,b2.v) 
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Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2.rl) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,rl,p,b2,v) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = low vs hard = very Jaw 
(resulting conflict set [r2,rl,p,b2,v) 
Symptom at loc. pg : hard = low vs hard = very_Iow 
(resulting conflict set [rl,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,rl,p,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = veryJow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (p,rl,r2,b2,v) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2,b2,v) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = veryJow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2,rl,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,r2.r1,p,b2) ) 
Scenario 2, poor set of measurements 
1 ?- candidatesGtempD· 
Enter the measurements for entity temp, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, temp, location, ID, value( ... ), .. .). 
Measurements I: [value(very_high, temp, pS, 0>, 
value(high, temp, p8, 0». 
-- Predictions obtained about entity [temp]-
value(high,temp,p7 ,[r1)) 





value(very _high, temp,p9 ,(P,b2,v]) 




---- Updated minimal candidates ----------
(p,rl,v] 
(P.r1,b2] 
.-. Result assessment -
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
The entities involved in new conflicts are not causally linked 
=> End 
... End of resuK assessment ... 
... End of process ... 
value(medium,temp,p4,lr1,r2,b2,v)) 
---- New symptoms and conflict sets ---
Symptom at loc. p8 : temp = high vs temp = medium 
(resulting conflict set [rl,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7: temp = high vs temp = very_high 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,r2] ) 
-- Updated minimal conflict sets -----
Ir1,r2] 
----- Updated minimal candidates -------
1r2) 
Ir1) 
- Result assessment -
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> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
Entity <flow> put under focus because local influence 
between <now> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
Entity <air> put under focus because local influence 
between <air> and <temp> (involved in conflicts), 
within component r1 
... End of resuH assessment and start of dynamic 
revision-
The new en.tilies under focus are [flow,air] 
- End of dynamic revision ... 
To terminate type [end], to go further type [go) 
followed by a dot and press the [enter] keY.I: go. 
... Start of further ciagnostic reasoning *** 
Enter the measurements for entity flow, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, flow, location, m, value( ... ), ... ]. 
Measurements I: [value(high, flow, p4, DJ, 
value(medium, flow, p7, DJ]. 
Enter the measurements for entity air, with format: 
(value(qualitat. value, air, location, DJ, value( ... ), ... ]. 
Measurements I: (value(veryJow, air, p4, DJ, 
value(veryJow, air, pS, DJ]. 
_- Predictions obtained about entity (flow,air]-
value(very Jow,air,p5,!b2]) 
value(very Jow,air,p9 ,(vD 
value(very Jow,air,p9 ,!b2]) 
value(very Jow,air,p7 ,(r2]) 
value(high,flow,p5,[b2]) 
value(high, flow,p9 ,(v]) 
value(medium, flow,p6 ,[r1 )) 
value(medium,flow,pS,[r2)) 
value(very Jow,air,p6,[b2,p)) 







value(very Jow,air,p7 ,[b2,p,r1)) 
value(very Jow,air,p7 ,[v ,b2,r2)) 
value(very Jow,air,p5,(r2,r1,p)) 
value(high, flow,p7 ,[b2 ,p,r1)) 




value(very Jow,air,p6 ,Iv ,b2,r2 ,r1]) 
value(very Jow,air,p4,lr2.r1,p,b2)) 
value(high,flow,pS,[b2,p.r1,r2)) 





--- New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1,p,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p4 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conHict set [r2,b2,v] ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [b2,p.r1) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2]) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [b2,r1,p] ) 
Symptom at loc. p9 : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [v ,r2 ,b2) ) 
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Symptom at loc. pg : flow = high vs flow = medium 
(resulting conflict set [r1 ,p,b2,v) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting connict set [r1 ,b2,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [r2,v,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [b2,p,r1 ,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : flow = medium vs flow = high 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2,r1 ,p]) 










-- Result assessment .... 
> Global influences: 
Entity <hard> put under focus because global influence 
between <hard> and <flow> (involved in conflicts) 
> Local influences: 
No local influence of interest. 
... End of result assessment and start of dynamic 
revision-
The new entities under focus are [hard] 
... End of dynamic revision ... 
To terminate type [end], to go further type [go] 
followed by a dot and press the [enter] keY.I: go. 
... Start of further diagnostic reasoning ... 
Enter the measurements for entity hard, with format 
[value(qualitat. value, hard, location, DJ, value( ... ), ... ). 
Measurements I: [value(low, hard, p4, [J), value(ve!)'Jow, hard, pg, [J)). 





value(low,hard,p6 ,[b2 ,p)) 
value(low,hard,p8,[v,b2)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p7 ,[b2 ,r2)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p5,[v,b2)) 
value(low,hard,p7 ,[b2,p,r1]) 
value(low,hard,p7 ,[v ,b2,r2]) 
value(very Jow,hard,p6,[b2 ,r2,r1)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p6,[v ,b2,p)) 
value(low,hard,p8,[b2,p,r1,r2)) 
value(low,hard,p6 ,[v ,b2,r2,r1)) 
value(very Jow,hard,p5,[b2 ,r2,r1,p)) 
value(ve!)' Jow,hard,p7 ,[v ,b2,p,r1)) 
value(low,hard,p5,[v ,b2,r2,r1 ,p)) 
value(ve!)' Jow,hard,pS,[v ,b2,p,r1 ,r2]) 
---New symptoms and conflict sets --
Symptom at loc. p4 : hard = low vs hard = very Jaw 
(resulting conflict set [v) ) 
Symptom at lac. p9 : hard = very JOw vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v) ) 
Symptom at loc. p5 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2) ) 
Symptom at loc. p5: hard = low vs hard = veryJow 
(resulting conflict set: [b2,r2,rl,p) ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jaw VS hard = low 
(resulting connict set [v,b2] ) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [b2,p,rl,r2) 
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Symptom at loc. p6: hard = low vs hard = veryJow 
(resulting conflict set (p,b2,r2,r1)) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = low vs hard = very JOw 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p)) 
Symptom at loc. p8 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p,r1 ,r2)) 
Symptom at loc. p 7 : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [r2,b2,p,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7: hard = veryJow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS: hard = veryJow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2.r1 ,p)) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conmct set [v,b2,p,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p7 : hard = low vs hard = very Jow 
(resulting conflict set [r2,v,b2,p.r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = veryJow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. p6 : hard = very Jaw vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set (p,v,b2,r2,r1) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = low vs hard = very Jaw 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,p,r1 ,r2) ) 
Symptom at loc. pS : hard = very Jow vs hard = low 
(resulting conflict set [v,b2,r2,r1.p) ) 








- Result assessment **** 
> Global influences: 
No global influence of interest. 
> Local influences: 
No local innuence of interest. 
The entities involved in new conflicts are not causally linked 
=> End 
OH End of result assessment OH 
OH End of process ... 
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